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Writings inspired by the 
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Ken Saro-Wiwa CollectionSister Majella McCarron’s choice of Maynooth 
University for this unique donation was 
particularly appropriate, given the University’s 
long involvement with issues of inclusion and 
justice in Ireland and abroad.  This deep-rooted 
commitment is today articulated in our University 
Strategic Plan, where a strategic goal is ‘to build 
on our achievements to date and become a 
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and inter-culturalism, where social justice, 
addressing inequality and empowering people 
are central to our mission.’ This book makes a 
significant contribution to that goal.
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Writing can urge us to pause, to think, and to 
discover what we really want to say. Sharing that 
writing calls for courage and support. In this 
publication, as Jessica Traynor suggests, we see 
the evidence of a new generation of Irish and 
new Irish citizens engaging with complex issues 
through poetry. Reading their poems, we may 
begin to understand more about each other and 
ourselves. By bringing together these Irish and 
new Irish voices the book contributes to building 
a shared discourse which is essential for trust, 
community and hope.
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I welcome the publication of this volume 
which highlights the work of Trócaire 
and other people and organisations 
to fight for a more just world. Trócaire 
campaigned strongly for the release of 
the Ogoni 9 and continues to campaign 
for justice in the face of state and 
corporate violations of human rights. 
The writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa and 
those inspired by his work keep the 
flame of justice lit. 
Dr Caoimhe De Barra, 
Chief Executive Officer, 
Trócaire. 
The publication of I am a Man of Peace: 
Writings Inspired by the Maynooth 
University Ken Saro-Wiwa Collection 
highlights the shift towards peaceful 
protests as a means to a more 
sustainable end. It is a justification that 
one’s dreams for the greater good can 
still be attained without bloodshed. Ken 
preached, lived, and practiced peace in 
his search for justice even in the face of 
stiff opposition. Years after his death, 
Ken’s ideologies and philosophies have 
proved relevant today. 
Dr Owens Wiwa, 
Executive Vice-President, 
Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI).
I welcome the publication of this volume which highlights the work of Trócaire and 
other people and organisations to fight for a more just world. The story of Ken Saro-
Wiwa’s struggle for justice for the Ogoni people is shocking yet also profoundly mo-
bilising. Trócaire campaigned strongly for the release of the Ogoni 9 and we were 
shocked when we heard on 10th November 1995 that all nine had been executed. 
Trócaire continues to campaign for justice in the face of state and corporate viola-
tions of human rights. The writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa and those inspired by his work 
keep the flame of justice lit. 
—  Dr Caoimhe De Barra, 
Chief Executive Officer, Trócaire
Books of this nature, well written and researched, contribute to struggles such as 
that of the Ogoni. They ensure that peaceful protests continue to echo and that the 
attempt to censor our struggle by the execution of the Ogoni 9 by Abacha and Shell 
does not succeed.  This resonates with the agitations of the present day and the 
need to liberate minds towards fulfilling dreams for which the nation and our com-
munities were built. The publication of I am a Man of Peace: Writings Inspired by the 
Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Collection highlights the shift towards peaceful 
protests as a means to a more sustainable end. It is a justification that one’s dreams 
for the greater good can still be attained without bloodshed. Ken preached, lived, and 
practiced peace in his search for justice even in the face of stiff opposition. Years 
after his death, Ken’s ideologies and philosophies have proved relevant today. My 
thanks to Sister Majella and the Maynooth University Library for keeping the story 
alive, again through this collection.
—  Dr Owens Wiwa, Executive Vice-President, 
Regional Director of West and Central Africa 
and the Country Director in Nigeria for the 
Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI)
Sister Majella McCarron’s choice of Maynooth University for this unique donation 
was particularly appropriate, given the University’s long involvement with issues of 
inclusion and justice in Ireland and abroad.  This deep-rooted commitment is today 
articulated in our University Strategic Plan, where a strategic goal is ‘to build on our 
achievements to date and become a model University for equality, diversity, inclu-
sion and inter-culturalism, where social justice, addressing inequality and empower-
ing people are central to our mission.’
This book makes a significant contribution to that goal.
—  Dr Gemma Irvine, Vice-President of Equality & Diversity, 
Maynooth University
Writing can urge us to pause, to think, and to discover what we really want to say. 
Sharing that writing calls for courage and support. In this publication, as Jessica 
Traynor suggests, we see the evidence of a new generation of Irish and new Irish 
citizens engaging with complex issues through poetry. Reading their work, we may 
begin to understand more about each other and ourselves. By bringing together 
these Irish and new Irish voices the book contributes to building a shared discourse 
which is essential for trust, community and hope.
—  Dr Alison Farrell, Founder of the Summer Writing 
Institute For Teachers (SWIFT) and Co-founder, 
Irish Network for the Enhancement of Writing (INEW)
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Foreword
On 10 November 2011, the 16th anniversary of the execution of the Ogoni 9, 
Maynooth University President, Professor Philip Nolan accepted, on behalf 
of the University, the donation from Sister Majella McCarron, of the Ken 
Saro-Wiwa archive. Sister Majella’s choice of Maynooth University for this 
unique donation was particularly appropriate, given the University’s long 
involvement with issues of inclusion and justice in Ireland and abroad. This 
deep-rooted commitment is today articulated in our University Strategic 
Plan, where a strategic goal is ‘to build on our achievements to date and become 
a model University for equality, diversity, inclusion and inter-culturalism, where social 
justice, addressing inequality and empowering people are central to our mission’, and 
through the establishment of a Vice-President for Equality and Diversity and 
a dedicated Equality and Diversity office in the University.
The letters and poems, written by Ken Saro-Wiwa between 20 October 
1993 and 14 September 1995, were smuggled out of military detention in 
breadbaskets. Their journey from the Niger Delta to Ireland is, in itself, 
a fascinating aspect of the story. The letters shed light on Saro-Wiwa as 
a writer, an activist and a family man who was executed, with eight col-
leagues (The Ogoni 9), for protesting against the activities of the interna-
tional petrochemical industry in their homeland Ogoni, in the Niger Delta. 
The collection casts a unique light on a complex conflict over ownership of 
natural resources and environmental destruction.
Maynooth University has a dedicated team of librarians, archivists and 
conservators and expertise in digitisation and open access. Much work has 
been done to preserve, conserve and make available both physically and digi-
tally, this major collection. The letters and poems have been published as Si-
lence Would be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa (2013, 2018)1 and, in keep-
ing with the Library’s commitment to open access, and the desire to have the 
material available to activists and researchers in the Global South, the book 
is freely available via the Maynooth University Institutional  Repository.
We do not have the letters Sister Majella sent to Saro-Wiwa, which, as 
she explains in her essay, are likely to have been destroyed. However, the Ken 
Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive, created by Kairos Communications and Maynooth 
University Library, has extensive recordings of her life story and experiences 
in Nigeria and Ireland working with Saro-Wiwa to highlight the plight of the 
1 Corley, I. Fallon, H. & Cox, L. (2018) Silence Would be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa. Senegal/Montreal: 
Daraja Press. 2nd edition. http://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10161/ 
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Ogoni people. The audio archive also contains recordings of people connect-
ed with Saro-Wiwa, including his brother Dr Owens Wiwa and his daughter, 
renowned travel writer Noo Saro-Wiwa. Maynooth University has had the 
pleasure of hosting both on visits to speak at the annual Ken Saro-Wiwa Sem-
inar and to view the collection. As with Silence Would be Treason: Last Writings of 
Ken Saro-Wiwa the audio archive is available on open access.2
The Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive is probably one the Library’s most hard-
working collections. The letters have been exhibited to mark events such as 
International Human Rights Day, Africa Day, Development Studies Week, the 
anniversary of the execution of the Ogoni Nine (November 10th 1995) and to 
coincide with conferences/seminars which have a development studies/con-
flict resolution theme. Schoolchildren have visited the Library, viewed the 
letters and discussed the issues surrounding the conflict, and the broader 
issue of climate justice and land rights, in class. Students in Transition Year 
and above, have had the opportunity to take part in the Ken Saro-Wiwa po-
etry competition and those honoured are featured among the 41 poems, by 
new and established poets in this collection. Material from the archive has 
been integrated into elements of the postgraduate and undergraduate cur-
riculum, an initiative described in one of the essays.
The first international exhibition of material from the collection 
opened at Quinnipiac University in Connecticut in 2016. A Ken Saro-Wiwa 
travelling exhibition in Irish public libraries commenced in January 2019. 
Work with an American filmmaker, who hopes to make a film on the Saro-
Wiwa story, has also commenced. 
Locally and globally, justice and equality work continues. The 21 essays 
in this collection explore key global issues including climate change, envi-
ronmental pollution, the rights of minority groups in the face of abuse by 
large corporations, and promoting diversity and equality in all its aspects. 
The death-row correspondence, has been the catalyst for this collection, 
which I hope, will inspire us to continue the justice and equality quest of 
Ken Saro-Wiwa. 
Gemma Irvine
Vice-President Equality & Diversity
Maynooth University
October 2020
2 Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive: https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/library/collections/ken-saro-wiwa-
audio-archive
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Introduction
I feel privileged to bring together this collection of essays and poems to 
mark the 25th anniversary of the execution of Nigerian activist and writer 
Ken Saro-Wiwa and his eight colleagues (the Ogoni 9). The 21 essays and 
42 poems included here are inspired by his ideals and activism.
In 2011, John O’Shea, then a postgraduate student in the Sociology 
Department at Maynooth University (MU), approached the Library regard-
ing a possible donation of the death row correspondence from Saro- Wiwa 
to Sister Majella McCarron (OLA). She had worked with Saro-Wiwa in 
Nigeria to highlight the environmental destruction of Ogoniland by Royal 
Dutch Shell. Later, back in Ireland, she campaigned nationally and interna-
tionally to save the lives of the Ogoni 9. 
John had interviewed Sister Majella when investigating the topic of 
media coverage of the Shell to Sea Campaign for his thesis. One of her two 
essays in this volume recounts her experience as a table observer of the 
Shell to Sea campaign, which strove to have gas, discovered off the west 
coast of Ireland, refined at sea rather than inland.
I had met Sister Majella a few years previously when she was under-
taking postgraduate studies at Mary Immaculate College in Limerick. She 
was aware I had spent time teaching at the University of Sierra Leone and 
called to the Library to get my assistance in sourcing information for a 
project. She had taught at the University of Lagos, and we had an inter-
esting exchange of experience. Both of us had seen the effects of corrupt 
and inept government and the power of large multinational corporations. 
There were similarities between Sierra Leone and Nigeria. The Niger Delta, 
where Ogoni is located, is rich in oil: Sierra Leone had an abundance of 
diamonds, gold and other resources. Rather than being of benefit to the 
people, the mismanagement of these resources and other complex histori-
cal and political factors, resulted in a ten-year civil war in the case of Sierra 
Leone, and in the case of Ogoni, environmental devastation, the destruc-
tion of people’s livelihoods, and the deaths of the Ogoni 9. 
A few years after that first encounter with Sister Majella, John O’Shea 
approached the Library. Recognising the value of the collection, the  Library 
immediately began working with Sister Majella and the Saro-Wiwa family 
to preserve and make available Ken’s legacy. The cataloguing, digitisation 
and subsequent use of the archive to support teaching and research are 
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the subject of an essay by MU Library archivists Ciara Joyce and Roisin 
Berry, while Hugh Murphy, Head of Collections and Content, looks at the 
broader, often complex, issues of collection development in his essay. 
In 2013, the book Silence Would be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa, 
containing the death row correspondence, poems and contextual essays, 
was published by Daraja Press, with a second edition published in 2018.1 Dr 
Owens Wiwa, brother of Ken Saro-Wiwa, visited the Library and launched 
the book. In his essay, the first in this volume, he recounts how his older 
brother awakened and nurtured his awareness of the tremendous damage 
being wrought by Royal Dutch Shell to their homeland, in collaboration 
with the then Nigerian military dictatorship. His firsthand account of the 
brutality of the military government and its impact; his unsuccessful ef-
forts to save the life of his brother; going into hiding and subsequently es-
caping with his family from Nigeria; and his efforts to retrieve the remains 
of his brother for burial, make for a very moving read. 
In 2015, Noo Saro-Wiwa visited MU Library to view the archive and 
read from her award-winning travel book Looking for Transwonderland: 
 Travels in Nigeria.2 A recording of the reading is available on the library 
 YouTube channel.3 In the second essay of this collection, she shares her 
story of growing up in England with strong links to family in Nigeria, and 
the trauma of hearing of her father’s execution while at university.
Sister Majella McCarron provides two personal essays. The first is a re-
flection on the events that shaped her work with Saro-Wiwa in Nigeria and 
her subsequent efforts to save the lives of the Ogoni 9. The second recounts 
her work on the Shell to Sea and other campaigns in Ireland.
The environmental destruction that Shell has caused in the Niger Delta 
is addressed by Mark Dummett, Head of Business, Security and Human 
Rights at Amnesty International. This organisation investigated and docu-
mented how Shell and other oil companies have caused or contributed to 
human rights abuses through their operations in the Niger Delta. Daniel 
Leader, a barrister and partner at Leigh Day’s international law depart-
ment, known for leading a number of ground-breaking human rights 
cases, including a series of cases against Shell on behalf of Nigerian com-
munities, explores the issue of legal redress. His essay recounts how a new 
1 Corley, I., Fallon, H. & Cox, L. (2018). Silence Would be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa.
Senegal: Daraja Press. http://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10161/
2  Saro-Wiwa, Noo (2012) Looking for Transwonderland: Travels in Nigeria. London: Granta
3  Noo Saro-Wiwa reading at Maynooth University Library 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHt49EeHsgk&t=356s
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generation of activists and lawyers are seeking to hold Shell and other 
multinationals to account for the “ecological war” they have waged in the 
Niger Delta. 
The United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) report of the 
Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland,4 recorded that drinking water 
in Ogoni had benzene, a carcinogen, at over 900 times the level permit-
ted. Nigerian architect, environmental activist, author and poet Nnimmo 
Bassey’s wide ranging essay draws on this report and Saro-Wiwa’s writings 
in discussing Saro-Wiwa as activist, writer and creator of the Ogoni Bill of 
Rights. Anthropologist Dr Abayomi Ogunsanya explores the Niger Delta 
cultural landscape in his essay, while Dr Samuel Udogbo’s essay draws on 
his MU doctoral research which examines Ogoni’s resistance in Nigeria. 
Firoze Manji examines the commonalities between Amilcar Cabral, the 
Guinea-Bissau revolutionary, and Ken Saro-Wiwa, focusing on the central-
ity of culture in the search for freedom. 
Dr Laurence Cox discusses what we can learn from how the Ogoni, 
a small rural group, remote from the centres of power, were able to ef-
fectively resist Shell. He argues that it is only by challenging the priori-
ties of those who hold power and pushing for a radically different kind of 
economy, with the attendant changes in society, politics and culture, that 
we can hope to avert climate disaster.
The final essays, while inspired by Saro-Wiwa’s quest for equality and 
justice, reflect on aspects of an increasingly diverse Irish society.  Veronica 
Akinborewa, Dr Camilla Fitzsimons and Philomena Obasi use an auto 
ethno graphic approach – a conversation between three adult educators 
– in their essay, to explore relationships that exist amidst the intersec-
tions of race, gender and institutional positions. The three have designed 
and delivered workshops, with MU Department of Adult and Community 
Education, on culture, interculturalism and racism. One such workshop is 
the topic of the essay on diversity training for library staff at MU by Helen 
Fallon, Laura Connaughton and Edel Cosgrave. The training was part of the 
Library Strategic Plan 2020-2023, which has Equality, Diversity, Inclusion 
and Interculturalism as a strategic goal. Maynooth University’s commit-
ment to inclusion is also articulated in Dr Cliodhna Murphy’s essay on the 
University of Sanctuary. 
4 UNEP (2011) Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland Report.
https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/disasters-conflicts/where-we-work/nigeria/ 
environmental-assessment-ogoniland-report
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The second section of the book contains poems by both established 
and new poets, including contributions from schoolchildren in their se-
nior cycle, who have visited the University and viewed the collection. The 
poems are preceded with a contextual essay by Irish poet and creative writ-
ing teacher Jessica Traynor, who has worked with Maynooth University Li-
brary on delivering poetry workshops for schoolchildren and adults, both 
face-to-face and, more recently, virtually via Zoom. While the workshops 
grew from human rights violations in Nigeria, they sought to inspire peo-
ple to write about their own life experiences. Jessica Traynor’s essay, which 
opens this section, provides additional insights into this aspect of the col-
lection. The concluding essay is by David Rinehart from MU Library, who 
has worked with migrant aid and solidarity organisations for many years. 
He reflects on the poems in the collections for both their intrinsic beauty 
and as a tool for looking both inward and outward in order to better un-
derstand different ways of being and the effect of our actions as a global 
community on the people we share this planet with. 
Writing to Sister Majella McCarron on 1 December 1993, Saro-Wiwa 
urged her:
Keep putting your thoughts on paper. Who knows how we can use them in 
future. The Ogoni story will have to be told.5
I hope this rich and diverse collection of essays and poems goes some 
way to fulfilling his wishes, and strengthens in us – writers, poets and 
readers – the resolve to tell the stories of marginalised and oppressed com-
munities everywhere. Our voices can help create a world where justice and 
equality are the cornerstone of our societies.
Helen Fallon
Deputy University Librarian
5 Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive PP7/2
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Remembering Dede 
and the fight for Justice
Why Ken Saro-Wiwa must be exonerated 
and remembered as a man of Peace
Owens Wiwa
I grew up in a small town called Bori in Ogoni. My father worked in the civil 
service and also managed the markets in Bori. My mother was a trader in 
the market. My father had many wives and I grew up in a household full of 
children. Our respect for our parents and older siblings was very important. 
I did not actually know my eldest brother Ken very well when I was growing 
up. He was away at school and I saw him during the holidays. There was al-
ways the noise of a radio coming from his room. He woke up very early and 
he put on the radio and listened to foreign language stations. 
I studied medicine and worked in different places in Nigeria. After my 
internship I was posted back to Bori. One day Ken came to Bori to see our 
mother. He asked me to come with him in his car. He stopped by my clinic. 
We noticed a huge cloud of smoke bellowing out from the Shell plant. I 
told him that sometimes the smoke was so bad we weren’t able to see a 
person 10 metres away. He asked why I didn’t do anything about it. 
“I treat those with asthma and bronchitis and other respiratory dis-
eases due to smoke inhalation,” I said.
“Do you think that’s enough?” he asked.
 He thought that I shouldn’t just treat, I should prevent the pollution, 
which is basically what he was trying to do. That was my introduction 
to the whole world of government injustice. From then I started going 
to meetings and contributed in whatever way I could to the debate. Ken 
wrote the Ogoni Bill of Rights, which stated the rights of the Ogoni to have 
a voice within the Nigerian context. The Bill demanded the right to a clean 
environment and also demanded that Shell clean up our lands and pay 
compensation to the people whose livelihood was destroyed. 
Ken was organizing peaceful protests. On the fourth of January 1993, 
over 300,000 Ogoni people marched from different villages and converged 
in Bori which is the political capital of Ogoni. It was a peaceful protest, 
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asking the Nigerian government and Shell to read the Ogoni bill of rights 
and enter into negotiations with MOSOP. It was a simple request by a lot 
of people in a very peaceful way. While Shell claimed that after that they 
withdrew from Ogoni, I don’t understand this. Shell’s presence was in 
Ogoni in the form of their pipelines, drilling the oil from our land. 
After the protest in January in Bori, in March or April the same year, 
some women and men went to their farms early in the morning. They met 
their farmland being bulldozed by contractors who were working for Shell 
and they protested immediately. Shell had the military, who were armed 
with automatic weapons come and they shot into the protesting crowd. 
A lot of people were injured, including one woman who lost an arm. 
After the protest, Ken was subject to arrests, detention and several neg-
ative activities at the airports. He continued to voice his concerns about 
the destruction of the Ogoni environment. By polluting our land and wa-
terways, Shell and the military dictatorship, were destroying the Ogoni 
people’s livelihood, because we are farmers and fisherman. If you destroy 
our farms nothing is going to grow. If you pollute our rivers, the fish are 
not going to thrive and the fishermen will have nothing to catch. There 
will be nothing else to do, no jobs, nothing. After he started talking and 
writing about this, Ken was a marked man.
One day in August 1993, I was in my clinic as usual and motorcycles and 
cars were bringing in some people with gunshot wounds. I asked what was 
happening and was told the village of Kaa was invaded by armed men. I did 
what I normally do and attended to the injured. I then went off to Kaa to see 
what was happening. When I got to Kaa almost all the houses in that village 
had been either bombed out with grenades or burnt to the ground. There was 
a huge surge of people who were moving out of the village with almost noth-
ing on them. Women, men and children were streaming out of the village 
to other villages nearby. While the national press tried to present this as an 
ethnic conflict, that was not true. There were also other incidents. 
In May 1994, I was in my clinic and somebody ran in and told me that 
my brother Ken had been arrested by the Nigerian army. Four chiefs were 
having a meeting with other prominent people in Giokoo and they were 
murdered. My brother was in his house in Port Harcourt far far away from 
the murder. There are some people who believe the chiefs were killed by 
other chiefs in that community. There are others who say they were killed 
by the military in order to frame my brother and others. My brother was 
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arrested in his house and several others were looked for and arrested. Jour-
nalists, writers, lawyers, doctors and teachers were specifically  targeted. 
When I heard I went to search for him and some of my other friends. 
I didn’t see them in the detention centres so I took a flight to Lagos because 
when he was arrested in 1993 he was brought to  Lagos. I thought maybe 
the same thing had happened. The next morning, in Lagos, I heard on the 
radio that I was also wanted in connection with the murder of the chiefs.
The last time I saw my brother was two weeks before he was arrested 
on 22 May 1993. It was a normal meeting, but I remember vividly what he 
said went I saw him in his office in Port Harcourt; he said that he wanted 
me to stop being involved in the struggle. His words were, “those who we 
are dealing with are dangerous and they will stop at nothing”. Ken thought 
they would want to kill me and that would hurt him and make him stop. He 
said it would be good for one of us to be alive. I was unhappy then because I 
was already so involved with this struggle. I came into this trouble a little bit 
reluctantly but the more I got involved, the more I had to stay involved. My 
life, and my outlook on life changed. Eventually, I was also one of the Ogoni 
professionals declared wanted for the murders that he was arrested for.
I went underground for eighteen months. I got quite a lot of help from 
a variety of people and organisations, including the Nigerian pro-democ-
racy movement. Journalists in Nigeria helped. I was also in contact with 
those in the diplomatic community. Sister Majella was still in Lagos and 
she introduced me and my family to an American at the University of La-
gos who hid my wife and small child in her house. I was also in contact 
with the International community by many ways, fax back then was the 
mode of communication and sometimes phone. During those eighteen 
months, I probably stayed in at least twenty-five different places.
During this time Ken was in detention and was able to write letters. He 
wrote letters to me to contact some lawyers which I did and his lawyers 
were not even allowed to enter the court sometimes. The trial was a sham. 
It was a military appointed tribunal with military orders to do what they 
were asked to do. His lawyers were not given a free hand to represent him 
so he asked them to stop. So they stopped and the government just went 
on with the charade. 
My wife, at that time, Diana, was able to go to Ken in detention with 
my little son Befi and he would give her some letters. Some of the letters 
she would put in Befi’s diapers and bring out. Some were put on plates of 
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You can imagine during the struggle we were talking to everybody, we 
were with everybody and she was to him fresh air from a different context.
I was in Lagos when I heard my brother had been hanged. I thought 
how could God let this happen? Where was God? Up to that time (before 
I was underground), I never had the time to study what was happening in 
a global context and to see what sort of powers we were confronting. Dur-
ing Ken’s time in detention and when I was underground, I read so many 
books and there was a book I read, that detailed the power of the Seven 
Sisters. When I read that book and saw what oil companies had been do-
ing from Iran in the Middle East, toppling governments, doing all sorts 
of things, I knew my brother was in big trouble. I was drawn into this 
struggle by the fact that I wanted to treat people who were sick and to save 
lives. I saw the poverty when I was practicing. People were so poor they 
couldn’t buy food to eat well and protect themselves against the most com-
mon illnesses; I just wanted that to change. Later, I got to read extensively 
about how much profit companies like Shell were making. I got to read 
about how much money the people in government were making through 
corrupt practices related to oil extraction and I said “Oh God this is not just 
about the cleanup.” Quite a lot of toes had been stepped on. I thought – de-
tain us, stop the press from publishing what we write, whatever, but don’t 
kill us in order to stop the debate, which is what they tried to do.
After the executions it became obvious that we had to leave. Most of 
those who had been hiding us were frightened for their own lives for hous-
ing us. We didn’t want to get them into trouble so I went to meet one of 
the diplomats that Sister Majella had introduced me to. I gave him my 
certificates and some of the small belongings that we had and he said he 
would get these to Ghana. We had to find our own way to Ghana so we lit-
erally crossed the Nigerian border on foot, went to Ghana, got our things 
and stayed in Ghana for about three weeks. I tried to get a Canadian visa, it 
wasn’t the easiest in the world. However, Anita Roddick, the owner of the 
Body Shop, heard we were in Ghana and she helped us to get a British visa 
and got us on a plane from Ghana. 
I joined the media campaign that was already on in London and am-
plified the volume a bit when I got there. They did save other lives. There 
was more spotlight on the other Ogonis that had been detained with my 
brother but were not hanged. A lot of other campaigns were also going on 
elsewhere, including the Ogoni Solidarity Ireland group and Sister Majella 
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in Ireland. All of these campaigns contributed to their release from deten-
tion. It also helped to secure refugee status for Ogoni people who had to 
flee the detentions and the killings in Ogoni. They were accepted by many 
countries around the world to start a new life.
After Abacha died in 1998, there was a need for my parents who were 
still alive, and others who were psychologically and emotionally distraught 
with what had happened, to have a sense of closure. I had to look for the 
body of Ken, and to have a symbolic burial for him, for those left behind. 
We started the struggle to get his bones, his remains and the remains of the 
other eight who were hanged with him. We did not get the remains in time, 
so we had a huge symbolic burial where thousands of people turned up.
In 2000 Ken’s body was exhumed from the grounds of the cemetery, a 
short distance from the prison where he was executed. I think that find-
ing his body was such a relief to me and to all members of the family. We 
also found the bodies of the other eight hanged with him. This came about 
through help from lots of friends and the U.S. group Physicians for Human 
Rights. The exhumation and the DNA identification and the return of the 
bodies took four years and it wasn’t easy. We wanted Ken’s body back to 
Ogoni to give him a decent burial; to get closure for his children, for his 
wife, for our parents and for ourselves, that was number one. The second 
reason was that he loved Ogoni, and to have his remains outside of Ogoni 
I know would pain him.
After his burial I felt I had a sense of some fulfillment, some filling of a 
huge gap that had existed in my life since he was killed. I took a step back 
and decided to observe the struggle from afar and to study it more, to pre-
pare to come back. Some have interpreted that to be a sort of silence and 
yes I have been silent for quite a while. So when I heard about a possible 
book and I saw the name, Silence Would Be Treason, I started asking myself, 
have I been silent for too long? I am on another journey right now where 
I’m saving lives, which is what I was taught to do in school.
I am very grateful that one part of my brother’s life is going to be 
preserved by Maynooth University Library. This is something we are not 
very good at in Africa as a whole. When Sister Majella wrote to us, telling 
us what she wanted to do, the family were extremely grateful. I think this 
archive has some of the most important writings of Ken’s moments in 
prison. It also has quite a lot of the material that was produced during the 
struggle, like the Ogoni flag. There is not much around now, even pictures. 
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Noo Saro-Wiwa in Conversation 
with Anne O’Brien
On 10 November 2015, Noo Saro-Wiwa visited Maynooth University to 
launch the Ken Saro-Wiwa Postgraduate Award and to read from her book 
Looking for Transwonderland: Travels in Nigeria. I interviewed Noo for the May-
nooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive, a collection of recordings of 
people connected to Ken Saro-Wiwa, including his brother Dr  Owens Wiwa 
and Sister Majella McCarron (OLA). This piece is based on that  interview.
Noo left Nigeria in 1978, when she was almost two years old. “Growing 
up in England it was all about watching cartoons, and getting on our bi-
cycles and riding around the neighbourhood. Just very ordinary, everyday 
things, watching TV adverts, and seeing board games that we wanted – 
sometimes we’d get them for Christmas and that was amazing. Yeah, very 
ordinary and fun,” she recounted. 
While his family lived in England, Saro-Wiwa worked out of Port 
 Harcourt.
“My father would come over every couple of months or so. He’d bring 
us chocolates, if he’d come via Switzerland he’d bring us these nice Swiss 
chocolates. You’d come back from school and he’d have his own homework 
set for us. He’d go out and buy textbooks and we’d have to sit down and 
work on these textbooks. Mainly to do with English language and things 
like that. He believed that idle hands are the Devil’s hands. And so, some-
times he’d come into your room and just give you a book to read. I often 
really enjoyed the books, I discovered authors that way.”
During the summer holidays Ken brought his family back to his home 
village, Bana in Ogoni. “I was never a massive fan of the village. Those visits 
highlighted the fact that we children weren’t fluent in Khana. Obviously as 
an adult, going back, we saw areas of the village that were really beautiful. 
There was the river, which you’d approach from a height and you were 
looking down and it was fringed with mangroves. Really stunning, and it 
is such a shame that such a beautiful area, so full of wildlife and animals 
and plants, is neither a tourist destination nor a healthy agricultural area. 
That’s a real tragedy.”
Noo was aware of the dangers her father faced. “When I was 16, he 
wrote a letter to me when I was at boarding school, and he said that the 
military government could kill him. I was really angry because I thought 
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he was being over-dramatic and scaremongering. But he knew the risks, 
and made sure that we knew the risks. But I guess I really didn’t under-
stand what he was up against until the actual night he was killed. He went 
to prison in 1993 and he was there for a month, and then he was let out 
again. Nigeria was that kind of place; it was a military dictatorship, people 
were in and out of prison. But also my father had a way of not making light 
of things, but you know he took things on the chin and he didn’t allow 
being in prison stop him from focusing on what I would consider relatively 
trivial matters. In the archive here in Maynooth University, I was reading 
his letters to Sister Majella and he was talking to her about the Troubles in 
Northern Ireland and how heartened he was that some progress had been 
made in negotiations. That’s what he was like, he didn’t focus entirely 
on his predicament. He had an interest in what was going on around the 
world, and within the family. When someone is like that, they make it easy 
for you to underestimate the danger ahead.” 
Noo was 19 when her father and eight colleagues (the Ogoni Nine) 
were executed.
“I was a second-year university student at King’s College London and 
he was sentenced to death – my father and his colleagues – on 31 October. 
So that came as a real shock, but then the international community really 
rallied round, so come 10 November it was just another day within that 
particular period. I must have attended classes, and then I went and did 
some shopping and I came back to the house where I was living in North 
London. My housemate had left a message, just a handwritten note on the 
table  saying ‘call your mother’ and so I called my mother and she was the 
one who told me. I just put down the phone, which was the same reaction 
I had when I was told that my little brother died two years previously, I just 
put down the phone. And then went home immediately to my mother’s 
house and spent the evening with the family. My cousins and my aunt and 
uncle came over.”
Noo returned to Nigeria in 2000. The bodies of the Ogoni Nine had 
been dumped in unmarked graves. 
“It was my father’s ‘mock funeral’, as it were. I think in Ogoni culture 
people don’t feel that a spirit’s soul has rested until the person has been bur-
ied and so we thought we’d go through the motions of a burial even though 
we hadn’t received his remains at that point. So we went back for maybe a 
week and a half. And then the next time we went was five years after that, 
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in its own way, but I really really enjoyed it. It took the sting out of the 
word ‘Nigeria’ for me. It was a sort of therapy that I needed.”
Noo visited the Maynooth University Library exhibition to mark the 
20th anniversary of her father’s execution and viewed a number of items 
– including her father’s letters.
“I was just really amazed and grateful that there are people here dedi-
cated enough to put together an archive like that. You know, just preserve 
my father’s memory in that kind of way, it’s wonderful. It really reminds 
you of his struggle. Even though you’re aware of it, you think about it every 
hour of every day, seeing his writings there and having the audio record-
ings, of my uncle Owens and Sister Majella, you know it really brings home 
to you what the struggle is all about. It’s wonderful, I’m so glad we have 
this resource. I really like the tablet screens in the exhibition area where 
you can look at his letters and some of the photographs in Ogoniland that 
Sr. Majella McCarron and her colleagues took at that time and other items. 
So you know it’s a wonderful way of capturing that part of history and re-
minding people about the struggle. I’m so so grateful and I want to spread 
the word about this archive.”
The full interview, conducted by Dr Anne O’Brien, from which this article is 
excerpted, is freely available via the Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive, which was 
created as a collaboration between Maynooth University Library and Kairos 
Communications.
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‘...and don’t ever forget the Ogoni People’1
Majella McCarron
Introduction
I returned to Ireland from Nigeria in 1994. I had spent 30 years as an educa-
tor in a newly independent country (1960), with eager students seeking the 
fulfilment of their many and varied capacities. 
I’m from Fermanagh and in my time in Nigeria, I was always concerned 
about the border conflict in Ireland. I had hoped that my sabbatical year 
could be devoted to assisting with its resolution. However, I felt morally 
compelled to try the save the Ogoni Nine from execution. I was unsuccess-
ful and they were hanged on 10 November 1995. 
Colonial Constructs
Nigeria is a colonial construct. It was a British colony from 1901 until in-
dependence in 1960, making it 60 years old in 2020. Such constructs are 
intended to be of benefit to those European rulers who drew the lines on a 
map sitting around a table at the Berlin Conference 1884-18852. Africa today 
is a pattern of artificially created modern states, created by force or barter. 
There is another map upon which Africa is imposed: a cluster of indigenous 
populations with discrete geographies, climates, languages and cultures. 
The Unrepresented People and Nations (UNPO) was founded in The Hague 
in 1991 as a platform for such political voices. The Ogoni is one such indige-
nous population lying on the Atlantic seaboard. It rests on a delta rich in soil 
that feeds crops and fish in abundance. Far underneath this delta are the oil-
fields. The exploitation of these oilfields exudes much that is harmful to life 
in various forms – gas flares, pipeline leaks, the loss of animal life and the 
destruction of farming on land and sea. At the same time the exploitation 
of the gas fields makes millions of dollars for Western oil multinationals. 
Alongside the destruction of livelihoods is the related destruction of cultural 
norms and traditional lifestyles: and all this in 60 years!
Saro-Wiwa served as vice chair of UNPO for a time. He marked the 
opening of the UN General Assembly’s International Year of the World’s 
Indigenous People in 1993 on Ogoni Day, the fourth of January. By the 
1 Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive, Letter dated 24 July 1994 MU PP/7/5
2  The conference contributed to heightened colonial activity in Africa by European powers.
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same date the following year, 1994, he was under house arrest and enter-
ing what was to be his final year. 
Natural Resources
Ken Saro-Wiwa was born into this colonial construct in 1941. His family 
were busy people in the traditional sense. They endured the oil world around 
them. As a schoolboy Ken slowly became aware of the destruction of his 
small homeland. The oil companies had arrived when he was ten. The gas 
flares began to fill his childhood sky. Crops began to wilt. Oil was extracted 
from the ground and piped away by men and machines he saw only briefly. 
Ken became a writer: these realities began to invade his poetry and prose, 
his plays, his political commentaries. There was a keen sense of sadness and 
loss permeating the humour. He loved the Ogoni people and died for their 
wellbeing. Those who took his life ignored the powerless reality under the 
colonial construct. They were frightened: his name could not be spoken nor 
could people gather to mourn on the day he was hanged. That is why I wrote 
the poem 10 – 11 – 1995 A Night of Death, which is included in this volume. It is 
why we are remembering that same day and night 25 years later. We stand 
as witnesses to colonial pain as destruction reigns. Shell ‘vultures’ still stand. 
Greed and profit disrupt the human population. 
“Milking” the Constructs
The suppression of the Ogoni in 1995 was vicious. It began in 1990 where 
in anything but an aggressive mood, Ken Saro-Wiwa took an Ogoni Bill 
of Rights3 for discussion with the military ruler Sani Abacha of the day. 
He then went out with his people on a peaceful protest march and later 
prayed at an all-night vigil. Did he ever imagine the ferocity of the reaction 
from the military dictatorship? 
The ferocity of the military dictatorship was matched by the might of 
Royal Dutch Shell calling on the dictatorship to push oil pipelines through 
small fields cropped by women’s manual labour in the heat of the sun. One 
young man was shot in the back and died, while a woman had her arm 
blown off by accompanying soldiers of the specially trained force under 
another fierce commander, the Rivers State Internal Security Taskforce. 
An extraordinary murder of four Ogoni people, important in their 
own right, with two related to Saro-Wiwa, took place during the day of 
3 Ogoni Bill of Rights: http://www.bebor.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Ogoni-Bill-of-Rights.pdf
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I did not know until a new book The Politics of Bones7 suggested the answer 
ten years later: Saro-Wiwa had a standing instruction about filing all docu-
ments sent out from his detention. This was not always obeyed and much 
material was seized and destroyed during raids on his office; it is presumed 
my letters were among the items destroyed. 
After the executions, many Ogoni people, including Owens Wiwa and 
his family, left on the paths and in the buses from Lagos to Cotonou in 
the next door Republic of Benin, then on to Togo and Ghana. Benin set 
up a United Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) camp which 
was to house about 1,000 Ogonis. There are photographs from the refugee 
camp in the archives at Maynooth University. 
Twenty-five years later there are some Ogoni refugees still reluctant 
to risk returning home. I kept in touch with some of them including cat-
echist Anthony Koteh-Witah. He was to go on to the US where he is now 
a Capuchin friar in Detroit. Owens Wiwa and his family went from Accra 
to London, where I joined them from Dublin for a few days. Such was the 
flurry of activity, that there was not even a breather to restore their baby’s 
shoe, dropped along the way. Home was not forgotten with the formation of 
MOSOP USA, MOSOP Canada, MOSOP UK and possibly more, active in 2020. 
Rest in Peace
In 2002 Ken’s parents received me well and took me to visit the grave site 
waiting the release of Ken’s body for burial. The account of Owens’s efforts 
to retrieve his brother’s body, in The Politics of Bones8, is very moving. It took 
almost seven years to recover the remains of the Ogoni 9, who had been bur-
ied in unmarked plots. This work was aided immeasurably by the group Phy-
sicians for Human Rights9. A signet ring with one of the remains was iden-
tified from a large portrait photograph of Ken in his sitting room. Nobody 
could remember such a ring, much less the watch with the blue plastic strap. 
The watch was inscribed with the words “Human Rights,  Vienna 1993.” 
At a UN meeting which he attended, Ken had breakfast with Mairead 
Corrigan of the Peace People.10 She, along with others, secured a Nobel 
Peace nomination for him in 1995. His son Ken Junior (who died in 2017, 
7 Hunt, Timothy (2005). The Politics of Bones: Dr Owens Wiwa and the Struggle for Nigeria’s Oil. Toronto: 
McCelland and Stewart.
8  Hunt, op.cit.
 9  Physicians for Human Rights investigate and document human rights violations: https://phr.org/
10  The Peace People began in 1976 as a protest movement against the ongoing violence in Northern 
Ireland. http://www.peacepeople.com/
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aged 47) received the nomination from Corrigan in Belfast, one month 
before his father’s death.
The United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) Ogoniland Re-
port was the burst of truth which verified all we had heard. That happened 
in 2011 and, parallel to Shell’s stubbornness, is nine years struggling to 
assist the people, 25 years after Saro-Wiwa’s death. It verified the worst 
instances of oil pollution in the observations and testing carried out by 
world class scientists. The administration of the pot of money allocated for 
the clean-up is causing ongoing friction.
Finally, in this essay, I would like to pay tribute to Ogoni Patrick Naag-
banton, who died in a road accident in Port Harcourt in 2019. His tribute 
to Silence would be Treason reads: 
“This book contains information about the heydays of the Ogoni strug-
gle, its victories, failures, betrayals and travails in the naked face of highly 
organised state/corporate violence and conspiracies against a marginalised 
and embittered people of the eastern Niger belt in Nigeria.11”
Naagbanton, founder and director of the Centre for Environment, Hu-
man Rights and Development (CEHRD)12, was the guest of Frontline De-
fenders13 in Dublin in 2010. Writing about his visit in a local newspaper on 
his return to Nigeria, he mentioned his mother’s appreciation of his own 
successful delivery and care by Irish midwives.
May Patrick Naagbanton rest in peace.
More information on Sister Majella McCarron’s early life and her work on justice 
and peace can be found in a series of eight audio recordings she made for the 
Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive.14
11 Corley, op.cit.
12  CEHRD (Centre for Environment, Human Rights and Development was founded to respond to the 
environmental, human rights, rural health, and underdevelopment problems plaguing the Niger Delta. 
https://cehrd.org.ng/
13  Front Line Defenders or The International Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders is 
an Irish-based human rights organisation founded in Dublin, Ireland in 2001 to protect those who work 
non-violently to uphold the human rights of others as outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/
14  Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive: 
https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/library/collections/ken-saro-wiwa-audio-archive
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Global solidarity: 
The translocal connection
 South to North Ogoni to Erris
Majella McCarron
Introduction
In 2000, at the beginning of a new millennium, and five years after the 
execution of the Ogoni Nine, Royal Dutch Shell was about to propose its 
planning application to the Irish Government for an offshore oil well, 
eighty miles out to sea off the coast of Mayo, in the west of Ireland. A 
pipeline from the oil well would transport gas to the mainland with the 
final stretch passing through local villages. Many people objected and sug-
gested alternative routes. Protests resulted in much mental and physical 
suffering. Court cases were fought, people were sent to prison and dozens 
brought before the Courts. Finally, the pipe was encased in a tunnel and 
laid below the seabed at the minimum distance advised for safety in case 
of a blowout.
Ogoni Solidarity Ireland
With my experience of the Royal Dutch Shell approach in Nigeria and then 
working in Dublin on such issues, I set out to investigate if the approach 
used differed from south to north, Ogoni to Erris. My interest was aca-
demic until I began to observe and learn and finally, to report and speak. 
I began to share my experience casually at first and then as a member of 
Ogoni Solidarity Ireland.
Ogoni was largely unknown in Ireland when I had approached the Irish 
Times in January 1995, four months after returning from Nigeria to Ireland, 
to publicise my pleas on behalf of the Ogoni people.1 On confronting Shell 
the local Ogoni farm men and women were threatened with ‘wasting’ 
operations, displacement, imprisonment... as the price for minimal non-
violent protest by a special military unit organised for this purpose. The 
following month, February 1995, following the Irish Times article, there was 
discussion about what was going on in Ogoni, at the annual Afri  (Action 
1 MacConnell, Sean (1995). Nun claims proof of Nigerian plot to suppress ethnic group. Irish Times, 16 
January, p.4
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from Ireland) human Rights Conference in Kildare: this led to the estab-
lishment of Ogoni Solidarity Ireland.
The Bogoni
In 2001, Ogoni Solidarity Ireland suggested holding its fourth Annual Ken 
Saro-Wiwa Memorial Seminar in Geesala on the Erris peninsula in Mayo. 
Maura Harrington, Komene Famaa, an Ogoni refugee, MOSOP member and 
Irish scholarship holder, and myself put a programme together for June 
2001. One of our guests was Mrs Joy Phido from MOSOP UK. Maura recalls 
the event:
The seminar was titled ‘Corrib Gas – Great Gas for Whom? A Multi-
national Impact Assessment’. This seminar provided the first public 
information forum in relation to the Corrib Gas Project which was 
not controlled and managed by the oil companies, who refused an 
invitation to attend. The late Richard Douthwaite made a prescient 
presentation to the seminar, as pertinent 20 years on as it was then. 
Many who attended that seminar subsequently worked together as 
part of the Shell to Sea campaign. Komene Famaa and Joy Phido 
were the first Ogoni people met by Erris people – an instant em-
pathic bond was formed which has strengthened over the years.
Both the people of Erris and the people of Ogoni live close to the ocean 
on special habitats of bog and delta. This was recognised by the people of 
Erris who began to address themselves for a time as the Bogoni. They erected 
large colourful Ogoni murals, one such (12 by 8 feet) was locally constructed 
by Terence Conway and painted by John Monaghan and Chris Philbin.
The following year, 2002, Owens Wiwa travelled to Mayo. En route from 
Shannon, Dr Wiwa met with the then Labour TD, now President Michael D 
Higgins, and urged that the State should not ‘negotiate away the environ-
ment’. Unfortunately Dr Wiwa’s warning comments have proved true: 
‘... then there is the social tension that can arise between those 
who do and those who don’t want this sort of economic develop-
ment – the splits it can cause in families, the lack of transparency 
among the developers and politicians. I have seen all this happen 
before.’ 
In 2005, Owens Wiwa continued to show his support by being present 
to welcome the Rossport Five out of prison, having served a sentence of 
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Visits to learn
Gorman records the decision of the Love Leitrim group to visit the  Erris 
group and be informed of its experiences with multinational natural 
resource activity. One of his respondents describes the visit:
‘...seeing all the security and they all had their eyes covered and 
their mouths covered and bandanas and stuff...surrounding the car 
and taking all our photographs and writing down the number... 
”my God, this is our future!” ...’
“We realise now at this stage that what we’re doing has happened 
before and it’s happening all over the world... the fact that com-
panies are going into small communities and take their natural 
resources... so we learned all that.”
Visits to support
Members of the Love Leitrim group felt impelled to travel the very short 
distance to support a neighbouring campaign because the same company 
was about to start preliminary moves towards fracking. Gorman refers to 
the necessary delicacy required in approaching another campaign even 
in a support capacity. He quotes a Love Leitrim member saying ‘you don’t 
want people to feel like you’re stepping on their toes... they’re the lo-
cal people and they’re doing things how they want but you’re going to 
support them.’
The Love Leitrim group took turns on visits of solidarity to the Ferman-
agh site:
‘just offering help or bringing up a bit of food if we could. That 
kind of thing, just working in the background...we went up with a 
car load of wood one time for the fires, kinda thing, just small little 
things in the background.’
Visits to inform
The research remarks on the local response to visitors and indeed gives 
a list of these. It points out those considered to have contributed greatly. 
International speakers were welcome, especially those who had first-hand 
experience of company reaction to campaigning, adding to local experi-
ence and analysis. One interviewee remarked that ‘once you get people 
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just spending time together it makes a huge difference you know? In the 
same room, in the same place for a while rather than just email.’ Gorman 
suggests that such “translocal connections help frontline communities to 
amplify each other’s struggles and demands.” This is a very important con-
clusion about the value of solidarity.
Conclusion
This research affirms the thrust of human solidarity in the global context. 
It affirms my last physical act of solidarity on Ogoni Day, 4 January 1994. 
An international journalist based in Lagos and another local justice ad-
vocate were insistent that we travel on the morning flight from Lagos to 
Port Harcourt and on by road to Bori for the celebration of Ogoni Day. I 
was hesitant as I had heard the leaders of MOSOP had been placed under 
house arrest. This was true and on arriving we went to the office of the late 
Claude Ake, a close associate of Ken Saro-Wiwa, a Rivers State man and 
renowned academic in the social sciences. Saro-Wiwa was under house 
arrest. I quietly asked if I could be taken to him. The gate was firmly pad-
locked and there was a security detail around. Ken was called by a young 
relative who recognised me. We spoke for a few minutes from either side 
of the gate with Ken asking me to go on to Bori with my companions to 
tell the people that I had seen him - solidarity in the face of powerlessness.
I hope my correspondence from Ken Saro-Wiwa and other items I have 
donated to Maynooth University Library will be a source of inspiration for 
scholars and activists well into the future.
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Legal redress for Ogoni Communities: 
how can oil majors be held to account? 
by Daniel Leader
In his final speech to the military tribunal during his trial in 1995, Ken 
Saro-Wiwa spoke these words:
“I repeat that we all stand before history. I and my colleagues are not the only ones on 
trial. Shell is here on trial and it is as well that it is represented by counsel said to be 
holding a watching brief. The Company has, indeed, ducked this particular trial, but 
its day will surely come and the lessons learnt here may prove useful to it for there is 
no doubt in my mind that the ecological war that the Company has waged in the Delta 
will be called to question sooner than later and the crimes of that war be duly punished. 
The crime of the Company’s dirty wars against the Ogoni people will also be punished.”
Twenty-five years after Saro-Wiwa spoke those words, Shell is being pur-
sued in the courts in England and the Netherlands by victims of its systemic 
pollution of the Niger Delta. This chapter seeks to explain how a new gen-
eration of activists and lawyers are seeking to hold Shell, and other multi-
nationals, to account for the “ecological war” they have waged in the Delta.
Few situations exemplify the current challenge of corporate impunity 
as starkly as the widespread and systematic pollution of the Niger Delta. 
Most of the pollution emanates from the defective oil pipelines and in-
frastructure operated by subsidiaries of western domiciled parent compa-
nies such as Shell, Total, Exxon Mobil and ENI. The situation has worsened 
markedly since Ken Saro-Wiwa’s death and the facts are stark: in 2006 a 
team of international experts estimated that between 9 million and 13 mil-
lion barrels of oil (1.5 million tons) had spilt into the Niger Delta over the 
past 50 years.1
Overall, it is estimated that the inhabitants of the Niger Delta have ex-
perienced oil spills on a par with the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster in Alaska 
every year for the past 50 years, a yearly average of about 240,000 barrels.2
These statistics mask a human tragedy on an extraordinary scale. The pollu-
tion is ingested by local communities and seriously impacts human health 
1 Niger Delta Natural Resource Damage Assessment and Restoration Project. Federal Ministry of 
Environment, Abuja. 31 May 2006.
2  Petroleum, Pollution and Poverty in the Niger Delta, Amnesty International [2009], p.16
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and mortality rates. For example, a recent epidemiological study by the Uni-
versity of St Gallen in Switzerland found that infants in the Niger Delta are 
twice as likely to die in their first month of life if their mother’s lived near 
an oil spill. That amounts to a scandalous 11,000 premature deaths per year.3
The causes of this systematic pollution are complex but include a lack 
of investment in pipeline maintenance and the necessary technology to 
prevent third party “bunkering” by criminal gangs who siphon off oil. 
Whatever the cause of the pollution, oil companies are required by Nige-
rian law to ensure that any oil spill is cleaned-up within 30 days.4 This basic 
legal requirement is, however, largely ignored and unenforced. 
Ogoniland has been the subject of particularly detailed environmen-
tal studies. In 2011, the United Nations Environment Programme’s (UNEP) 
published a comprehensive Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland based 
on two years of field work during which 4,000 samples were collected from 
over 200 sites.5 It reported that the Ogoni people were exposed to severe 
oil contamination on a daily basis, which impacts their water sources, air 
quality and farmland.
In a number of locations public health was significantly at risk. Some 
water wells tested by experts showed 1,000 times higher concentrations 
of oil contamination than permitted under Nigerian drinking water stan-
dards.6 UNEP urgently recommended “the largest terrestrial clean-up op-
eration in history,” but ten years on the communities are still waiting.7
Why is this human tragedy allowed to persist while western oil majors 
continue to profit so richly from the oil which flows from under the feet 
of these devastated communities? The short answer is that the weak regu-
latory regime gives space to avaricious corporations who fail to maintain 
and invest in their infrastructure or clean up their oil spills. Few people 
pay any attention to the plight of the Niger Delta and while multinationals 
come under periodic pressure to clean-up their act, such pressure has not 
been sustained and has been of insufficient strength to affect real change.
3 Effect of oil spills on infant mortality in Nigeria, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2019 Mar 19; 166(12); 5467-5471
4  Sections VIII B.4.1 and VIII B.2.11.1 of the Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum 
Industry in Nigeria (2002).
5  Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland (United National Environment Programme, 2011), 
http://postconflict.unep.ch/publications/OEA/UNEP_OEA.pdf
6  Ibid 11.
7  See for example ‘No Progress: An evaluation of the Implementation UNEP’s Environmental Assessment 
of Ogoniland’ (Amnesty International, 2014).
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Access to Justice in Nigeria
The communities affected by decades of systematic pollution have been pro-
vided with little assistance by the Nigerian courts or regulators. The difficul-
ties in accessing justice in oil spill litigation through the Nigerian courts 
have been well documented.8 There are multiple barriers to justice. In the 
first instance, the overall inefficiency of the litigation process can result in 
decades of delays as cases work through the archaic judicial system. Oil com-
panies invariably use the system to grind down claimants and tend to appeal 
every adverse decision all the way to the Nigerian Supreme Court. The subse-
quent delays in the determination of cases are dramatic.9 For example, in the 
case of Tiebo and Ors v. Shell Petroleum Development Company Ltd (SPDC)10, a com-
munity sought damages arising out of an oil spill in 1988 and it was 17 years 
before the Supreme Court handed down its final judgment. Similarly, an-
other oil spill claim, Agbara v. SPDC11 was issued in 2001 and judgment was 
not handed down by the High Court until 2010 and it took a further 9 years 
for the case to go through the appeal courts – 19 years in total. 
Equally, the mismatch in resources and power between oil companies 
and the communities they pollute renders any legal claim a near impos-
sibility. Oil spill litigation requires specialist technical expert evidence to 
respond to complex evidential disputes, which is unaffordable for impov-
erished communities. In addition, claims are brought as representative ac-
tions by community chiefs so that, even in the miniscule proportion of 
cases which result in some level of compensation after legal battles which 
span decades, the damages are usually distributed to community leaders 
rather than to the inhabitants of those communities whose livelihoods 
have been destroyed by polluted waterways and  farmland.
Finally, there are no reported cases in which a Nigerian court has ac-
tually ordered the clean-up of an oil spill by an oil company. There is one 
example of injunctive relief being granted to a community in 2005 with 
regard to gas flaring, a widespread and controversial practice in the Niger 
Delta. However, the oil companies flatly ignored the injunction and the 
8 See, for example, Jedrzej Frynas, Oil in Nigeria: Conflict and Litigation between Oil Companies and Village 
Communities (1999)
9  In recent litigation in the English High Court concerning the enforcement of arbitration awards the 
Court of Appeal observed that the extreme delay “result[ed] from the workings of the Nigerian legal system” 
and has “gone beyond the ‘catastrophic’ description adopted by Tomlinson J in 2008”. IPCO (Nigeria) Limited v NNPC 
[2015] EWCA Civ 114 at 166.
10  Tiebo and ors v. SPDC [2005] 9 NWLR [Pt.931].
11  Agbara v. SPDC [2010] Case No: FHC/ASB/CS/231/2001.
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The claims were brought under the relevant Nigerian statutory provi-
sions and the common law torts of negligence, nuisance and the rule in 
Rylands v Fletcher.18 Shell Nigeria agreed to submit to the jurisdiction of 
the English courts and conceded liability with respect to the two oil spills 
that were the result of equipment failure. However, there was a significant 
factual dispute between the parties with regard to the volume of oil that 
had resulted from the spills. Shell contended that a total of 4,000 barrels 
had spilt but the claimants’ experts put the figure at 500,000 barrels.19 As 
a result, there was a fundamental dispute as to the extent to which the 
widespread damage to the creek could be attributed to the 2008 oil spills, 
as opposed to other oil spills that were caused by third party bunkering. 
The litigation, therefore, required the instruction of specialist technical 
experts to resolve the issue. Both parties instructed experts in satellite im-
agery, which ultimately demonstrated that the devastation to the Bodo 
creek had indeed been caused by the 2008 spills.
Shell had initially offered to settle the claim for $4,000, behind the 
backs of their Nigerian lawyers. In January 2015, because of the expert evi-
dence that had been obtained to rebut Shell’s case, the claims settled for 
£55 million. The damages were paid directly to each of the 15,000 claim-
ants and transferred to Nigerian bank accounts that were opened in their 
names. This represented the largest damages settlement in the context of 
Nigerian oil spill litigation and has enabled the Bodo Community to re-
build economically. However, the fight for clean-up continues to this day. 
Since the 2015 settlement, the Bodo community has had to return to court 
twice, to force Shell to commence clean-up, and by 2020 only about one 
third of the creek had been cleaned up to international standards. There is 
a reason why the Bodo Community is the unique focus of an international-
ly led cleanup process by Shell – it is only the pressure of the international 
litigation which has pushed Shell to clean up at all.
Although, for reasons which are obscure, Shell Nigeria submitted to the 
UK courts in the Bodo case, they are now robustly fighting all international 
litigation. Further cases are being brought in the Netherlands (Akpan v Royal 
Dutch Shell) and by two new communities in the UK Courts (Okpabi v Royal 
Dutch Shell), all of which is being fought tooth and nail by Shell who refuse 
18 A copy of the Particulars of Claims can be found at http://platformlondon.org/wp-content/
uploads/2012/06/The-Bodo-Community-and-The-Shell-Petroleum-Development-Company-of-Nigeria-Ltd.
pdf
19  http://www.leighday.co.uk/International-and-group-claims/Nigeria/Background-to-the-Bodo-claim
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to accept that the parent company carries any legal responsibility for the 
environmental negligence of its Nigerian subsidiary. The UK Supreme Court 
is due to deliver its judgment on this point in 2020 and, if successful, the 
impacted Nigerian communities may finally have the legal tools available 
to them to hold Shell and other multinationals to account for the first time. 
Such international litigation is not a panacea, but in circumstances 
where multinationals have operated with complete impunity for decades, 
it is surely right that communities which have been the victim of environ-
mental devastation should hold to account those companies who profit 
so richly from their oil. That is what Ken Saro-Wiwa foresaw in his final 
speech and, increasingly, it seems that he his words will have proven to 
be prophetic.
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Ken Saro-Wiwa: the Ogoni youth hero
Samuel Udogbo
Introduction 
We are living in a time of worldwide struggle. In many nations of the 
world, especially in Africa, the upsurge in social movement activity is most 
clearly marked by expressions and quest for freedom, self-determination, 
self-actualization, ethnic nationalism and resource autonomy and control. 
Nigeria for example, since independence, has experienced a series of eth-
nic struggles of various dimensions and magnitudes characterised with 
violent demonstrations, protest marches, civil insurrections, militancy 
and armed struggles. The Niger Delta in southeast Nigeria has been one of 
the hotbeds and most common examples cited in scholarly literature. The 
region has been targeted for crude oil extraction since the 1950s. There 
has been extreme environmental damage from decades of indiscriminate 
petroleum waste dumping – a major issue that has often led to peaceful 
and violent struggles in the region. 
This essay draws on my Maynooth University doctoral research project 
which explored Ogoni’s resistance in Nigeria. Based on my seven months 
ethnographic fieldwork and the Movement Relevant theory1 adopted, I es-
tablished a detailed analysis of how political marginalisation and repres-
sion by the Nigerian state and Shell Petroleum Development Corporation 
(SPDC) is the major factor for Ogoni’s struggle for self-identity, environ-
mental justice, resource autonomy and self-determination. There is enough 
evidence suggesting that the Ogoni struggle has shaken the Nigerian state 
and has also caught the attention of the international community (Kukah 
2011; Okonta 2008), as was the intention of Ken Saro-Wiwa. For this essay, 
however, I concentrate on my experience with Ogoni youth, who, posthu-
mously, consider Ken Saro-Wiwa as the Ogoni Hero: the man who spent his 
1 The Movement-Relevant Theory: MRT puts the needs of social movements at its heart. Rather than 
reading the dominant social movement theory, this generates theory largely outside of academic 
circles. The MRT focus specifically on movement-relevant social movement theory, not social movement 
histories. This approach does not categorically reject earlier theoretical perspectives, but seeks to glean 
what is most useful for movements from these earlier works. Likewise, this emergent direction entails 
a dynamic engagement with the research and theorising already being done by movement participants. 
It bridges the divide between social movement scholarship and the movements themselves. It is social 
movement theory that seeks to provide ‘useable knowledge for those seeking social change’ (Flacks 
2004, p. 138). for further discussion see Bevington & Dixon 2005.
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time educating his people on the dangers of oil exploration which leaves a 
vast majority of his people impoverished. 
Although this essay represents one aspect of my research, it shows the 
resilience of constituencies (the structure of Movement of the  Survival 
of the Ogoni People – MOSOP)2, coming together across the kingdoms 
of Ogoni to create stronger alliances for social change. I argue that the 
youth wing (National Youth Council of Ogoni People – NYCOP) has created 
a  vibrant space that continues to tell the Ogoni unsavoury story. I discuss 
how, standing on Ken Saro-Wiwa’s template of nonviolent action for jus-
tice, the new generation of Ogoni are still seeking their rights within the 
Nigerian state. This begs the questions as to the place the Ogoni youth 
have in MOSOP, and their understanding of Ken Saro-Wiwa as the Ogoni 
hero. As a sympathetic writer from an ethnic minority group (Tiv, Benue 
State, Central Nigeria) who share similar experience of marginalisation, I 
cannot claim that my research is politically neutral. But beyond declaring 
my biases, I was open to other evidences and arguments that contradicted 
my assumptions. 
Thus, I am going to present Ken Saro-Wiwa’s narrative strategy. I will 
explore how his metaphoric interpretation of images and descriptions of 
life in Ogoniland underscore the horror and brutality of the Nigerian gov-
ernment and Shell very effectively. This, I argue, has made him a hero 
among the Ogoni youth.
Definition and diversity among Ogoni youth
Contrary to the definition of youth by the United Nations as between 
15 and 24 (UN 2007), the situation in most African cultures (Ogoni in this 
context) has little to do with numbers. What and who falls under the cat-
egory of youth are those who identify themselves as belonging to a so-
cial group and are ready to participate in any defined activity.3 De Wall 
2  Ken Saro-Wiwa established a socio-cultural movement called Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni 
people – MOSOP in 1990 to demand justice from the Nigerian government for the Ogoni people. As 
a grassroots organisation and for a fair representation of the entire Ogoni society, MOSOP Comprises 
10 sub-bodies: The National Youth Council of Ogoni People (NYCOP), Ogoni Council of Churches 
(OCC); Council of Ogoni Traditional Rulers (COTRA); Ogoni Students Unions (OSU – secondary schools 
and below); National Union of Ogoni Students (NUOS- those in tertiary institutions); Ogoni Council 
of Churches (OCC); Ogoni Teachers Union (OUT); Federation of Ogoni Women Association (FOWA); 
Ogoni Central Union (OCU); Council of Ogoni Professionals (COP). These are what I referred to above as 
constituencies. 
3  On this issue, it is important to make reference to Ken Saro-Wiwa’s relationship with the youth wing of 
MOSOP at the height of the Ogoni struggle in the early 1990s. He was in his 50s but aligned himself with 
the youth group who seemed to understand his strategy more than those who considered themselves 
elders. His education of the young Ogonis reflects in their ongoing determination in the fight for justice.
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(UNDP, 2006, p. 16) confirmed this when he said: ‘in pre-colonial African 
societies, adulthood was reserved for men with relative wealth and social 
status, and a very small number of older women. Everybody else retained 
the status of minors, however old they were. With colonialism and mis-
sion education, the idea of an automatic transition based on age was intro-
duced.’ In support of the idea, I agree with Kehily’s (2013) remarks that the 
age-bound idea is a Western construct. As most Africans believe, it denies 
people from contributing their potential positive roles in the society.4
Ken Saro-Wiwa founded MOSOP at the age of 50 and, as most literature 
on Ogoni reports, his radical articulation of Ogoni grievances appealed and 
still appeals to Ogoni youth who see the Nigerian government as the vil-
lain. As Kukah (2011) argued, the struggle “had a David and Goliath sym-
bolism to it.” Participants (both male and female) in my research were be-
tween the ages of 25-50, which is contrary to the definition of youth here 
in Europe. They considered themselves as youth, and the reason in this 
context was based on the analysis that the MOSOP youth wing is a more 
vibrant force in the fight for justice. Thus, it is important to remember that 
youth status only reflects a general age grouping.
From the research experience, there was, of course, a great deal of 
diversity to be found amongst the Ogoni youth population: socioeconomic 
status, gender, sectionalism (e.g. emphasis or bias towards people from 
other kingdoms),5 life-experiences, abilities, constraints and so much 
more. Hence, the knowledge generated from the research, which is re-
flected in this essay, represents all youth perspectives rather than a single 
idea. The multiple voices that were brought into the discussions reflect the 
diversity of the Ogoni society.
Ken Saro-Wiwa metaphoric narrative: power to Ogoni youth
In this section, I discuss Ken Saro-Wiwa’s metaphoric narrative to show 
how it has succeeded in capturing the moral high ground for youth re-
silience in Ogoni. About this idea, it is significant to borrow Stone-Medi-
4 As a Catholic priest with vast experience in parish and other pastoral engagements, this idea is 
explained in practical terms where the Catholic Men Organisation (CMO) finds it difficult in getting 
members because the majority want to belong to the Catholic Youth Organisation even when their 
age and status qualifies them for the CMO group. People feel they can contribute more with the youth 
group. The impression is that belonging to the CMO group is like succumbing to old age, hence, not 
having the capacity for doing anything reasonable.
5  Ogoniland consists of six kingdoms: Babbe, Leme (Eleme), Gokana, Ken-Khana, Nyo-Khana, and Tee (Tai). 
However, some members of the Eleme kingdom deny any link to an Ogoni political community and 
distance themselves from the other Ogoni kingdoms (for more discussion see Ikoro, S.M. 1996. The Kana 
language. Leiden: Research School.).
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atore’s (2003) argument in Reading across Borders… where she emphasised 
the importance of critical storytelling in the pursuit of mature political 
consciousness. However, traditional philosophy, as she opines, does not 
recognise the epistemic value of more subjective, story-like representa-
tions of the world, being more concerned about truth and objectivity and 
preferring the resoluteness it associates with rational thought. Personal 
stories, she claims, are not mere stories because they can be justified ac-
cording to their contribution to understanding and critical engagement. 
Personal stories of struggle challenge basic norms and categories, such as 
assumptions about identity and agency. Besides, they are not always strict-
ly autobiographical-at least not in a standard sense-but rather are stories 
about peoples, and about national goals, intending specifically to reclaim 
and revalue the experience of the oppressed (see Uraizee, 2011). 
In his seminal books Genocide in Nigeria: The Ogoni Tragedy (1992), Sozaboy: 
A Novel in Rotten English (1985), On a Darkling Plain: An Account of the Nigerian Civil 
War (1989), and Nigeria: The Brink of Disaster (1991) Ken Saro-Wiwa creates “story 
images,” or “meaningful content” combined with ‘moral, affective, and aes-
thetic qualities’ (Stone-Mediatore 2003, pp. 34-35). He uses rhetorical strate-
gies to tell stories about the suffering that government and the multinational 
oil companies have inflicted on Ogoni since the 1960s. By using the rhetorical 
strategies such as monstrous horror, betrayal, testifying voices, and awakening soli-
darity (Uraizee, 2011), Saro-Wiwa creates a language of terror and suffering to 
construct his main argument, which is that oil drilling is devastating taking 
perspectives of the Ogoni experience into cognisance. He publicises the ter-
rible conditions of life in Ogoni and projects the multinational oil giant, the 
Shell company as ‘the Leviathan to whom we have been forced to surrender 
all our Rights including our very life’ (Saro-Wiwa 1992, p. 63).
According to Stone-Mediatore (2003), by stories or narratives, Ken Saro-
Wiwa had in mind ‘a pattern of identifiable actors and action-units that are 
qualified through metaphor and other poetic devices and that are related 
together through a coherent structure of beginnings and endings’ (2003, 
p.33). While it might seem that such a definition describes any theoretical 
account-explanations, they bring about possibilities for understanding by 
allowing readers to ‘test and revise their community’s taken-for-granted 
narrative paradigms’ (Stone-Mediatore, 2003, p.185) through experience 
of more marginalised perspectives. Ken Saro-Wiwa’s storytelling involves 
more explicitly moral and political objectives for bringing about constitu-
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tional democracy. These are summarised in the Ogoni Bill of Rights (OBR).6
Drawing from the above analysis, it is evident that Ken Saro-Wiwa’s 
narratives arose out of a conviction that the Nigerian government have 
a moral and political responsibility for ending the genocide of the Ogoni 
people and the complete devastation of their environment. There is no 
doubt that his caustic writing reveals one of his nonviolent campaign strat-
egies, which resonates with the entire Ogoni population. His stories about 
how the government loots Ogoni resources have become part of the every-
day life of the Ogoni people. The intergenerational impacts of oil activities 
 revealed through the narratives is still shining new light on the youth as-
sumptions and practices and scrutinising their effectiveness in achieving 
long-term social change. There are calls for new ideas and leadership from 
every corner, with young people often taking the lead on identifying issues 
as well as creating the space for dialogue and action. 
Ogoni Youth: new strategies for social change
Just like in other parts of the world, the Ogoni young people are now lead-
ing their movement for change. While in the field, it was interesting to 
watch and listen to how they were asking fundamental questions about 
issues (socio-economic and political inequalities) that are affecting their 
society. Their resolve to continue to challenge the Nigerian state, which 
they see as ‘a predatory institution whose forms of rule, run against their 
own conceptions of authority and the norms and values that legitimise 
it’ (Okonta 2008, p.6). Though they rely on Ken Saro-Wiwa’s nonviolent 
paradigm, the present strategy is that they are responding to the new exi-
gencies within the wider Nigerian and international community – climate 
justice articulated in the Ogoni clean-up actions, and gender equality is-
sues within the movement. 
Looking back across historic (for information on the rift between Ken 
Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoni elites see Kukah 2011) and current events with-
in the Ogoni society, especially as it relates to their movement – MOSOP, 
young activists expressed a lot of fear as regards obstacles (polarisation or 
factionalisation caused by government interference) to their activism. De-
spite their interpretation of this moment as weakness in the movement, 
6 Considering the Nigerian policy of exclusion that leaves the Ogoni people at the margin of the Nigerian 
socio-economic life, the Ogoni elites decided and put together their grievances in writing: the Ogoni Bill 
of Rights (OBR). This was presented to the Nigerian government in 1990. Retrieved from http://www.
bebor.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Ogoni-Bill-of-Rights.pdf accessed 31 July 2020
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the majority believe the youth power (interpreted as youth resilience) is the 
most appropriate position to maintain as they move forward seeking jus-
tice. Apart from their ability to talk about the violence directed toward the 
Ogoni, their political vision (Ogoni egalitarianism)7 is to defeat the hege-
monic economic interest of the Nigerian state that has monopolised their 
environment and resources. They believe that addressing the problem from 
the root is the best way to creating meaningful and enduring change. 
Ken Saro-Wiwa’s key role in Ogoni politics brought their struggle to 
both national and international prominence, thereby broadening the basis 
for participation. As mentioned earlier, the development of the various 
constituencies changed ‘the power dynamics within MOSOP, and in many 
respects altered the balance of power and the relation between the leader-
ship, the parent body and these affiliate bodies’ (Kukah 2011, p.114). Even 
though it created, and still creates, an internal strife within MOSOP (espe-
cially the relationship between the youth and the current MOSOP leader-
ship) they still value the importance of having charismatic leaders. How-
ever, from the Ogoni experience of Ken Saro-Wiwa’s gruesome murder by 
the government to halt the movement,8 their strategy is against identify-
ing a leader for fear he or she might also be killed.
My interpretation of the current situation as it relates to the young 
is that they identify their struggles and unite on their common experi-
ence. Even though there are issues of generational differences and indi-
viduals having their own principles as alluded to above, the majority of 
young people show unrelenting effort towards the complex intersections 
in the movement. Youth have also developed new ways of careful cultiva-
tion of strong working relationships that bring together the strengths of 
the movement. The youth coalition is bringing new life and possibility to 
7 This is captured in the “property owner rights” frame Miideekor, which is used in everyday Ogoni 
vocabulary and allows every Ogoni to understand the rationale behind their participation in the protest. 
The word Miideekor refers to the palm wine produced in one out of the five workdays of the Ogoni work 
week, namely Deemua, Deebom, Deezia, Deezion and Deekor. Traditionally, the palm wine tapper may leep 
(removal of dirt from the palm tree e.g. dry leaves) the palm wine produced in four out of the five days. 
Deekor or the first day of the week was a special day for showing appreciation to the landlord. The 
process of returning the one day (Deekor) a week proceeds due to the property owner is Miideekor. Thus, 
Miideekor symbolises the relationship between the owner of a palm field and the palm wine tapper. In 
this case, Ogoni is the owner of the palm field while the Nigerian government is the palm wine tapper 
(see Agbonifo, J. (2019) Environment and Conflict: The Place and Logic of Collective Action in the Niger Delta, 
London, Routledge, p.71)
8  In their book Kill a Leader, Murder a Movement?... Bob and Nepstad examined the issue of movement 
repression by governments. Comparing the El Salvadorian liberation and the Ogoni autonomy 
movements, they explore the risk involved in being a movement leader especially in authoritarian 
regimes. For more discussion about the effect of such political repression, see Bob, C. & Nepstad, S. E. 
(2007) ‘Kill a leader, murder a movement? Leadership and assassination in social movements’, American 
Behavioral Scientist, vol. 50, no.˛10, pp. 1370-1394, 10.1177/0002764207300162
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the fight for justice, reshaping the ways they organise, and building new 
forms of facilitative leadership. It is obvious that they are able to employ 
direct tactics and take risks, act as community messengers to their margin-
alised communities, make new connections between issues and focus on 
the movement for the survival of their people.
Conclusion
From the argument established above, it is evident that though the youth 
in Ogoni are living in turbulent times, it is possible to locate them within 
the Ogoni movement MOSOP. The essay has demonstrated how the narra-
tive strategy of Ken Saro-Wiwa has helped forge in the youth a conscious-
ness of the unjust and inhumane Nigerian socio-political system. It is this 
that drives them in their struggle for justice. The Ogoni youth are still able 
to articulate their grievances within the context of the Ogoni Bill of Rights. 
Though the essay draws from the wider context of my research, it focused 
on the point (education of the youth through narrative strategy) that has 
helped shape the current action of the youth in Ogoni; the reason why Ken 
Saro-Wiwa is seen as the Ogoni hero. 
It is evident that the young Ogonis are seeking a future for themselves 
and they believe that the “youth power” can lead them to success. They 
believe that the gateway to development is about local people striving for 
change, knowing that they have the right to expect greater equality in 
their own lives, and that there is a pathway to achieve this – through their 
nonviolent struggle. The Ogoni youth are convinced that the fundamental 
responsibility of every Ogoni is to act against the regime of rapine (the 
seizure of another’s property) and secure a new inclusive and participatory 
politics for the development of the Ogoni people in Nigeria.
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A People-Driven Non-Violent Revolt
By Nnimmo Bassey
For some of us Ogoni has become the training ground for environmental 
justice. It has remained the prime territory for learning how difficult it is 
to undo ecological harm once it has occurred; once it has been allowed to 
fester and take root. The Ogoni people have also given us a clear base to 
understudy the workings of a people-driven, non-violent revolt; the chal-
lenges, the pitfalls and the triumphs. Ogoni has been a metaphor for eco-
cide and an inspiration for resistance.
The Ogoni Bill of Rights1 of November 1990 is a major milestone docu-
ment, serving to coalesce the pains, dreams and demands of the Ogoni 
people. It stands as a major decolonial document and was the precursor 
of similar pursuits by other ethnic nationalities in the Niger Delta, includ-
ing the Kaiama Declaration of the Ijaws, lkwerre Rescue Charter, Aklaka 
Declaration for the Egi, the Urhobo Economic Summit Resolution and the 
Oron Bill of Rights, amongst others.2
Article 16 of the Ogoni Bill of rights stated that “neglectful environ-
mental pollution laws and sub-standard inspection techniques of the Fed-
eral authorities have led to the complete degradation of the Ogoni environ-
ment, turning our homeland into an ecological disaster.” Three decades 
later, this summation remains accurate, even more poignant.
Standing at the centre of the Ogoni experience are a number of per-
sonalities one of whom is Ken Saro-Wiwa. His leadership at various levels 
and platforms left indelible marks on the socio-ecological struggles of the 
Ogoni people and others. Some of us make regular visits to the polluted 
sites in Ogoni to remind ourselves that ecocide in any location is a crime 
against Mother Earth and all our relatives. Ogoni reminds us all that corpo-
rate greed can convert a verdant land into a land where humans and other 
living beings are literally either sick or dead.
The literary output of Ken Saro-Wiwa helped to preserve his thoughts 
for us and for generations yet unborn. Needless to say, his bluntness also 
made him controversial. That can be understood because when you are a 
1 Ogoni Bill of Rights (1990). http://www.waado.org/nigerdelta/RightsDeclaration/Ogoni.html
2  Nnimmo Bassey. 01 August 2013. Two Years After the UNEP Report – Ogoni Still Groans. http://nnimmo.
blogspot.com/2013/08/two-years-after-unep-report-ogoni-still.html
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minority fighting to breathe, those whose knees are pressed into your neck 
would claim that as long as you can complain it means you can breathe. 
In other words, their knees would only be lifted from your neck when you 
fall silent. Dead. The noose snuffed the physical life from him 25 years ago, 
but he still speaks. His satirical story, Africa Kills Her Sun3, shows how fiction 
can chisel a message in stone. Writing about how a priest would approach 
to pray for a person about to be executed, he said: “The priest will pray for 
our souls. But it’s not us he should be praying for. He should be praying for 
the living, for those whose lives are a daily torment.” 
His fiction was never altogether fictive. According to one Onookome 
Okome, “These fictive characters are modelled on social types and local 
events. This explains why some of these characters provoked great and 
enthusiastic, albeit sometimes acerbic debate in Nigeria’s literary history.” 
Okome goes on to say that “his political ideas about the Nigerian Feder-
ation were even more controversial. His book on the Nigerian civil war 
(On A Darkling Plain: An Account of The Nigerian Civil War), carefully conceived 
around the minority/majority problems of Nigeria’s ethnic groups, aroused 
heated hate-debate, especially among members of the three largest Nigeria 
ethnic groups.”4
His focus on bringing the plight of the Ogoni people to the world in 
the context of the unequal majority-minority relations within the Nige-
rian state, combined with the brutal state capture by notorious transna-
tional oil companies obviously earned him many adversaries, including 
those who eventually orchestrated his judicial murder along with Barinem 
Kiobel, Saturday Dobee, Paul Levura, Nordu Eawo, Felix Nuate, Daniel Gbo-
koo, John Kpuinen and Baribor Bera. Their death was both an epitome 
of the viciousness of an unholy matrimony between a rapacious transna-
tional entity and an autocratic state, and a glaring failure of international 
diplomacy.5
Saro-Wiwa was conscious of the fact that the consequences of the strug-
gle could be dire, even when prosecuted non-violently. In Silence Would be 
Treason: The Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa, he stated that he signed a death 
warrant when he “undertook to confront Shell and the Nigerian establish-
ment.” He wrote that if his life was not cut short, he would look forward to 
3 Ken Saro-Wiwa (1989) Africa Kills Her Sun. (short story)
4  Onookome Okome (2000). Before I am Hanged: Ken Saro-Wiwa – Literature, Politics and Dissent. 
Trenton: Africa World Press, Inc.
5  Patrick Naagbanton (2016). Footprints of Nkpoo Sibara, Dele Giwa and Ken Saro-Wiwa, Vol. 1. Makurdi: DNA 
Traeces Empire Limited
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“A few more books, maybe, & the opportunity to assist others.” In a letter 
he wrote on 19 June 1995, he stated: “I know they will do everything to 
resist us and that they may still want me out of the way. I am not careless 
of my safety, but I do recognize and have always recognized that my cause 
could lead to death. But as the saying goes, how can man die better/than 
facing fearful odds/for the ashes of his fathers/and the temple of his Gods? 
No, one cannot allow the fear of death to dent one’s beliefs and actions. 
I only wish there were more Ogoni people on the ground. However, the 
cause cannot die.”6
The matter of having more Ogoni people on the ground to keep the 
struggle alive remains an active concern; a task that must be done. Yes, the 
cause has not died, and 27 years after the expulsion of Shell from Ogoni, 
the oil wells are still not gushing crude. However, the spate of oil pollu-
tion remains and the clean-up of the territory although commenced has its 
speed and mode of delivery highly contested. Having layers of leadership 
on the ground is essential for any movement. The Ogoni struggle has been 
kept alive by the deep mobilisations that have gone on over the years and 
by the clear understanding of the value of their environment and cultural 
autonomy by the majority of the people. Organisational efforts have floun-
dered and become quite fractious at times, probably due to an alternative 
notion of sacrifice and superficial commitment to the ideals of the collec-
tive. It may well also be driven by impulses of indiscipline and possible 
conspiracy to subvert the pursuit of the common good. 
The Ogoni Bill of Rights spoke of the land turning into an ecological 
disaster. This position was validated by the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) in their report of the Environmental Assessment of 
Ogoniland.7 The report, submitted to the Nigerian government in August 
2011, revealed extensive pollution of the soil by petroleum hydrocarbons 
in land areas, swamps and sediments.
In a particularly troubling case, the groundwater at Nisisioken Ogale 
was found to have an 8cm layer of refined oil floating on it. The drinking 
water in this community was recorded to have benzene, a carcinogen, at 
over 900 times the permissible levels according to World Health Organ-
isation guidelines. At some oil well locations, hydrocarbon contamination 
6 Íde Corley, Helen Fallon and Laurence Cox, eds (2018). Silence Would be Treason – Last Writings of Ken Saro-
Wiwa, 2nd ed. Daraja Press – http://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10161/
7  UNEP (2011). Environmental Assessment of Ogoniland. https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/
disasters-conflicts/where-we-work/nigeria/environmental-assessment-ogoniland-report
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was found to be at least 1000 times above Nigerian drinking water stan-
dards. Sadly, the people continue to drink such contaminated water due to 
lack of alternatives. Soil investigations by UNEP revealed that hydrocarbon 
pollution had seeped down to a depth of 5 metres at some places. 
Our government’s response to the UNEP report was the setting up in 
2012 of an initial Hydrocarbons Pollution Restoration Project (HYPREP) un-
der the Ministry of Petroleum Resources which is a key player in the pol-
lution of Ogoniland. This project was later on revamped and renamed the 
Hydrocarbons Pollution Remediation Project (HYPREP) in 2016 because it 
was saddled with the task of remediating the pollution, not restoring it. 
This name change would likely have made a good subject for a satirical 
piece by Saro-Wiwa, had he witnessed its creation.
At the time of this writing, HYPREP reported8 the completion of work 
at seven remediation sites out of 21 lots that it had awarded contracts for. It 
also announced that they were in the process of awarding contracts for an 
additional 26 lots. The clean-up process has been dodged with complaints 
over the speed of the works as well as over the calibre of contractors assigned 
the tasks. There have also been contentions over whether the remediation 
should have commenced with the most complex sites or the simpler ones. 
The sorest point is that of non-provision of potable water in the af-
fected communities, many years down the remediation road even though 
it was considered an emergency measure by both the UNEP and the Ogoni 
people. HYPREP officials inform that work will soon start in rehabilitating 
six moribund water supply works across Ogoniland. 
A recent visit9 to some of the remediation sites by this writer was quite 
revealing. Whereas the depth of hydrocarbon pollution was at an alarming 
5 metres at the time UNEP conducted its study, the state of affairs has de-
teriorated over the years. Hydrocarbons pollution was found to have now 
gone as deep as an alarming 10 metres at Lot 2. One other finding was that 
30,000 litres of petrol were recovered from this Lot. We saw a layer of hy-
drocarbons on the excavated pit at Lot 16, at Korokoro community, beside 
the tanks of recovered crude that were stored nearby.
The recovery of crude oil from the remediation sites show that without 
the remediation, the pollution would obviously sink deeper, leaving the 
8 Michael Simire (10 September 2020) Legislators express satisfaction with pace of Ogoniland clean-up 
amid concerns. https://www.environewsnigeria.com/legislators-express-satisfaction-with-pace-of- 
ogoniland-clean-up-amid-concerns/ 
9  This visit was on Friday 11 September 2020
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disaster more intractable. It also offers a stark warning to oilfield com-
munities that even where the land looks normal, tests need to be done at 
intervals of time to ensure the integrity of what lies beneath the surface.
November 1990, when the Ogoni Bill of Rights was issued, and Novem-
ber 1995, when Ken Saro-Wiwa and the other leaders were executed, are 
cardinal milestones in the march for ecological and socio-political justice 
for the Ogoni people and all marginalised peoples that are victims of de-
structive extractivism. 
Twenty-five years after the judicial murders, the wounds inflicted on 
the Ogoni people are yet to heal. Twenty-five years after the act, the Nige-
rian State has still not found the place to formally exonerate the Ogoni 
leaders and foster healing in the land. Twenty-five years after the macabre 
act, even the sculpture in honour of the Ogoni 9 lies captive at the Apapa 
quays in Lagos, Nigeria, held by a system that is afraid to come to terms 
with an artistic artefact.10 Who will tell the Nigerian government that ar-
resting and detaining a piece of sculpture in an effort to block the memory 
of crimes committed by the state is an exercise in futility?
Ken Saro-Wiwa saw it all. He felt it. He told it. He challenged all. His 
last public speech or allocutus, stands like a banner at the head of a march-
ing column and we do well to pay attention:
We all stand before history. I am a man of peace, of ideas. Appalled by the 
denigrating poverty of my people who live on a richly endowed land, dis-
tressed by their political marginalization and economic strangulation, an-
gered by the devastation of their land, their ultimate heritage, anxious to 
preserve their right to life and to a decent living, and determined to usher 
to this country as a whole a fair and just democratic system which protects 
everyone and every ethnic group and gives us all a valid claim to human civi-
lization, I have devoted my intellectual and material resources, my very life, 
to a cause in which I have total belief and from which I cannot be blackmailed 
or intimidated.11
10 Susanna Rustin (5 November 2015). Ken Saro-Wiwa memorial art bus denied entry to Nigeria. https://
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/05/ken-saro-wiwa-memorial-art-bus-denied-entry-to-nigeri
11  Ken Saro-Wiwa (1995). Trial Speech of Ken Saro-Wiwa. https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Trial_Speech_of_
Ken_Saro-Wiwa
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‘The Voice of the Spirit of Ogoni’: 
A Brief Exploration of The Niger Delta 
Cultural Landscape with Reference 
to the Ogoni
Abayomi Ogunsanya
Introduction
Nigeria’s Niger Delta became firmly stamped on the consciousness – or 
maybe the conscience – of the world during the concentration of events that 
climaxed with the execution of the environmental activist, writer, and 
businessman Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight others (The Ogoni Nine) on Novem-
ber 10, 1995, by Nigeria’s military junta. Prior to that momentous event, 
there was not a lot, at least in the popular press, reported about the region, 
except for the occasional mention when Nigeria was discussed in relation 
to oil or during political upheaval. 
The Ogoni, one of the eleven minority ethnic groups in the region, 
received even less attention until events forced the world to take notice in 
the 1990s. Since then, and following renewed agitation for environmental 
justice in the region in recent years, the Niger Delta, and Ogoni in particu-
lar, has become a major reference point in any discussion about contem-
porary Nigeria. As might be expected, given how oil has shaped the con-
temporary history of Nigeria, much of what is discussed about the region 
in the media pertains to the political economy of oil, and the violence that 
is done to the people and their land. There is little discussion on the rich 
culture of the area in popular discussions, although academic literature on 
the region is abundant. 
This essay briefly explores some of the cultural practices that define 
the Niger Delta region with particular focus on the Ogoni ethnic group. 
The essay does not pretend to be encyclopaedic in coverage; rather it at-
tempts to provide some context to the Ogoni story. This context is often 
missed in discussions about the Niger Delta, as the hotbed of criminal vio-
lence and various intrigues connected with oil exploration and the con-
comitant environmental degradation.
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Geography of the Niger Delta
In geographical terms, the Niger Delta encompasses about 20,000 km2 in 
landmass and is said to be one of the largest wetlands in the world. It is
a vast floodplain built up by the accumulation of sedimentary de-
posits washed down the Niger and Benue rivers. It is composed of 
4 main ecological zones: coastal barrier islands, mangroves, fresh-
water swamp forests, and lowland rainforests. The mangrove for-
est area extends for 500 km from the mouth of Benin River in the 
west to the Imo River in the east. Along with a short strand coast 
in the Calabar to Rio del Rey estuary, mangrove vegetation extends 
over an area of 9000 km2. This represents the largest mangrove 
forest in Africa.1
A significant portion of the Niger Delta region is made up of a network 
of creeks and small islands, ‘making it very difficult to navigate and to es-
tablish large settlements.’2 
As a geopolitical entity, the Niger Delta is recognized as the south-south 
zone in Nigeria and comprises Akwa Ibom, Bayelsa, Cross River, Delta, Edo, 
and Rivers State. Ogoni is in Rivers State. An extended portion of the Niger 
Delta includes: Abia, Imo, and Ondo – all oil producing states.
As an ethnic zone, the Niger Delta comprises Ogoni, Andonis, Cala-
baris, Edos, Efiks, Ibibios, Ijaws, Isokos, Itsekiris, Opobos, and Urhobos, 
each asserting separate socio-cultural identities but united in living in a 
part of the world where oil is found in super abundance.
Ogoni occupies ‘a minute parcel of land of about 404 square miles’3, 
contains a sizeable percent of Nigeria’s total oil reserve, and is home to 
close to one million people. According to several historical and ethno-
graphic accounts, the Ogoni were culturally conservative, ‘fiercely inde-
pendent’ people who often ‘regard foreigners with a healthy dose of suspi-
cion.’ Here is how Karl Maier describes them:
‘As long as their land, streams, and mangrove swamps could pro-
vide them sustenance, the Ogoni people wanted as little as possible 
to do with the outside world. As a tiny ethnic unit of six kingdoms, 
1 Ajao, E.A. & Anurigwo, Sam (2002). ‘Land-Based Sources of Pollution in the Niger Delta, Nigeria.’ Ambio, 
Vol. 31, No. 5, 442-445
2  Francis, P., LaPin, D., Rossiasco, P. (2011) Securing Development and Peace in the Niger Delta: A Social 
and Conflict Analysis for Change. Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.
3  Maier, K. (2000). This House has fallen: Nigeria in Crisis. Colorado: Westview Press 
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they jealously guarded their culture and identity by maintaining 
strict prohibitions on intermarriage with most of their neighbours. 
Their harsh environment literally served as an umbrella protecting 
them from the hostile intentions of outsiders. In the nineteenth 
century the dense forests were the perfect refuge from the slave 
trade, which used the nearby Bonny and Imo Rivers to transport 
the human cargo to the sea and the waiting ships for the onward 
journey to the New World. Most Ogonis retreated to the less ac-
cessible reaches of the Ogoni plain, where they made their living 
through agriculture, fishing, and hunting.’4
Tales of Origin 
In prehistoric times, the Ogoni, like most ethnic groups with no archaeo-
logical and written records of their specific origins, was not a single ethnic 
formation. In tracing the earliest roots of Ogoni ethnic identity, Isumonah 
(2004) identifies two types of myths on the origin of the Ogoni, namely, 
autochthony and migration, and observes that “the former credits the 
founding of the Ogoni to another realm and the latter, which is more cred-
ible with some empirical evidence, regards Nama as the Ogoni’s ancestral 
cradle land.”5
Forging Cultural Identity
During the course of territorial expansion through annexation of villages, 
conquests of other peoples, and trading, Ogoni cultural identity began to 
be forged from the amalgamation of social and cultural practices among 
the different peoples that would later make up the Ogoni Kingdom. Isumo-
nah (2004) gives a sweeping description of some of the social and cultural 
beliefs and practices among the people at that time:
‘The various groups enjoyed autonomy in parallel through simi-
lar social, economic and political institutions and cultural and re-
ligious practices, at times seeking symbolic recognition from the 
mythical progenitor at Nama. Notable commonalities were the 
‘customs of protecting villages by deep trenches and the use of 
five-day week, unlike the four- and eight-day weeks of surround-
ing Ibibio and Ibo clans,’ as well as matrilineality....The people 
used common currencies (Giaradaa, Nama-kpugi and Ka-kpugi) and 
4 Ibid, p. 82
5  Isumonah, V. Adefemi, ‘The Making of the Ogoni Ethnic Group.’ Africa (pre-2011); 2004; 74, 3; pg. 433.
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markets for  local and international trade. They developed mortgag-
ing and property valuation systems run by expert agents (Pya tedee), 
bureaux de change run by the Pya Nyaa Na kpugi and business norms 
and class differentiation by wealth....The Yaa rite of passage from 
youth into responsible adulthood served as an instrument of both 
social stratification and political recruitment of the virgin male 
youth. The Kpan-kpaan secret societies was an important political 
force and law enforcement agency.’6
As Ogoni cultural identity became more distinctly recognizable over 
the next few centuries and the people came to identify themselves as an 
ethnic group within the Niger Delta cultural archipelago, many of the be-
liefs and practices described above during prehistoric times became parts 
of the people’s identity. The Ogoni have retained these beliefs and practic-
es and often deploy them in shaping their engagements with their neigh-
bours and while confronting some of the challenges of the modern world. 
For example, Maier (2000) reports that during the struggle for environmen-
tal justice in Ogoniland, Ken Saro-Wiwa, the champion of that struggle, 
“saw himself as the Wiayor, a mythical Ogoni character who comes down 
from heaven to liberate his people.”7 Similarly, the Ogoni cause itself is 
sometimes conceptualized in spiritual terms and Saro-Wiwa saw himself 
as an embodiment of that cause. What is called the Voice of the Spirit of 
Ogoni is “a fetish god central to the Ogoni belief system” and Saro-Wiwa 
once explained how he became an embodiment of that Spirit: “One night 
in late 1989, as I sat in my study working on a new book, I received a call 
to put myself, my abilities, my resources, so carefully nurtured over the 
years, at the feet of the Ogoni people and similar dispossessed, dispirited 
and disappearing peoples in Nigeria and elsewhere.”8 
If Ogoni people are often described as fearless and fiercely indepen-
dent, it is simply because many of them, like their kinsman Ken Saro-Wi-
wa, often put themselves in the service of the Voice of the Spirit of Ogoni. 
Isaac Adaka Boro, Ken Saro-Wiwa’s forerunner in the Ogoni struggle, was 
a case in point; though an Ijaw, he was an example of one of those who 
allowed the Spirit to possess them and became an inspiration for other Ni-
ger Delta fighters demanding justice for their people. When Ogoni people 
resisted the onslaught of British troops for a long time, despite their land 
6 Ibid, p. 437
7 Maier, K. This House has Fallen, p. 92 
8  Ibid, p.92
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being a British protectorate, and were only subdued in 1914, “the same 
year that Nigeria came into existence as a single entity”, it was because 
they relied on the Spirit.
Ken Saro-Wiwa spelt out clearly the role of the supreme goddess Bari 
in Genocide in Nigeria.9 This is also discussed by Agbonifo (2019)10 in rela-
tion to the Ogoni struggle. Both the Christian God and the Ogoni deities 
provide moral  incentives to contention. Kpone-Tonwe’s PhD thesis11 also 
provides valuable insights. 
9 Saro-Wiwa, Ken. (1992) Genocide in Nigeria: The Ogoni Tragedy, Port Harcourt, Saros International 
Publishers
10  Agbonifo, John (2020). Environment and Conflict: The Place and Logic of Collective Action in the Niger Delta. 
 London: Routledge
11  Kpone-Tonwe, Sonpie (1987). “The Historical Tradition of Ogoni, Nigeria. PhD thesis submitted to School 
of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), University of London. https://eprints.soas.ac.uk/28874/1/10673043.
pdf
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Amnesty International 
and the cleanup of the Niger Delta
Mark Dummett
Since Shell first discovered oil near the village of Oloibiri in 1956, the 
Niger Delta has become Africa’s most valuable oil-producing region, and 
the Anglo-Dutch corporation has prospered enormously.
Shell does not publish a breakdown of its earnings by country, but 
Reuters estimated that it had earned 4 billion US dollars from oil and gas 
production in Nigeria in 2017, which was around 7 percent of its total 
global output.1
Shell’s former chief economist and prominent British politician Sir 
Vince Cable laid out the historic importance of Shell’s Nigeria business in 
his memoirs, describing it as the “jewel in the crown of the exploration 
and production division, the company’s elite corps.”2
But while money has flowed to Shell’s headquarters in The Hague and 
London, its operations have undoubtedly come at the cost of the human 
rights of people living close to the oil fields of the Niger Delta.
Numerous oil spills a year from poorly-maintained pipelines and wells, 
along with inadequate clean-up practices, continue to damage the health 
and livelihoods of the Niger Delta’s many inhabitants, who largely remain 
stuck in poverty. 
Data from Shell’s own spill incident reports3 reveal that from 2011-18 
the company reported a huge number of spills – 1,010 – along the network 
of pipelines and wells that it operates. Spills have a variety of causes – from 
third-party tampering, to operational faults and corrosion of aged facili-
ties. Shell blames most spills on theft and pipeline sabotage, rather than 
its own negligence.
But research by Amnesty International4 and our Port Harcourt-based 
1 Bousso, R. (2018) ‘In Nigeria, Shell’s onshore roots still run deep’, Reuters, available online: https://www.
reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-shell-insight/in-nigeria-shells-onshore-roots-still-run-deep-idUSKCN1M3069.
2  Cable, V. (2010) Free Radical: A Memoir, London: Atlantic Books.
3  Shell (2019) ‘Spill prevention and response in Nigeria’, Shell Sustainability Report 2019, Available online: 
https://reports.shell.com/sustainability-report/2019/special-reports/spill-prevention-and-response-in-
nigeria.html
4  Amnesty International (2017) Investigate Shell for complicity in murder, rape and torture, [online] 28 November 
2017, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2017/11/investigate-shell-for-complicity-in-
murder-rape-and-torture/. 
Amnesty International (2009) Nigeria: Petroleum, Pollution and Poverty in the Niger Delta, [online] 
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partners at the Centre for the Environment, Human Rights and Develop-
ment (CEHRD)5 has shown that the company’s facts and figures emerge 
from a flawed process for identifying the volume, cause and impact of oil 
spills. The research has also exposed that this process often lacks both in-
dependence and oversight, partly because the government regulators are 
so weak. As a result, Shell’s findings cannot be trusted. 
For example, the company’s report for a spill in the Bodo area of Ogoni-
land in 2008 claimed that only 1,640 barrels of oil were spilled. However, 
based on an independent assessment, Amnesty International calculated 
that the total actually exceeded 100,000 barrels.6 Shell defended its far 
lower figure for years, but in November 2014 during a court case in the UK, 
Shell was finally forced to admit that the amount was indeed larger than 
it had previously stated.7
Even in cases of spills caused by theft or sabotage, Shell still has re-
sponsibility. Nigerian law requires all pipeline operators to employ the 
best available technology and practice standards. These include measures 
to protect against spills resulting from third party interference, such as 
by strengthening or burying pipelines and surveillance. Nigerian law also 
requires oil companies to clean up spills from their infrastructure, regard-
less of the cause.
Internal company documents and other sources collated by Amnesty 
International, prove that Shell staff have known for years that underinvest-
ment, poor maintenance or equipment failure have been a major cause of 
the spills. 
For example, in 1994, the head of environmental studies for Shell 
 Nigeria, Bopp Van Dessel, resigned, complaining that he felt unable to 
 defend the company’s environmental record, “without losing his personal 
integrity.”8
30 June 2009, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr44/017/2009/en/.
Amnesty International (2013) Nigeria: Bad information: Oil spill investigations in the Niger Delta, 
[online] 7 November 2013, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr44/028/2013/en
5  Centre for Environment, Human Rights and Development (2015) Polluted Promises: How Shell failed to clean 
up Ogoniland, [online] 3 September 2015, Available at: https://cehrd.org.ng/downloads/polluted-promise-
briefings-2014.pdf, p.10.
6  Amnesty International (2012) Shell’s wildly inaccurate reporting of Niger Delta oil spill exposed, [online] 
23 April 2012, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2012/04/shell-s-wildly-inaccurate-
reporting-niger-delta-oil-spill-exposed/. 
7  Amnesty International (2014) Court documents expose Shell’s false claims on Nigeria oil spills, [online] 
13 November 2014, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2014/11/court-documents-
expose-shell-s-false-claims-nigeria-oil-spills/
8  Chatterjee, P. (1996) ‘Ex-Shell Environment Chief for Nigeria Blows Whistle,’ Inter Press Service, [online] 
18 May 1996, Available at: http://www.ipsnews.net/1996/05/environment-ex-shell-environment-chief-for-
nigeria-blows-whistle/.
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The same year an internal paper revealed that Shell had not properly 
funded its pipelines and other infrastructure in Nigeria: “One measure of 
this deterioration is the frequency and severity of oil pollution incidents 
caused by corrosion and other integrity failures in the production system.” 
In 1996, a Shell Nigeria “Country Business Plan” identified that its “in-
frastructure [was] poorly designed and maintained.”9
In 2002, an internal Shell presentation stated: “the remaining life of 
most of the [Shell] Oil Trunk Lines is more or less non-existent or short, 
while some sections contain major risk and hazard.”
In 2008, a US diplomatic cable stated that a contractor with many years’ 
experience of laying pipelines in the Niger Delta reported that, “73 per 
cent of all pipelines there are more than a decade overdue for replace-
ment. In many cases, pipelines with a technical life of 15 years are still in 
use thirty years after installation.”
And in 2009, a Shell employee warned in an email that: “[the company] 
is corporately exposed as the pipelines in Ogoniland have not been main-
tained properly or integrity assessed for over 15 years.”
Shell’s negative impact was of course first, and most effectively, put 
under the spotlight in the 1990s by Ken Saro-Wiwa, and the Movement for 
the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP). They argued that while outsid-
ers had grown rich on the oil that was pumped from under their soil, pollu-
tion from oil spills and gas flaring had, “led to the complete degradation of 
the Ogoni environment, turning our homeland into an ecological disaster.”
Shell is not the only one at fault. Nigeria’s regulation of the oil indus-
try is undoubtedly weak and lacks independence. Government agencies 
responsible for industry regulation and enforcement are under-resourced, 
ineffective and in some cases compromised by conflicts of interest. Nige-
ria’s courts have failed to offer the victims of human rights abuses a mean-
ingful avenue for seeking justice for the oil spills which have blighted the 
Niger Delta, as well as the lives and livelihoods of its communities. 
The failures of the courts have resulted in Shell avoiding being held ef-
fectively to account in Nigeria. It has benefitted enormously from extract-
ing oil in a context where there is little or no government oversight and 
no effective safeguards. 
As elaborated in globally endorsed standards like the UN Guiding Prin-
9 Amnesty International (2020) On Trial: Shell in Nigeria: Legal actions against the oil multinational, [online] 
10 February 2020, Available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr44/1698/2020/en/, p. 18.
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ciples on Business and Human Rights10, companies have a responsibility 
to respect human rights wherever they operate in the world. To meet that 
responsibility, companies should take steps to prevent, identify, address 
and account for their human rights impacts. This includes remediating 
any harm they have caused or contributed to. 
The responsibility to respect human rights exists independently of a 
state’s ability or willingness to fulfil its own human rights obligations. So, 
if a state where a company operates, such as Nigeria, is unable or unwilling 
to enforce applicable laws to protect human rights from abuse, the com-
pany must still act to ensure respect for human rights in their operations. 
Shell itself expressly says that it uses the UN Guiding Principles to inform 
its global approach to human rights. 
However, the pollution in the Niger Delta has had a significant human 
rights impact. Shell has consistently failed to fulfil its responsibility to re-
spect the human rights of communities there.
Mark Dummett was keynote speaker at the Maynooth University 2017 
Ken Saro-Wiwa Seminar. His presentation is available on the Maynooth University 
YouTube channel.
10 United Nations (2011) Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, [online] 16 June 2011, Available at: 
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf, p.13. 
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Why Ken Saro-Wiwa matters 
for climate justice
Laurence Cox
As a social movements specialist I often find myself talking to nice, well-
meaning students and professionals in the global North. Often they are 
(rightly) focussed on the terrifying reality of climate crisis and desperate to 
know what to do – but the strategies for change that are easy to find turn 
out to be very simplistic, shallow to the point of being trivial, and com-
pletely inadequate to the scale of the problem.
In particular, many of the forms of action they are presented with ig-
nore the history of what has actually worked in ecological movements 
– in their own countries in previous decades, or around the world at the 
moment. We are offered solutions that suit us, whether or not they ac-
tually have any track record of winning against the huge concentrations 
of power and wealth, and the entrenched cultural and social habits, that 
under pin carbon capitalism.
When I can, I tell them some of the story of Ken Saro-Wiwa and MOSOP 
as a way of helping them start to think more seriously, in ways that might 
actually work. The Ogoni are one of the world’s most disadvantaged popu-
lations – so rural and remote from the centres of power that even their 
exact numbers are uncertain – and yet they were able to effectively resist 
Shell, which on recent figures is the world’s 18th largest economic en-
tity, bigger than the economies of Mexico, Sweden or Russia, in times of 
a military dictatorship. That alone suggests that we should try to learn 
from them.
We need to think more about movements
We are used to researching problems and issues, and sometimes to dig-
ging into the structural reasons behind them – but for various reasons the 
journalists, teachers and charities who do this often find it much harder 
to discuss honestly how to tackle those problems – which is a “political” 
question. And so concerned citizens are brought to see the problems, but 
rarely get to learn from the experience of organising and mobilising strate-
gies around these kinds of problems.
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A major reason for this is that the climate crisis is “baked in” to a 
breakneck capitalism which depends on permanent growth and within 
which the industries that most contribute to global heating – fossil fu-
els, air and car transport, agribusiness and so on – are very powerful. It 
is one thing to discuss policy solutions that can conceivably be adopted 
by today’s governments without upsetting those economic interests. It is 
another thing entirely to ask what it means if the survival of our societies 
depends on breaking the power of those industries and transforming the 
whole direction of state policies. 
And so awareness is raised about problems, but the entrenched, sys-
temic nature of those problems is rarely addressed – leaving the people 
whose awareness has been raised in a state of anxiety or despair, keen to 
find things that look like simple solutions, and ignorant of the long history 
of attempts to actually tackle these problems.
How words lose their meaning
“Climate justice” is just the latest round of attempts to name the shape of 
this problem. The phrase draws from “environmental justice” as an organ-
ising strategy – which emphasised the impossibility of tackling the root 
causes of ecological destruction without challenging the economic system 
that gives rise both to a ruined planet and to ruined lives and communi-
ties, and so highlighted the need to build strong alliances between ecologi-
cal movements and popular struggles for social justice.
For exactly the same reasons, a problem on the scale of climate change 
requires these kinds of alliances in order to build an effective social major-
ity – whether Saro-Wiwa’s mobilising of a desperately poor rural popula-
tion to resist Shell, or in a very different kind of society the Norwegian 
“just transition” campaign, which brings environmentalists, trade union-
ists and church bodies together around the demand for climate jobs. 
Yet already, in Ireland and much of the world, policy makers and NGOs 
have simply substituted the phrase for earlier wordings on global warming 
or climate campaigning, so that it means precisely no change to their activi-
ties. When I was a student in another century, the same thing was happen-
ing to the phrase “sustainable development”. This once meant “we have 
to think how we can bring together large-scale improvements in ordinary 
people’s lives around the world without relying on permanent economic 
growth”, but by that time it had become watered down to the point of mean-
ing almost nothing, either in terms of the goal or of how to get there.
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Earlier phrases with a similar meaning – such as “eco-socialism” or 
“red-green” – have proved less easy to absorb into business as usual, but 
regularly get forgotten and are rediscovered every decade or so. 
This process of noticing, and then forgetting, has been going on at 
least since the 1970s. In that past fifty years, the inability of our societies 
to look this problem clearly in the eye, understand the systematic reasons 
why things keep getting worse, and to learn from past attempts to tackle 
them, has cost us all dearly. We have very little time left in which to in-
dulge our desire to find easy solutions to difficult problems.
Why climate justice matters 
Irish newspapers, and social media, are full of comments which pit the 
needs of “ordinary people” against the supposedly elitist concerns of en-
vironmentalists. Environmentalists who act in high-handed ways, allying 
themselves with the rich and powerful and blaming the poor for the prob-
lem, play right into this particular perception.
If climate crisis is an outcome of hugely damaging industries, in turn 
deeply entrenched within the policy process and states’ priorities, and ul-
timately expressing a capitalism which is determined to pursue infinite 
growth on a finite planet … then the rich and powerful will not, and can-
not, save us. It is by challenging their priorities and pushing for a radically 
different kind of economy – which in turn means huge changes in society, 
politics and culture – that we can hope to avert utter disaster.
But if we want to challenge the fossil fuel giants, the airline compa-
nies, the meat industry, the political parties and the financial institutions 
that are driving us towards destruction … ecologists are going to need al-
lies, from those who are neither powerful nor rich. Without a mass move-
ment, we are not going to win. And that movement (or rather alliance of 
movements) cannot be brought together without involving the needs of 
the poor and powerless for a more just world. 
This is true both in terms of what is needed now to create the social 
majorities that are required to face down the determined opposition of 
those whose livelihoods, power and status depend on keeping the carbon 
show on the road – and in terms of what a new society might look like in 
the future. It is not credible that we could create a genuinely “sustainable” 
way of living – one that enables us to survive ecologically and that is so-
cially and politically stable – unless it meets the needs of the large majority 
of people on this planet.
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Perhaps by now it is clear why these sorts of considerations are not 
centre-stage in the strategies presented to school students, newspaper 
readers and NGO members. 
It may also be clear why it is worth remembering Ken Saro-Wiwa.
What works?
Last summer I had a number of discussions with excited members of the 
Extinction Rebellion Group1 who had just come into possession of “a 
little knowledge” – a misreading of research that suggested a magic num-
ber of protestors that would inevitably bring about social change. Almost 
none of them – thoughtful, educated people – had any idea that there 
was actually a history of struggles against climate change that could be 
learnt from.
The practical part of that history is above all one of indigenous resis-
tance to the extraction and transport of fossil fuels, to drilling and pipe-
lines. It is a history of some of the poorest and most oppressed people on 
the planet, managing to stand up to, and sometimes defeat, ruthless states 
and mega-corporations. In recent years this has been very visible in North 
America, as First Nations and Native Americans have mobilised again and 
again against tar sands projects, gas pipelines and so on. Images from 
Standing Rock or the Wet’suwet’en protests have gone round the world. 
Saro-Wiwa’s effective struggle against Shell similarly mobilised the 
poorest of the poor against huge odds: an indigenous population against 
one of the world’s largest corporations, backed up by a military dictator-
ship that was willing to execute the movement’s leadership and unleash 
brutal terror against Ogoni villages. And it was broadly successful: Shell 
remain persona non grata in Ogoni to this day, while the dictatorship has 
fallen (in part also due to the Ogoni struggle).
If we think about ecological survival without any awareness of these 
stories, it is very tempting to think that if it was only possible to tone down 
the conflict, get policy-makers on board, get an issue into schools, con-
vince journalists … then it could all be solved. In that perspective, conflict 
is just a personality flaw, not in any way inherent in (say) how fossil fuel 
corporations make their money.
From this perspective, social justice – and alliances with movements 
of the poor and oppressed – are unnecessary and awkward add-ons to a 
1 https://extinctionrebellion.uk/
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simple environmental “message” that would slip down much more easily 
if only all its rough corners were rubbed off. 
But as we can see in Ogoniland, the real story is the opposite of this. In 
order to challenge Shell and the military dictatorship effectively, Saro-Wi-
wa had to mobilise the large majority of a desperately poor and downtrod-
den population. The 60% (never mind 3.5%) of Ogoni who are commonly 
said to have taken part in the 1993 protests, and the large majority of 
Ogoni who still identify with Saro-Wiwa’s MOSOP, took a lot of convincing. 
A social majority for climate justice
Their needs and concerns – economic justice and social development, in-
digenous self-determination and human rights – are not awkward add-ons 
to a simple environmental “message”. They are precisely the things that 
made it possible to mobilise effectively against one of the world’s largest 
companies and a murderous, corrupt regime. 
It is worth remembering that Saro-Wiwa was a key player in pushing 
the concept of “indigenous” onto the UN’s agenda, as a way of furthering 
this struggle. When, today, Native Americans or First Nations resist the fos-
sil fuel industry and the US or Canadian states as indigenous populations, 
they are drawing on this shared history.
If we want to bring together social majorities for a world we can all 
live in, we need to look to the Niger Delta and to Ken Saro-Wiwa, as well 
of course as to other indigenous struggles against fossil fuels around the 
world where we see small and massively disadvantaged populations, huge-
ly vulnerable to state violence, face off against and often defeat the forces 
that are driving us all to destruction. 
We also need to have the humility and the good faith to learn from 
people who are so far away from us – in their lives as well as geographi-
cally – that we need to go the extra mile in terms of finding out where and 
how we can listen to them. That means not being satisfied with the very 
first answers we find, but asking critical questions about whose experi-
ences and movements those answers are actually based on – and reaching 
out towards learning from the struggles of the world’s poor and powerless.
If we are able, at this eleventh hour of human civilisation, to mobilise 
social majorities for a world that we can all live in, we will need to pay 
more attention to Ken Saro-Wiwa. 
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The Centrality of Culture 
in the thinking of Cabral and Saro-Wiwa
By Firoze Manji
I want to share some thoughts about the commonalities between Amilcar 
Cabral, the Guinea-Bissau revolutionary1, and Ken Saro-Wiwa, especially in 
relation to the centrality of culture in the struggle for freedom.2
The struggles Cabral led against Portuguese colonialism contributed 
to the collapse not only of Portugal’s African empire, but also precipitated 
the Portuguese revolution of 1974/5 and the downfall of the fascist dicta-
torship in Portugal, events that he was not to witness as he was assassi-
nated in 1973. 
Cabral and Saro-Wiwa were separated by two eras, the one involving 
the struggle for independence in Africa, the other dealing with the con-
sequences of the failures of independence and the rise of neoliberalism. 
There were continuities between the two eras. “Cabral and Saro-Wiwa sit 
together in this transformative and unfinished space,” wrote Laurence 
Cox, “asking questions that remain important in Ireland as in Africa.”3
Despite this separation, they had much in common. 
Both sought self-determination for their people. Both were clear that 
self-determination, not secession, was what they were fighting for. Self-
determination and secession are often confused and considered synony-
mous. Self-determination is about the struggle for justice, dignity and an 
attempt to establish an inclusive universalist humanity, whereas secession 
is by definition an act of exclusion, defining the self through the exclusion 
of the other. 
The tragedy for Saro-Wiwa was that the struggle for self-determina-
tion for the Ogoni came in the wake of the Biafran war of secession, the 
leadership of which Saro-Wiwa was highly critical. The struggle of the 
Ogoni people for self-determination could easily come to be seen as a 
continuation of that secessionist movement, despite Saro-Wiwa’s insis-
1 Amilcar Cabral was the founder and leader of the Guinea-Bissau and Cabo Verde liberation movement, 
Partido Africano da Independência da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC). He was a revolutionary, humanist, 
agronomist, poet, military strategist, and prolific writer on revolutionary theory, culture and liberation.
2  This essay is based on the keynote address from the annual Ken Saro-Wiwa seminar, Maynooth 
University Library, Maynooth University, 15 November 2018
3  https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/the-legacy-of-ken-saro-wiwa-at-maynooth-university-1.3730031 
(Accessed 24 June 2020)
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tence against secession (although he was sometimes ambiguous about 
the  distinction). 
While Cabral and Saro-Wiwa were clearly exceptional individuals, 
it was to the movements in which they were involved, and which they 
helped to create, that the credit must go, for organising and for endeavour-
ing to give birth to a new world. 
We often characterise movements such as those led by Cabral and 
Saro-Wiwa as being expressions of resistance. But I think they are more 
than that. Far from being the ‘resistance’, they fought to give birth to a 
new world.4 Their attempts were met by fierce resistance by the power-
ful whose interests lay in maintaining their status and the status quo. We 
need to insist that it is they who are the resistance. It was the Portuguese 
colonial regime and the Abacha neocolonial regime in collaboration with 
Shell that were the resistance to the efforts of the movements that PAIGC 
(African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde) and MOSOP 
(Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People) sought to birth.
Giving birth is always an act involving the struggle to overcome the 
violence of resistance. This is as true of a seedling emerging from the 
ground as it is for the child being born. Genuine movements for freedom 
never chose the path of violence, but they almost always face the vio-
lence of those that resist the birth of the world they are seeking to deliver. 
We are seeing precisely the same issues emerging in the Black rebellion 
that erupted in the USA (and beyond) following the torture and killing of 
George Floyd. The struggle to give birth to Ireland was met with fierce, vio-
lent and terrorist resistance by the British state. There was no choice but to 
endeavor to defend it. But more importantly, it is community organizing, 
that is the basis of defence in the case of Ireland as it was in the case of 
Guinea-Bissau and Nigeria.
So, let us agree: The state and corporations, not us, are the resistance.
In Guinea Bissau, PAIGC had created liberated zones that, at the time 
of Cabral’s assassination, covered some two-thirds of the country. There, 
completely new structures of popular democracy were established in which 
peasants were the decision makers. The Portuguese currency was banned, 
and a system of barter exchange was established in its stead. Women played 
leading roles in political decision making. The rekindling of culture and 
4 I am indebted to Michelle Alexander’s essay: “We are not the resistance”, https://www.nytimes.
com/2018/09/21/opinion/sunday/resistance-kavanaugh-trump-protest.html (Accessed 24 June 2020)
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pride in their own histories, languages, stories and music flourished. New 
health, education and other services were established. They were creating 
a new world. But they had no choice but to ensure the movement had the 
means to defend the new society that had been built. PAIGC politics was 
not about promoting violence, but about defending the birth of a new so-
ciety from the genocidal violence of Portuguese colonialism.5
Both Cabral (at the hands of his own comrades, those who were to 
become the neo-colonial rulers of the future) and Saro-Wiwa (at the hands 
of the neocolonial Abacha regime) paid the ultimate sacrifice for their au-
dacity to both think and create, in their time, a new world. This is what 
distinguishes them from so many others: it was not only having a dream 
that another world was possible, but also having the courage to create that 
world in the present. It was that which presented such a threat to those 
who resist new births. 
I make this point because it is in the crucible of the struggle for a new 
world that real culture evolves as a weapon of liberation.
To be able to subject millions of humans to the barbarism of en-
slavement, slavery and colonial domination required defining 
them as non-humans or less than humans, required attempts to 
condemn African people as being less than human. That process 
required a systematic and institutionalised attempt at the destruc-
tion of existing cultures, languages, histories and capacities to pro-
duce, organise, tell stories, invent, love, make music, sing songs, 
make poetry, produce art, philosophise, and to formulate in their 
minds that which they imagine before giving it concrete form, all 
things that make a people human.6
This attempt to destroy the culture of Africans, points out Cabral, 
turned out to be a signal failure. For, while colonialism destroyed the in-
stitutions on the continent, the memories of their culture, institutions, 
art forms, music and all that which is associated with being human re-
mained both on the continent and in the diaspora where the enslaved Afri-
cans found themselves. The enslavers, the slave owners, and all those who 
profited from these horrors, including the emerging capitalist classes of 
5 See Firoze Manji and Bill Fletcher Jr (eds) (2013): Claim No Easy Victories: The Legacy of Amilcar Cabral.
Dakar: Daraja Press & CODESRIA
6  Manji F (2019): Emancipation, Freedom or Taxonomy? What Does It Mean to be African? In Vishwas 
Satgar (ed): Racism After Apartheid: Challenges for Marxism and Anti-racism. Wits University Press. Pp 49-74
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Europe, engaged in a systematic recasting of human beings as non-humans 
or lesser beings, a process in which the Christian church and the European 
intelligentsia were deeply involved.7
Whatever the material aspects of domination, ‘it can be maintained 
only by the permanent and organized repression of the cultural life of the 
people concerned’ wrote Cabral. The use of violence to dominate a people 
is ‘above all, to take up arms to destroy, or at least neutralize and to para-
lyze their cultural life. For as long as part of that people have a cultural life, 
foreign domination cannot be assured of its perpetuation.’8
For Saro-Wiwa: 
‘The advent of British colonialism was to shatter Ogoni society and 
inflict on us a backwardness from which we are still struggling to 
escape. It was British colonialism which forced alien administra-
tive structures on us and herded us into the domestic colonialism 
of Nigeria. ... As a result of domestic colonialism, the Ogoni people 
have virtually lost pride in themselves and their ability, have voted 
for the multiplicity of parties in elections, have regarded them-
selves as perpetual clients of other ethnic groups and have come to 
think that there is nowhere else to go but down... Yes, we merely 
exist; barely exist.’9
Culture, wrote Cabral, is 
‘the product of ... history just as a flower is the product of a plant. 
Like history, or because it is history, culture has as its material base 
the level of the productive forces and the mode of production. Cul-
ture plunges its roots into the physical reality of the environmental 
humus in which it develops, and reflects the organic nature of the 
society. 
Culture, insists Cabral, is intimately linked to the struggle for freedom. 
While culture comprises many aspects, it
‘grows deeper through the people’s struggle, and not through 
songs, poems or folklore. ... One cannot expect African culture 
to advance unless one contributes realistically to the creation of 
7 Manji F (2017): Culture, power and resistance: Reflections on the ideas of Amilcar Cabral. In State of 
Power 2017. Amsterdam: Transnational Institute. https://www.tni.org/en/publication/state-of-power-2017 
(Accessed 24 June 2020)
8  Cabral, A (1979): Unity and Struggle: Speeches and Writings New York: Monthly Review Press, pp139-40
9  Saro-Wiwa, Ken (1995). A Month and a Day and Letters. UK: Ayebia Clark Publishing Limited, p50
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the conditions necessary for this culture, i.e. the liberation of the 
continent.’10
In other words, culture is not static and unchangeable, it advances only 
through engagement in the struggle for freedom. 
In this, he echoes Frantz Fanon: 
To fight for national culture first of all means fighting for the lib-
eration of the nation, the tangible matrix from which culture can 
grow. One cannot divorce the combat for culture from the people’s 
struggle for liberation... national culture takes form and shape dur-
ing the fight, in prison, facing the guillotine and in the capture and 
destruction of the French military positions. ... National culture is 
no folklore ... [it] is the collective thought process of a people to 
describe, justify, and extol the actions whereby they have joined 
forces and remain strong.11
Ken Saro-Wiwa’s identity as a member of the Ogoni people, along with 
his political activism is inseparable from the content of his novels. ‘The 
writer cannot be a mere storyteller,’ writes Saro-Wiwa, ‘he cannot merely 
x-ray societies weaknesses, its ills, its perils. He or she must be actively 
involved shaping its present and its future.’
The most important thing for me, is that I’ve used my talents as 
a writer to enable the Ogoni people to confront their tormentors. 
I was not able to do it as a politician or a businessman. My writ-
ing did it. And it sure makes me feel good! I’m mentally prepared 
for the worst, but hopeful for the best. I think I have the moral 
victory.12
Saro-Wiwa believed that ‘literature in a critical situation such as Nige-
ria’s cannot be divorced from politics. Indeed, literature must serve society 
by steeping itself in politics, by intervention, and writers must not write 
merely to amuse... They must play an interventionist role.’13
Saro-Wiwa, like Cabral before him, believed that the writer ‘must take 
part in mass organisations’ and ‘establish direct contact with the people.’14
10 Cabral (1979) op ci
11  Fanon, Frantz (1967) The Wretched of the Earth. Hammondsworth: Penguin.
12  Letter to William Boyd (2004). Review of Ken Saro-Wiwa a month and a day: A detention dairy. Ibadan: 
Spectrum Books Limited
13  Ibid p55
14  Ibid p55
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‘What they (the authorities) cannot stand, is that a writer should addi-
tionally give voice to the voiceless and organise them for action. In short, 
they do not want literature on the streets! And that is where, in Africa, it 
must be.’15
As to language, Saro-Wiwa commented: 
Furthermore, I have examined myself very closely to see how writ-
ing or reading in English has colonised my mind. I am, I find, as 
Ogoni as ever. I am enmeshed in Ogoni culture. I devour Ogoni 
food. I sing Ogoni songs. I danced to Ogoni music. And I find the 
best in the Ogoni world-view as engaging as anywhere anything 
else. I’m anxious to see the Ogoni establish themselves in Nigeria 
and make their contribution to world civilisation. I myself am con-
tributing to Ogoni life as fully, and possibly even more effectively 
than those of Ogoni who do not speak and write English. The fact 
that I appreciate Shakespeare, Dickens, Chaucer, Hemingway, et 
al., the fact that I know something of European civilisation, its his-
tory and philosophy, the fact that I enjoy Mozart and Beethoven – 
is this a colonisation of my mind? I cannot exactly complain about 
it … Historically, the Ogoni people have always been fierce and 
independent. They have been known to display an exceptional 
achievement in their original, abstract masks. As storytellers and 
in other forms of art the Ogoni are gifted and hold their own easily. 
The Ogoni have made contributions of the first order to modern 
African literature in English.16
The implicit appeal to a universalist and inclusive humanity is clear in 
these statements. Cabral had no hesitation in writing for a wider public in 
Portuguese, but he was insistent that in order to learn from the peasantry, 
the ability to converse in their languages was needed. ‘We must put the 
interests of our people higher, in the context of the interests of mankind 
in general’ wrote Cabral, ‘and then we can put them in the context of the 
interests of Africa in general.’17
‘We must have the courage to state this clearly’, he said, ‘No one should 
think that the culture of Africa, what is really African and so must be pre-
15 Saro-Wiwa, Ken letter to William Benson, 17 July 1995.
16  Saro-Wiwa, Ken. “The language of African literature: a writer’s testimony. (The Language Question)” 
Research in African Literatures, Spring, 1992, Vol.23(1), p.153(5)
17  Cabral, A. (1979). Unity and Struggle: Speeches and Writings. Translated by M. Wolfers. New York: 
Monthly Review Press. p80
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served for all time, for us to be Africans, is our weakness in the face of 
nature.’18
‘Indeed,’ says Saro-Wiwa,
literature must serve society by steeping itself in politics, by in-
tervention, writers must not merely write to amuse or to take a 
bemused, critical look at society. They must play an interventionist 
role. My experience has been that African governments can ignore 
writers, taking comfort in the fact that only few can read and write, 
and that those who read find little time for the luxury of literary 
consumption beyond the need to pass examinations based on set 
texts. Therefore, the writer must be l’homme engagé: The intellectual 
man of action.19
He must take part in mass organisations. He must establish direct 
contact with the people and resort to the strength of African lit-
erature – oratory in the tongue. For the world’s power and more 
powerful is it when expressed in common currency. That is why a 
writer who takes part in mass organisations will deliver his mes-
sage more effectively than one who writes, waiting for time to 
work its literary wonders.20
‘A reconversion of minds – of mental set – is thus indispensable to the 
true integration of people into the liberation movement,’ wrote Cabral. 
‘Such reconversion – re-Africanization, in our case – may take place before 
the struggle, but it is complete only during the course of the struggle, 
through daily contact with the popular masses in the communion of sacri-
fice required by the struggle.’21
As the writings of both Cabral and Saro-Wiwa show, culture is not a 
mere artefact or expression of aesthetics, custom or tradition, Rather, it is 
a means by which people assert their opposition to domination, a means 
to proclaim and invent their humanity, a means to assert agency and the 
capacity to make history. In a word, culture is one of the fundamental tools 
of the struggle for emancipation. 
18 Cabral, A. (1979). Unity and Struggle: Speeches and Writings. Translated by M. Wolfers. New York: 
Monthly Review Press. p80
19  Saro-Wiwa (1979) op cit p55
20  Ibid
21  Cabral, A. 1973. Return to the Source: Selected Speeches of Amilcar Cabral. New York: Monthly Review Press. 
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Solidarity with human rights defenders 
against corporate human rights abuse
By Siobhán Curran
Introduction
In the early 1990s, Trócaire1, an Irish development organisation, cam-
paigned for the release of Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other human rights 
defenders who had been arrested and sentenced to death for campaign-
ing for their human rights, in the face of exploitation and environmen-
tal damage by Shell. Over 25 years later, indigenous, environmental and 
land defenders who are resisting unsustainable actions by corporations 
and states, continue to face killings, violence and intimidation. The most 
recent report by Global Witness (2020) reports that the highest number of 
killings of land and environmental defenders in a single year stands at 212, 
an average of more than four murdered people murdered a week.
Ogoni Struggle
The injustice facing the Ogoni people provoked empathy and condemna-
tion in Ireland. Between the 1960s and the 1990s, an estimated $30 billion 
had been extracted from Ogoniland, yet the people who lived here were not 
benefitting from profits generated (Maye, 2010). Shell caused major envi-
ronmental damage in the area, prompting the formation of the Movement 
for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) who organised in defence of 
their very survival. Trócaire called on the Nigerian government to release 
the leaders and ran a full page advertisement in Irish newspapers entitled 
‘Ken Saro-Wiwa’s only crime was to campaign for his people. Now the Ni-
gerian military regime wants to kill him for it.’ It noted that ‘37 years after 
Shell had begun drilling for oil in the area, 400 square miles of Ogoniland 
were dotted with oil spills, contaminated water and gas flames.’ (Irish 
Times, 4 November 1995). In 1995, Ken Saro-Wiwa and his eight  colleagues 
(the Ogoni Nine) were executed, causing international shock and outrage. 
1 Trócaire works with local partners to support communities in over 20 developing countries with a focus on 
food and resource rights, women’s empowerment and humanitarian response. https://www.trocaire.org/
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After these killings, Shell continued to rely on the state military to stifle 
opposition and to terrorise communities, while they produced billions in 
profits, at the expense of the Ogoni people and the environment. To this 
day, MOSOP continues this struggle against corporate impunity and calls 
for Shell to clean up the effects of its operations, while Shell continues to 
avoid responsibility and fight these cases through the courts. The struggle 
of the Ogoni people against corporate harm is replicated throughout the 
world, and as with the case of the Ogoni people, it is often indigenous com-
munities on the frontlines of this struggle.
Corporate and State Power
Instead of the urgent action that is required to address climate change, 
which is driven by fossil fuel extraction including oil, some states and cor-
porations continue to act in the pursuit of profit at the expense of human 
rights and the planet. The communities that Trócaire works with are expe-
riencing the devastating impacts of unchecked corporate and state power, 
including the displacement of communities to make way for corporate 
developments, violent evictions, the pollution of land and the complete 
destruction of livelihoods. Such corporate-related activities are diminish-
ing access to land and water, vital for growing food, shelter and a whole 
range of interdependent human rights, including access to education and 
health. This is why Trócaire has prioritised the campaign for corporate ac-
countability, in solidarity with those resisting corporate and state power. 
Human Rights Defenders
Those resisting structures of power are doing so in the most challenging of 
circumstances. Global Witness (2020) notes that the most dangerous sec-
tors have been agribusiness, oil, gas and mining, which are also the sectors 
driving climate change. In addition to risk of killings and disappearances, 
human rights defenders are being subjected to undue criminal prosecu-
tion and judicial harassment, including criminal charges, arbitrary arrests, 
detentions, and strategic lawsuits brought by companies. Women human 
rights defenders working in this context also face gendered risks, which 
exploit existing inequalities and perceptions about their role in society. 
The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders 
(2019) notes that attacks on women human rights defenders include at-
tacks on their honour and reputation, public shaming, sexual violence, 
and threats against their children and loved ones. Front Line Defenders 
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The Business and Human Rights Resource Centre (2020) notes that be-
tween 2015 and 2018, 12 carbon majors (active fossil fuel producers that are 
the largest corporate contributors to greenhouse gas emissions) brought at 
least 24 lawsuits against 71 environmental & human rights defenders for 
a total $904m of damages. Trócaire works in Honduras, where community 
members in the small town of Guapinol are facing years of jail for trying to 
protect their river from a mining company, which was damaged and dried 
up when the company started work. This rural town has now been heavily 
militarised, with constant checkpoints, and intimidation of community 
members. Eight community members have been imprisoned since Sep-
tember 2019 without trial for their peaceful resistance. The community 
organization has been labelled an ‘illicit and criminal organization’. Those 
defending human rights are being criminalised, while the perpetrators of 
abuses and environmental damage can continue to operate.
Global Human Rights Treaty
At the core of this problem is the continued reliance on voluntary com-
mitments to encourage corporations to respect human rights and the en-
vironment. There is no binding international legal framework to establish 
the liability of transnational corporations with respect to human rights 
and the environment, or to ensure justice for affected communities. The 
growth of large transnational corporations, with major revenues, lobbying 
power and influence, and operating across states, poses major account-
ability challenges. Some governments are unable or unwilling to enforce 
human rights regulations in relation to the activities of corporations, and 
at times perpetrate human rights violations themselves, in order to keep 
or attract investment. This is why communities throughout the world are 
calling for a global human rights treaty to prevent corporate harm, par-
ticularly the activities of transnational corporations who can hide behind 
complicated corporate structures to avoid accountability. Current business 
models that result in the destruction of communities, killings, smear cam-
paigns and judicial harassment of human rights defenders, while harming 
the environment, need to be transformed and this transformation needs 
to be systematic.
Global Solidarities
Just as Ken Saro-Wiwa and MOSOP fought and continue to fight a battle 
against corporate impunity, state power and racism, indigenous groups 
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worldwide continue to bear the brunt of this global injustice – often pro-
tecting common and natural resources, which are vital to our survival. Ad-
vocacy, campaigning and support for a UN global human rights treaty and 
legislation at regional and national levels, is an act of solidarity with hu-
man rights defenders who are challenging corporate harm. It is listening 
to their analysis of the need for structural, systematic change and trans-
formational change. For too long we have relied on corporations to volun-
tarily change their practices, while communities on the front lines face 
forced evictions, pollution of their lands, loss of livelihoods, attacks, smear 
campaigns and arbitrary detention. Yet, the resistance of communities and 
movements in response to corporate power continues, despite the risks 
that these brave people face. We should change this approach and insist 
on legally binding regulation – we have to protect the land, environmental 
and indigenous defenders, who are already protecting all of us.
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Ken, We Heard You: 
Irish Global Solidarity 
in One Hundred Objects
By Tony Daly and Ciara Regan
Introduction
Five days before the execution of the poet, writer and environmental ac-
tivist Ken Saro-Wiwa and his eight colleagues (the Ogoni 9) in Nigeria on 
the 10th of November 1995, a mock hanging took place outside the Nige-
rian embassy in Dublin. In the days that followed, there were calls for the 
expulsion of the ambassador, calls for fact finding missions led by Irish 
politicians and human rights campaigners to be given travel visas to enter 
Nigeria and calls for boycotts of Shell, the company at the centre of the 
upheaval in Ogoniland. In the weeks that followed, young people signed 
and sent thousands of postcards to Shell’s office in Ireland, calling on the 
company to distance itself publicly from the Nigerian government, as part 
of learning about the issues through applied-education.
On the first anniversary of the execution of the Ogoni 9, on Novem-
ber 11, 1996, “Ogoni awareness exercises” were staged at Shell garages in 
Dublin, Galway, Cork, Donegal and Belfast at 12.30pm. Campaigners were 
urged on by Saro-Wiwa’s daughter, Noo, the previous night in Temple Bar.
In the years that followed, many moments would manifest where 
Ken’s actions and words were active in the thoughts and actions of people 
across Irish society. Moments such as when the Body Shop and Amnesty In-
ternational organised to cover print and postage costs for members of the 
public to send free Christmas cards in 1996 listing the names of the chil-
dren of the 19 Ogoni members in detention since 1994.1 Members of the 
volunteer-led Ogoni Solidarity Ireland campaign group joining anti-racism 
groups on a Day of Action Against Racism and Deportations in May 1999. 
Moments such as when a group of people changed street signs on Adelaide 
Road in 2008 to read ‘Ken Saro Wiwa Street’ where Shell’s Irish head office 
was located. One participant commented:
1 Russell, M. (1996) Saro Wiwa’s daughter urges Shell boycott, Irish Times, 11 November, https://www.
irishtimes.com/news/saro-wiwa-s-daughter-urges-shell-boycott-1.104699, accessed 4 September 2020.
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“It seems fitting to honour Ken Saro Wiwa this way… it is impor-
tant that his struggle against the destruction of the Niger Delta is 
remembered by those who deal with energy companies like Shell, 
in Ireland as well as other places”.2
Then there were the regular calendar moments too, such as organising 
a public forum in Wexford for environmental groups in 2010 to both re-
member the Ogoni Nine and to provide a space to consider how the Ogoni 
experiences could influence thinking on the Shell-led Corrib Gas project 
in North Mayo.3
Irish Global Solidarity in One Hundred Objects 
This essay introduces the exhibition project led by the developmentedu-
cation.ie consortium that culminated in a public showcase in Dublin in 
February 2020. This exhibition included letters and poems written by Ken 
Saro-Wiwa. One of these poems is discussed. Three lessons learned from 
this public education experiment and the role of memory and remember-
ing are discussed.
One of the first challenges for the exhibition was to decide what ob-
jects could be included to represent these activities (and many others) as 
part of a broader focus on solidarity activity from Ireland. Underwriting 
this groundswell of actions across and between groups and people in Ire-
land and Nigeria was an exchange of letters, of friendship and solidarity 
between two people: Sister Majella McCarron and Ken Saro-Wiwa and we 
quickly decided this material must be included. 
Introducing the exhibition
‘Is ar scáth a chéile a mhaireann na daoine’ 
We all live in each other’s shadow4
While the concept of the ‘global’ is relatively recent, its realities have deep 
roots. The international stage is but one backdrop against which the story 
of Ireland has been written. This story – of a people, a culture, a state and 
an imagination – has been forged not just in Ireland but also in the wider 
2 Indymedia.ie (2008) 11 November, ‘Street signs changed to honour Ken Saro Wiwa and Ogoni Eight’, 
http://www.indymedia.ie/article/89812, accessed 4 September 2020.
3  Shell to Sea (2010) ‘The Annual Ken Saro-Wiwa Memorial Seminar in Wexford’, http://www.shelltosea.
com/content/annual-ken-saro-wiwa-memorial-seminar-wexford, accessed 4 September 2020.
4  Ken Saro-Wiwa Letters description card, (February 2020) Irish Global Solidarity in One Hundred Objects 
exhibition guide.
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world. In all dimensions of that wider world, Ireland has had a presence. 
Nowhere is that more obvious than in the search for justice and human 
rights in the world.
Showcasing a people’s heritage of global citizenship from Ireland, Irish 
Global Solidarity in 100 Objects uncovered stories and campaigns articulated 
through artifacts or objects as well as letters and visual arts that bring these 
histories to life. Based on the fruits of a year-long open call for submissions, 
the project offered a glimpse into key moments in the story of Ireland’s re-
lationship with global human rights challenges over a 50-year period with 
a focus on a diverse range of actors, institutions and people and campaigns 
and issues at different stage – not just the ‘photo finish’ of leaders.
In the early stages of the project we benefitted greatly from the advice 
of experts in the fields of art, activism and exhibition curating. The story of 
the exhibition was forged through these encounters, which included meet-
ing Ruth Hegarty of the Royal Irish Academy, teacher educators Fiona King 
and Tony Murphy in the National College of Art and Design and Anne Kelly 
of the NCAD Gallery. Support from project partners including Aidlink, Con-
cern Worldwide, Trócaire, Self Help Africa, the Irish Development Educa-
tion Association, 80:20 Educating and Acting for a Better World and Irish 
Aid secured the time and resources to support a temporary installation.
Occupying a pop-up space on the former Greene’s Booksellers prop-
erty in central Dublin served the dual purpose of acting as a well-known 
focal point and cultivating a historically relevant (and apt) space for 
learning. Attended by c.900 attendees, the five-day pop-up event during 
Fairtrade Fortnight 2020 and the One Step Up Adult Learning Festival pro-
vided a snapshot of Irish engagement with global culture, politics and 
social issues over the past 50 years. From the film reels by the Holy Ghost 
missionaries documenting conflict on the ground in Biafra in the 1960s to 
anti-apartheid Dunnes Stores strike posters, education campaigns on HIV 
and AIDS and County Wicklow declaring a climate emergency these are 
but 100 examples from a much broader and deeper story of engagement 
from Ireland that amplifies, as Seamus Heaney wrote about the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, “the still, small voice” of conscience in a 
world of increasing human rights ‘wrongs’, extreme inequalities and un-
just practices.5
5 Heaney, S. (2008) ‘Seamus Heaney on human rights – you should read this…’, Amnesty International UK 
blog, 15 April, https://www.amnesty.org.uk/blogs/belfast-and-beyond/seamus-heaney-human-rights-you-
should-read, accessed 4 September 2020.
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At the centre of the exhibition was an observation about human flour-
ishing in the world of the neighbourhood, the school or college, the fac-
tory or place of work. The exhibition reminded participants and visitors of 
a shared heritage of engaging in uncomfortable struggles from Ireland in 
bringing these objects together – not just to be viewed in isolation.
Object exhibits included the lead Climate Strike placard used in the 
May 24th Student’s Strike for the Climate event in September 2019; the 
University College Dublin Student’s Union ‘Killer Coke’ campus-wide boy-
cott referendum leaflet from 2003; the ‘Drop the Debt’ debt cancellation 
collaborative quilt produced in 1999 and Richie O’Shea’s biomass-fired 
cooking stove – overall winner of the 2010 Youth Scientists Exhibition, 
among many others.
Saro-Wiwa as Poet
Three letters written to Sister Majella McCarron by Ken Saro-Wiwa from 
military detention were included in the exhibition. These and poems were 
loaned by Maynooth University Library.6
 A striking poem from the collection, the poem ‘For Sister Majella Mc-
Carron’, contains many elements that chime with the meaning and purpose 
of ‘global solidarity’. Saro-Wiwa playfully suspends geographical boundar-
ies and distances as he speaks to his ‘soul sister’ about journeys, ideals, 
and ‘oceans of ink’ as they reach out to each other’s causes and people, ‘Of 
your Ogoni, my Fermanagh’. The agony that they share through common 
causes and struggles, as individuals and together, reveals an exchange and 
a recognition of experiences and feelings infused with empathy and hope. 
For Sister Majella McCarron
Sister M, my sweet soul sister,
What is it, I often ask, unites
County Fermanagh and Ogoni?
Ah, well, it must be the agony,
The hunger for justice and peace
Which married our memories
To a journey of faith.
How many hours have we shared
And what oceans of ink poured
6 Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Libguide, https://nuim.libguides.com/ken-saro-wiwa-collection, 
accessed 4 September 2020.
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From fearful hearts beating together
For the voiceless of the earth!
Now, separated by the mighty ocean
And strange lands, we pour forth
Prayers, purpose and pride
Laud the integrity of ideals
Hopefully reach out to the grassroots
Of your Ogoni, my Fermanagh.
Saro-Wiwa’s prison letters reinforce ‘the hunger for justice and peace’. 
The letters solder justice and human rights approaches in their exchange; 
an essential element of what became an international campaign in the 
struggle for a remedy in holding decision makers, government officials 
and a transnational corporation directly accountable. In ‘For Sister Majella 
McCarron’ the humanity behind Saro-Wiwa’s words permeated the broad-
er campaigns and actions from Ireland.
‘…the hunger for justice and peace which married our memories..’
In the short time (five days) the exhibition was running, we had a con-
stant flow of visitors, from those who planned to visit and those who hap-
pened to be passing by. On one of the days, we met someone who had been 
passing by and decided to come in to have a look around. To his surprise, 
he found a black and white photograph of his wife on a picket line. The 
photo graph was taken by photographer Derek Speirs in 1985, who had 
visited the exhibition two days prior to this and the photograph was part 
of a collection of posters and photos called ‘Dunnes Stores Strikers on the 
Picket Line’. She was one of the Dunnes Stores strikers. It had brought back 
a flood of memories for him, beaming with the pride he had for her.7
Dozens of stories such as this appeared as the objects arrived. These 
are important stories from the people involved – in many different yet 
essential ways – that perhaps would have gone untold, lost in time. This 
became an early goal for us in organising it the exhibition: to remember. 
To remember and engage with our activist heritage and our impact in the 
world around us. Right now, more than ever, cultivating an interest in and 
actively engaging with memory projects is vital. While Mandela famously 
said ‘history depends on who wrote it’, equally famously, Churchill argued 
7 Speirs, D. (1985) Dunnes Stores Strikers on the Picket Line, photograph
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‘history will be kind to me, for I intend to write it’. Memory just isn’t about 
historical fact but also impact and affect.
Narratives for Discussion
As fraudulent varieties of facts are dispersed into the bloodstream of the 
internet on an hourly basis providing opportunities to ‘prove’ that events 
happened and evidence exists to verify the claim are vital. As part of en-
gaging in cultural activities the exhibition was a place for learning, and 
unlearning, based on multiple perspectives and narratives on display. 
Pablo de Greiff, Special rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice 
reparation and guarantees of non-reoccurrence carried a sentiment shared 
by others on a panel discussion on history, teaching and memorialisation 
processes in May 2014, stating 
“States should keep in mind that their options were not either to 
forget or to remember the past but rather to discuss what kind of 
public space should be made available for remembering the past 
and for allowing the expression of a plurality of views.”8
Extending this position in 2017, de Greiff stated:
‘…in periods in which opinions in the media, including social 
 media, are increasingly seen to be untethered from any factual 
 basis, the effective use of archival documentation can prevent the 
manipulation of ‘memory’ to instigate conflict’9
Pascale R. Bos’ recent work on memory, the Holocaust and the after ef-
fects of ‘history’ in an American context is worth reminding people about:
‘There are echoes everywhere of fascism – propaganda, misleading 
the public, scapegoating used to be historical topics and now all of 
these echo in the present. This is why it is important to continue to 
learn about it and know about it.’10
8 United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (2014) Summary of panel discussion on history 
teaching and memorialization processes, United Nations, A/HRC/28/3.
9  Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees of non-recurrence 
(2017) Promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantee of non-reoccurrence report for the 72nd UN 
General Assembly, United Nations, A/72/43099.
10  Bos, P.R. (2020) ‘Do We Understand How The Holocaust Happened? With Pascale R. Bos Part 1’, Getting 
Curious with Jonathan Van Ness podcast, 22 April, https://www.jonathanvanness.com/gettingcurious/
episode/3427199e/do-we-understand-how-the-holocaust-happened-with-pascale-r-bos-part-1, accessed 
14 June 2020.
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Taken together, memorialisation processes such as the 100 Objects exhi-
bition are vital spaces for engagement, storytelling and learning multiple 
social histories and perspectives.
Three Lessons Learned
A number of brief reflections have stuck out for those involved. Here, we 
expand on three highlights.
1.˜ There was a huge response – and expressed need – for global 
solidarity public memory projects
The range of actors, institutions, voices and supporters were vastly more 
diverse, broad and interesting than official stories will ever tell. The 100 
Objects project presented, first and foremost, a plurality of voices and expe-
riences that have underwritten a diverse range of globally-focused issues 
and campaigns from Ireland. This ‘people’s history’, populated by volun-
teers, youth groups, teachers, trade union stewards and photographers, for 
example, illustrates the depth of previous campaigns that are not typically 
accessible on a first reading of official reports of these stories. A perfect 
example of this is the power of letter writing as evidenced by the letters 
from Ken Saro-Wiwa to Sister Majella. 
Taken together, the 100 objects paint a complicated and deep picture 
of actions and activities from Ireland as a sample of achievement and 
struggle from the shop to the classrooms and to the petrol pump.
2.˜ Spaces to encounter materials from previous solidarity campaigns 
are few and should be cultivated/protected
In a digital age, the memory of activism and campaigns can be short when 
viewed through a digital lens alone. Decades of debates, documents, agit-
prop exercises and learning resources surrounding campaigns are buried 
in boxes or adorning walls or in cupboards as keep-sakes. The need to cul-
tivate opportunities for reflection based on real-world struggles is vital as 
many themes of the remain – environmental defenders and the extraction 
of natural resources, or unjust trade – or are reinvented. There is a wealth 
of experience and depth to be gained from offline interventions with phys-
ical objects acting as both ‘proof’ and a stimulus for further engagement. 
Furthermore, ‘transformative education’ has been mainstreamed in 
recent years as part of ‘high level’ agendas in the United Nations context, 
now spoken of as a stock phrase by policy makers and Agenda 2030 for Sus-
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tainable Development acolytes.11 Creating opportunities to provoke critical 
engagement and supply informal curricula are hugely valuable enterprises 
when looking to historical artefacts and the search for implications for 
new audiences (and learners) such as the 100 Objects. They offer pathways 
for curiosity, evidence for further exploration and study that, in a period 
flooded with false and misleading ‘information’, can act as evidence of 
what happened, who was involved and what outcomes were reached for 
learners and teachers today.
3.  There are important lessons for educators and activists that 
 objects from previous campaigns can tell today when seen 
 together, if we dare to heed them.
Stories of change and the struggles for a better world have a lot to offer 
activists and activism today. During an era where the explosion of fake 
news, false or misleading tweets, memes, ‘reports’ and more, proof has 
never been more important. Creating opportunities to be curious, and dis-
cover the legacies and actions of others, such as what has been happening 
through a project like the Irish Global Solidarity in 100 Objects exhibition, pro-
vides evidence of what has happened during an era of slippery truths and 
a yearning for trustworthy signposts.
Conclusion 
This project only scratched the surface of movements packed with thou-
sands of encounters that underpin creative resistance, civil disobedience 
and educational approaches to encourage critical change in a highly un-
equal world.
Expanding our sense of ‘the curriculum’ – both formal and nonformal 
– is at the heart of a project like this. Critically appraising successes, fail-
ures and public interest / engagement also invites an active ‘reading’ of his-
tory that can, even 25 years after the execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa and the 
11 The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all heads of state and government at a 
special United Nations summit in 2015, provides a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people 
and the planet, now and into the future. At its heart are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
which are an urgent call for action by all countries - developed and developing - in a global partnership 
to eradicate poverty and achieve sustainable development for all by 2030. Irish diplomats and officials 
played in active role in the development of the SDGs as co-chair of the final intergovernmental 
negotiations. Organisations and groups in Irish civil society participated in the largest international 
consultation on the formation of the Goals through the ‘World We Want’ platform, co-hosted in 
Ireland by The Wheel and Dóchas. The SDGs built on the previous set of development goals, the eight 
Millennium Development Goals, which guided global action on the reduction of extreme poverty in its 
various dimensions from 2000-2015. For more, see The Sustainable Development Goals Agenda, United 
Nations, https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda.
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other Ogoni 8 peace activists, draws a thread of connections from climate 
strikers to Shell to Sea flotilla kayakers to Nestlé’s changing position on 
Fairtrade. The production of leaflets, organising annual events and tours 
for members of Ken Saro-Wiwa’s family and members of the Movement for 
the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) also left a distinctive footprint 
on education and awareness raising activities in Ireland. 
A project like this forces the organisers, the public and participants 
to think critically and to question their place and role in the world, and 
invites us to think about what object each of us might add, taking on HIV 
and AIDS educator and activist Michael J Kelly’s advice: 
‘The challenge for each and every one of us is: can I be satisfied that 
it should remain so? If not, then what am I going to do about it?’12
Not everything to be learned is ‘online’. Get outside get into ‘everyday 
activism’ with others and make your own discoveries through action.
The Irish Global Solidarity in One Hundred Objects collection was digitised 
and launched in September 2020 with supporting teaching materials on 
the developmenteducation.ie website.13
12 Kelly, M.J. (2010) Foreword, in Duffy, V. and Regan, C. (ed) This is What Has Happened: HIV and AIDS, women 
and vulnerability in Zambia, 80:20 Educating and Acting for a Better World.
13  Irish Global Solidarity in 100 Hundred Objects exhibition (2020), developmenteducation.ie, https://
developmenteducation.ie/100objects, accessed 8 September 2020.
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Open Access and the struggle for justice: 
The Maynooth University 
 Ken Saro-Wiwa Collection
Firoze Manji and Helen Fallon
Publishing in its finest form is not merely the creation of a product for 
sale, distribution and consumption. It should be considered as an essential 
cultural process of encouraging collective reflection, thinking, deepening 
interactions, as well as stimulating organising for justice and dignity. It 
should enable us to enhance our understanding of the perspectives of dif-
ferent peoples, populations and classes, whether through narrative, liter-
ary, analytical, or artistic forms. Given the developments of new technolo-
gies of production and dissemination, there are immense possibilities for 
achieving this. But there are equally significant obstacles. 
Publishing is dominated by a small number of large companies. In line 
with what has become a generalised phenomenon in the era of neoliberal 
capitalism, companies involved with publishing, especially of academic mate-
rials, have experienced a significant concentration. For example, the top five 
most prolific publishers account for more than 50% of all papers published 
in 2013, and 70% of papers in the social sciences (Larivière V., Haustein S., 
Mongeon P., 2015). The major publishing houses, based in the global North, 
are deriving substantial profits. For example, the UK-based media group, 
Pearson, reported a revenue in excess of US$7000 million in 2015 (Coll yer, 
F.M., 2018). Most libraries in the global South are simply  unable to pay the 
inflated prices for books and subscriptions to journals and  magazines. 
The profits made by publishing companies have escalated, while at the 
same time the actual cost of production – typesetting, printing, and diffu-
sion – has declined, as the fabrication process is made much easier. The 
fact that much of the information that is published is based on research 
the public has already paid for (either directly through grants or indirect-
ly through the provision of public education), makes the situation even 
more irksome and unjust. In the neoliberal era, the putative efficiency 
of the  private sector is frequently lauded; but it is the substantial subsidy 
 received by the companies from the public purse that makes their business 
appear efficacious.
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The commodification of knowledge production and the monopolisa-
tion of publication has strongly affected academic practices, influencing 
the choice of content and even the creative processes required for the pro-
duction of art and knowledge. Monopolisation allows subscription rates to 
be inflated, making costs particularly prohibitive for those in the global 
South (Collyer, F. M., 2018). But most importantly, commodification affects 
what is considered legitimate: the experiences of the global South, and in 
particular those of the “wretched of the earth”, have little or no exposure 
or influence on public discourse. Consequently, a Eurocentric and elite per-
spective dominates.
Moreover, the inheritance of the colonial relationship in academia is 
often perpetuated today in ways that parallel how the extractive indus-
tries (mining and agricultural) operate in the global South: they source raw 
materials/‘primary products’ which are then processed in the global North. 
So, in academia, we see how data and information are collected from the 
global South as raw materials for articles, books and theses that are then 
processed/published in the North. A glance at most journals will show how 
few articles refer to intellectual work undertaken in the global South.
While the emergence of open access initiatives is welcome, it does not 
necessarily resolve the problems faced by researchers and writers in the 
South. Materials published in open access journals are often paid for by 
the authors or their institutions, a system that effectively closes the door 
for those who are either unable or cannot afford to pay to have their work 
published. Some journals do make selected articles available on open ac-
cess and libraries internationally are striving to make more content avail-
able through institutional and subject repositories. Sites such as Open Doar 
(Directory of Open Access Repositories), Directory of Open Access Jour-
nals, Core Open Access Research Papers and the Social Science Research 
Network are valuable, but there are many other resources that incur pro-
hibitive subscription costs. An informative interview with an Ethiopian 
researcher on the challenges of open access in Africa, sheds light on issues 
researchers in the Global South face (Cochrane, L. and Lemma, M.D, 2019).
The situation is perhaps worse in the case of books. While the cost 
of producing and printing books has dropped significantly over the last 
 decade, this has not always been reflected in the changes in the retail 
price. The cost of printing in much of Africa, for example, is exorbitant 
both because of the predominance of the use of older technologies, but 
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also  because paper has to be imported. What is surprising is that the re-
tail price of e-books is often little different from the price of the printed 
equivalent. While reproducing printed copies involves labour, costly tech-
nologies and paper, the cost of the production and reproduction of elec-
tronic books is much less. The establishment of sites such as Directory of 
Open Access Books and Libgen that make available electronic versions of 
books is a life-saver for many, especially those who work towards building 
 societies based on justice, freedom and dignity.
In the current period of growing impoverishment of populations across 
the world associated with neoliberalism, finding ways to encourage open 
access to poetry, novels, music, song, art, literature, philosophy and all 
forms of publications is a challenge. However, open access offers potential 
opportunities for making the voices of the dispossessed accessible and is 
an intrinsic component of the discourse on freedom and justice. Publish-
ing for the commons in this context can be a powerful act of solidarity, 
making knowledge, ideas and reflection more widely available and legiti-
mising voices and perspectives that are currently silenced.
It is against this background and a strong commitment to the OA 
(Open Access) Movement, that Maynooth University Library decided to 
make  Silence Would Be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa freely available 
on open access and also to organise events where the issues raised contrib-
ute to shaping the public discourse. Globally, there are a number of similar 
initiatives. In an effort to publish as part of the commons, when the author 
and/or co-publishers are agreeable, Daraja Press is making available for 
free online, the entire text of their recent books and ebooks. 
The first edition of Silence Would Be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa 
(Corley, Fallon, Cox, 2013) was published by Daraja Press in 2013. The 2nd 
revised edition of the book was launched in 2018. It contains additional 
material including a preface written by Noo Saro-Wiwa, a chapter detailing 
PhD student Graham Kay’s research on the historic links between govern-
ment and the petrochemical industry, a chapter by Dr Anne O’Brien and 
Helen Fallon on the open access Ken Saro-Wiwa Audio Archive, and an 
afterword by Mark Dummett, Business and Human Rights Researcher at 
Amnesty International. Both books are available in print format and on 
open access and can be downloaded from the MU institutional repository 
MURAL (Maynooth University Research Archive Library).
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In a letter to McCarron, dated 1st December 1993, Saro-Wiwa wrote:
Keep putting your thoughts on paper. Who knows how we can use them in 
future. The Ogoni story will have to be told.
(Saro-Wiwa, K. 1993) 
Open Access is ensuring the story is told and is accessible to all. 
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Embedding Archival Collections 
into the Postgraduate Curriculum 
at Maynooth University Library
Ciara Joyce and Roisin Berry
Introduction
The Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive is one of Maynooth University Library’s most 
hard-working collections. Since acquiring the archive in 2011, it has been 
utilised as part of a wide range of outreach experiences, including semi-
nars, exhibitions (nationally and internationally), blog posts, articles, post-
ers, books and book chapters, poetry workshops, school visits, and guided 
tours. In 2019, the collection was the focus of a workshop delivered as 
part of the module Peace, Religion and Diplomacy offered on both the MA in 
Media tion and Conflict Intervention and the MA in International Peace-
building, Security, and Development Practice at Maynooth University (MU). 
This  essay describes this initiative.
Unique and Distinctive Collections as a catalyst for learning
New approaches to skill acquisition and critical thinking using primary 
sources are increasingly common across campus and beyond. They pres-
ent, to the Library and the academic community, exciting ways to engage 
with students, and to the archivists, a wonderful opportunity to share their 
knowledge and love of archival collections to an engaged and enthusiastic 
audience. 
The Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive
The archive includes 28 letters to Sister Majella McCarron, of the Mission ary 
Sisters of Our Lady of the Apostles (OLA), 27 poems written by Saro-Wiwa , 
photographs showing the destruction of Ogoni villages, video  cassettes 
recording visits and meetings after Saro-Wiwa’s death, and  articles and 
reviews relating to his work and to the campaign to save his life. It also 
includes a number of artefacts including a MOSOP cap which belonged to 
Ken Saro-Wiwa and a MOSOP flag.
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aims to ‘build capacity for constructive approaches to conflict at all levels 
in society’.4 Through a series of lectures and workshops, the module ad-
dresses freedom of thought, conscience, religion, or belief, and raises ques-
tions regarding religion and society from the perspective of diplomacy. 
The module focuses on the role of religion and human values in inter-
national relations, looking at how religion can contribute to ‘moral dis-
cernment in difficult circumstances’.5 Students are asked to look at the 
role of the ‘courageous individual who perceives the underlying truth of 
situations and works with others to bring the truth to attention’.6
In looking for suitable examples, Philip McDonagh of the Edward M. 
Kennedy Institute decided the Ken Saro-Wiwa story was a fitting illustra-
tion of someone who ‘separated truth from falsehood and took a stand 
for justice in the face of seemingly invincible social forces’.7 Saro-Wiwa’s 
friendship with Sister Majella and the consolation that relationship 
brought to Saro-Wiwa in prison was also relevant to the module. 
In 2019, two workshops were offered on the theme of conscience and 
the individual, one looking at the case of Ken Saro-Wiwa and one at the 
case of Franz Jägerstätter, a World War II conscientious objector and sub-
ject of the 2019 film “A Hidden Life.” Students were then asked to compare 
the stories of the two men. 
Deputy librarian Helen Fallon and archivist Ciara Joyce delivered the Ken 
Saro-Wiwa workshop to participating students in the Special Collections and 
Archives Reading Room, in March 2019 and again in December 2019.
Methodology
The two-hour workshop began with an introduction to Ken Saro-Wiwa 
and the Ogoni cause. Students were given the context of Saro-Wiwa’s 
campaign, arrest and execution and the background to how the letters he 
wrote to Sister Majella found their way to Maynooth.
Students then had the opportunity to look at the original letters, 
poems and photographs on display in the Reading Room. Archivist Ciara 
Joyce spoke about each item on display, reading out relevant extracts. The 
items were carefully chosen based on their content and the required learn-
ing outlined in the course descriptor. Students were asked to consider the 
complexity of the personal, political, economic and legal issues facing 
4 https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/edward-m-kennedy-institute/about, accessed July 2020
5  Personal correspondence to the author from Philp McDonagh, Edward M. Kennedy Institute, June 2020
6  Ibid
7  Ibid
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Saro-Wiwa or anyone who takes a ‘counter-cultural’ stance. Each letter ex-
hibited showed evidence of these issues. For the rapid dissemination of the 
contents of the documents and to aid the discussion, students received a 
handout highlighting relevant extracts from the letters.
The students undertaking this module were extremely enthusiastic, 
well-informed and engaged with the topic. The subsequent discussion 
demonstrated both their knowledge of the Saro-Wiwa story, and that they 
had thoroughly considered the implication of the stance he made and his 
personal sacrifices. Four of the students were from Nigeria and were able 
to offer their unique perspective on Saro-Wiwa’s writing and the contents 
of the letters, which was interesting for both participants and library staff. 
Outcomes
The workshop afforded the opportunity to critically examine a complex 
and multidimensional topic. The original letters and the issues they em-
body were used as a catalyst for the discussion, demonstrating their use-
fulness in the development of investigative and interpretive skills in the 
students and in stimulating informed group discussion. 
For some of the participants, it was their first visit to the Special Col-
lections and Archives Reading Room and it demonstrated to them the im-
portance of preserving and consulting primary sources. 
Overall, the workshop was very enjoyable and worthwhile for both 
students and staff and the Library received very positive feedback from 
the participants. Three of the seven students decided to use Saro-Wiwa 
for their module assignment, indicating the high level of interest in the 
contents of the workshop.
As an archivist working with this archive for several years, it is very 
rewarding to see such enthusiasm for the collection and see how directly 
relevant the material is to the students’ course work. By presenting an ac-
tive learning experience we hope it somewhat demystifies Special Collec-
tions and Archives and will increase student engagement. 
The use of unique and distinctive collections by university libraries in 
teaching is becoming increasingly common. With the growing emphasis 
on critical thinking and skills development, this is likely to increase in the 
future. The Saro-Wiwa archive had previously been used in the teaching 
of an undergraduate module in the MU BA in Community Studies in 20138
8 Fallon, H & Ryan, A (2014) Death Row Correspondence: Integrating the Ken Saro-Wiwa Collection into 
the Undergraduate Curriculum – http://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/5550/
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and in the teaching of Post-Colonial Studies. The Teresa Deevy archive, 
the Pearse Hutchinson archive and the Littlehales archive are just some 
examples of archival collections at MU Library used in both undergraduate 
and postgraduate classes. 
Through this collaboration with the Kennedy Institute the Library 
played a significant role in a postgraduate programme that seeks to exam-
ine and influence the changing character of diplomacy and international 
relations, and the successful outcome to date indicates that it will be an 
ongoing collaboration.
An earlier version of this essay was published in Archives and Records Association, 
Ireland, Spring 2019 Newsletter
More information about the Maynooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa Archive can be 
found in the online Ken Saro-Wiwa library guide.
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Open Access
Secondly, considerable work has been undertaken in the last decade to 
make scholarly literature more accessible to all. The Open Access (OA) 
Movement, while born in the Global North, has the potential to be transfor-
mative to institutions in the Global South, that cannot afford the  punitive 
cost of subscription to scholarly publications, as outlined in more detail in 
Manji and Fallon’s essay in this volume. OA can be seen as a fundamentally 
positive movement in scholarly publishing (and by extension in education) 
as it allows readers across the globe to gain access to academic scholarship, 
previously ‘hidden’ behind punitively expensive paywalls. For a researcher 
who is not affiliated to one of the wealthier universities, OA offers, at least 
in theory, an increasingly unfettered landscape of scholarly literature. In 
this regard it ensures that a far more diverse readership is accessible be-
yond the local academic community, which can only be good for inclu-
sivity. This is evidenced by the broad reach of the open access version of 
Silence Would be Treason: Last writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa, containing the letters 
and poems of Saro-Wiwa to Sister Majella McCarron (OLA).1
The devil of course, is in the detail, and it is clear that academic pub-
lishers are typically loath to undermine their own business plans and, in 
some cases, exorbitant profit margins. However, even beyond this, the pro-
posed model of OA espoused by many funders and publishers still requires 
payment of a sort, and this can serve as a deterrent to researchers who are 
either unaffiliated or who work in institutions and regions where funding 
is unavailable to support open publication. The challenge of the ‘Eurocen-
tric’ model of Open Access for such regions is clear and have been clearly 
articulated by prominent research groups in Central and Latin America 
for example.2 For Open Access to be truly global in its benefits, it is clearly 
essential that models of funding, revenue and access are agreeable to all 
who might benefit and can be enacted at scale from the wealthiest to the 
poorest region.
Digitisation
Thirdly, and perhaps less contentiously, by harnessing the opportunities 
afforded by digitisation, libraries can ‘open’ their collections, providing 
1 Corley, I., Fallon, H. & Cox, L (2018) Silence Would be Treason: Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa.
Montreal: Daraja Press. http://mural.maynoothuniversity.ie/10161/
2  Statement of the first consortium assembly from Ibero-America and the Caribbean, released September 
2017
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free access to some of their most remarkable items to a global audience. 
Where once the prohibitive cost of subscription or travel might have 
prevented a researcher from visiting a library to view an essential collec-
tion, digitisation can enable a parity of access irrespective of geography 
or economics. Where Open Access is a complex series of challenges and 
negotiations between various stakeholders, local digitisation is library-
led and arguably can be seen as the ultimate expression of the quintes-
sential aim of a library; to have its collections engaged with, interrogated 
and through this to stimulate leaning and the development of further 
knowledge. Given the way that collections have become fragmented be-
tween repositories and indeed regions, digitisation allows for the possi-
bility of reunification of a collection and perhaps, if necessary a degree of 
‘digital repatriation’ where an object which was removed from a region 
becomes accessible again albeit virtually. Clearly this would appeal to the 
global Irish diaspora who might relish accessing our Gaelic manuscripts 
for example, but when one considers the variety of our collections, it is 
evident that there are other groups who, while having no connection to 
Maynooth or even Ireland, may have an interest in a particular collection 
or item. In this regard the Saro-Wiwa Archive was a clear exemplar, be-
ing of interest to both Irish and Nigerian audiences, but also students of 
social and economic history, social justice and activism and post-colonial 
literature. 
Developing the collections
Fourthly and most importantly, the University has worked assiduously to 
consider precisely what to collect. This work came to fruition in the cur-
rent collection development policy which attempted to distil our aims. 
Critically the policy notes the importance of the library role in represent-
ing those on the outside, or the margins of society. While it was not pos-
sible to provide a comprehensive suite of guidance, the policy endeavours 
to articulate the aim and the rationale of focussing on:
“the idea of ‘The Outsider’ which can be said to be a multidisci-
plinary theme, encompassing figures from various backgrounds, 
who were either marginalised or viewed as existing on the fringes 
of contemporary society, but whose impact in areas such as litera-
ture, history, or social movements is considerable. The adoption 
of such thematic areas is informed by the research themes of the 
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reflect the academic views of colleagues who order items to support teach-
ing and research. It is challenging, but important to acknowledge however 
that these collections will therefore also reflect any lacuna in knowledge 
and unconscious biases of all involved in developing it. This is not simply 
a consequence of a relatively homogenous staff cohort – it is also reflec-
tive of inequities in publishing and access. Such challenges for librarians, 
have been catalysed in recent years as part of a broader move to consider 
questions of diversity, white privilege, inclusion, and the important issue 
of decolonising of curricula and collections in Universities in the West-
ern World. While this has figured most prominently in regions with clear 
legacies of empire building, it is essential that Irish institutions reflect on 
the diversity of their collections and, critically, the way these collections 
were established.
For Maynooth, this requires us to look in particular at the role of the 
original educational establishment, St. Patricks College, which trained 
priests, many of whom partook in missionary activity around the world. 
Several of the more remarkable items in our collection were acquired as 
the result of these distant benefactors, including our stunning collection 
of Mesopotamian clay tablets which date back to c3000 BC. These were 
given to the College by an Irish army chaplain and alumnus during the 
First World War. The fact that Ireland was, in many ways the first colony 
of the British Empire, does not obviate us from our responsibility to recog-
nise our role in empire building and certainly should not preclude library 
staff from trying to reconcile the tension of an inheritance of wonderful 
collections with (in some cases), the potential legacy of oppression which 
brought them to us.
In the recent past the Library has used such collection in the curation 
of exhibitions on topics relating to the middle and far east which might 
strike someone unfamiliar with both college and collections as incongru-
ous given the origins of the college. It is essential when showcasing these 
collections to acknowledge their origins and indeed to strive while ac-
knowledging, to avoid over-writing the culture and the provenance which 
brought them into being. With an increasingly diverse demographic of us-
ers, including international and students coming in via our ‘university of 
sanctuary’ status, outlined in Cliona Murphy’s essay in this volume, there 
has never been a greater need for us to engage in considered reflection on 
our collections and how we present them.
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Libraries have long aspired to be seen as ‘neutral’ spaces, devoid of 
observance to any espoused political or religious viewpoint. This does not 
preclude us from thinking critically on the morality of who our collections 
represent and how they came to be. While we rightly extoll the merits of 
an archive such as that of Ken Saro-Wiva, we must also acknowledge this 
legacy. Indeed, even the act of recognising the legacy is important, as it 
provides us with a foundation towards a more diverse collection which 
represents the breadth and variety of the world which the University seeks 
to engage with, learn from and contribute to.
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The University as a Place of Sanctuary: 
Advocating for Inclusion and Equality for 
Refugees and Migrants 
 Clíodhna Murphy 
Introduction 
For Kurdish novelist and journalist Behrouz Boochani, writing is an ‘act 
of resistance’.1 In 2013, he fled persecution in Iran due to cultural activi-
ties but on arriving to the Australian territory of Christmas Island, he was 
exiled to an offshore immigration detention on Manus Island, where he 
remained for six years under brutal conditions. The novel he wrote there, 
sent out to a journalist via WhatsApp messages, was awarded one of Aus-
tralia’s most prestigious literary prizes.2 Accepting the prize from Manus 
Island, Boochani described it as ‘a victory for humanity’; a recognition of 
his art even as the system sought to obliterate the individual identities of 
the Manus Island detainees. He was formally recognised as a refugee in 
New Zealand in 2020. 
As much as Boochani’s journey and work has parallels with that of Ken 
Saro-Wiwa, it prompts us to think about the treatment of those seeking 
sanctuary in our own country, including within public institutions such 
as universities. Although applicants for international protection in Ireland 
(asylum seekers) are not subjected to the extreme forms of degradation 
outlined by Boochani in his writing, they are systematically excluded from 
many aspects of Irish society. They are disqualified from the mainstream 
social welfare system and are accommodated in ‘direct provision’ cen-
tres (which provide accommodation and food), receiving an allowance of 
€38.10 per week. While many human rights deficiencies have been identi-
fied through multiple studies of the system3 (which the current Govern-
1 Behrouz Boochani, “Writing is an act of resistance” (TedXSydney, 30 July 2019).
2 Behrouz Boochani (translated by Omid Tofighian), No Friend But the Mountains (Picador, 2018).
3  For example, Claire Breen, “The Policy of Direct Provision in Ireland: A Violation of Asylum Seekers’ 
Right to an Adequate Standard of Housing” (2008) 20(4) International Journal of Refugee Law 611-636; 
Liam Thornton, “The Rights of Others: Asylum Seekers and Direct Provision in Ireland” (2014) 3(2) Irish 
Community Development Law Journal 22-42; “Direct Division Children’s views and experiences of living in 
Direct Provision: A report by the Ombudsman for Children’s Office 2020” (Ombudsman for Children’s 
Office, 2020). 4 Irish Refugee Council, “Powerless: Experiences of Direct Provision During the Covid-19 
Pandemic August 2020” (IRC, 2020), p. 14.
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ment has committed to ending), the situation has been particularly acute 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. One direct provision resident explained 
the situation as follows in response to an Irish Refugee Council survey: 
“We live in a much crowded place, we have to share rooms (mini-
mum three people) and toilets, we have a small shop downstairs 
that is too small, in the corridors there’s like a thousand doors you 
have to open before reaching your room. There’s no way you can 
stay in the room without going out, the cooking stations are far 
away from the rooms and you have to go outside to get to the toilet. 
It’s very hard to lock kids aged (3-11) in these small rooms.”4
Another stated: “We are powerless, just sitting ducks waiting to die.”5 
Wider exclusions, outside of the accommodation system, also exist. 
Until 2017, asylum seekers were not permitted to work while awaiting the 
outcome of their application (even if this took many years). Despite now 
being allowed to work after 9 months, in the ongoing public health crisis, 
those who lost their jobs were excluded from the ‘pandemic unemploy-
ment payment’, until outbreaks in factories and direct provision centres 
forced a change in policy. Asylum seekers remain ineligible for Irish driv-
ers’ licences. In the higher education context, while those with refugee 
status may access free higher university education and student grants, asy-
lum seekers are subject to international fees and are not eligible for the 
main state student support grant (although there are some exceptions for 
those who can access a specialised support scheme).
The Sanctuary Movement
It is in this global context of a hostile environment for asylum seekers, 
refugees and migrants that the City of Sanctuary and University of Sanc-
tuary movements grew up in the UK. City of Sanctuary UK was founded 
in 2005 as a network of community organisations and is a mainstream 
grassroots movement working towards the vision that the nations of the 
UK “will be welcoming places of safety for all and proud to offer sanctuary 
to people fleeing violence and persecution”.6 Ireland’s Places of Sanctuary 
movement is closely affiliated to City of Sanctuary UK. Universities and 
Colleges of Sanctuary Ireland (UoSI) emerged as an initiative to encourage 
4 Irish Refugee Council, “Powerless: Experiences of Direct Provision During the Covid-19 Pandemic 
August 2020” (IRC, 2020), p. 14. 
5  Irish Refugee Council, p.14.
6  Information available at https://cityofsanctuary.org/about/ (last accessed 10 August 2020).
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and celebrate the good practice of universities, colleges and institutes wel-
coming refugees, asylum seekers and other migrants into their university 
communities and to foster a culture of welcome and inclusion for all those 
seeking sanctuary. The aim of the network is to spread this culture of wel-
come across the institutions of higher education all over the island.7
Universities and colleges can apply to be designated as sanctuary insti-
tutions and almost all the Irish universities now have this status. The sanc-
tuary movement is based on broad principles of inclusion and universities 
of sanctuary are free to develop their own activities. However, they are re-
quired to demonstrate how their institutions follow three key principles: 
•	 Learn about what it means to be seeking sanctuary in general, and in 
higher education institutions in particular. 
•	 Take positive action to establish a sustainable culture of welcome. 
•	 Share what they have learned and demonstrate good practice with 
other education institutions, the local community and beyond. 
In practice, because of the aforementioned structural barriers to access-
ing university education, the provision of scholarships by individual institu-
tions has been a central focus of Irish universities of sanctuary to date. May-
nooth University is starting with three scholarships for the academic year 
2020/21. For this pilot year, it is planned that one of these scholarships will 
go to a postgraduate student, and two to undergraduates (one in the field of 
Science and Engineering; and one in Arts, Humanities or Social Sciences). 
The scholarships are funded by the University and cover the students’ fees, 
laptop, transport costs, and subsidised food, as well as a range of academic 
and other student supports through the Maynooth Access Programme. The 
spectre of borders looms large over the process: in a number of Irish univer-
sities, sanctuary students have been notified of an intention to deport and 
some sanctuary students have had to abandon their studies because they 
have been directed to move accommodation centres.
What is a university of sanctuary? The Maynooth experience 
Maynooth University began the groundwork to become a university of sanc-
tuary in 2018 and received the designation in 2020. A number of key aims 
were pursued during this initial period: to establish a steering committee 
with representatives from across the university (including students), NGOs 
7 Information available at https://ireland.cityofsanctuary.org/universities-and-colleges-of-sanctuary.
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and members of the migrant community; to record the type of work hap-
pening in this space at Maynooth; to set up a scholarship scheme; and to 
consolidate links with local direct provision centres. A university-wide call 
for information demonstrated that extensive sanctuary-related teaching, 
research and volunteer activities is already taking place in the University. 
The topic of migration is deeply embedded in the curriculum: it is taught 
in 36 separate lecture courses and is the central focus of 15 modules. 
The pilot scheme of sanctuary scholarships, open to asylum seekers 
and refugees without access to state support for their studies, revealed an 
appetite for university education among this group and there were many 
more suitably qualified candidates for the scholarships than scholarships 
available (itself an important finding for the project going forward). The 
process has also shown us the complexity of the issue of access to and 
progression through third-level education for asylum seekers in Ireland. 
Participants at the launch of the scheme identified significant barriers to 
pursuing university education, including childcare, mental health issues, 
and accessing expensive books. The scholarship application and selection 
process threw up further problems relating to the accessibility of direct 
provision centres in places such as rural Kerry and Leitrim, as well as ob-
stacles to asylum seekers applying to part-time courses and problems with 
registering for courses due to documentation issues. More broadly, the 
COVID19 landscape of remote teaching has raised questions about digital 
disadvantage and difficulties in accessing online taught material.
In terms of immediate future plans, we hope to conduct a participa-
tory action research-based local needs assessment with the county Kildare 
direct provision centres to establish how Maynooth University might sup-
port access to third-level education and play a more general role in com-
munity integration. We will also conduct a thorough analysis of potential 
administrative or internal systemic barriers to accessing MU courses. The 
scope of the project will be kept under review: for example, one of the NGO 
representatives on the sanctuary committee has suggested that it should 
be expanded to specifically encompass undocumented migrants who face 
significant obstacles to accessing university education. 
Difficult questions
As a University community, through the Sanctuary process, we have agreed 
to the goal of inclusion and welcome for asylum seekers, refugees and mi-
grants within our institution. However, the experience so far has shown 
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that the devil is in the detail: how do we actually achieve these goals? How 
do we adequately support students in relation to the complex issues of ac-
cess to childcare and mental health supports? Do the scholarships serve to 
relieve pressure on the Government to radically reform its policy on uni-
versity access, thereby becoming counter-productive? Should the national 
Universities and Colleges of Sanctuary network advocate for a sectoral 
commitment to charging this relatively small cohort of students EU fees 
(rather than the much higher international fees)? How does the sanctuary 
movement interact with a commitment to race equity and broader issues 
of inclusion and belonging on campus? 
As quickly realised by the sanctuary committee at Maynooth, there 
must be an ongoing process of reflection on what it means to be a univer-
sity of sanctuary. 
From a personal perspective as an academic working in the field of mi-
gration law and human rights, it will be interesting to see how the goals of 
inclusion and welcome fit with the more politically-charged aims of justice 
and equality and to think about the appropriate role for academic institu-
tions in pursuing these objectives. For now, the University of Sanctuary 
process has opened up a space to explore these conversations in a more 
structured way across the university and in dialogue with students and the 
community. 
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Nothing About Us Without Us
Nigerian and Irish Women Working Together
Veronica Akinborewa, Camilla Fitzsimons 
and Philomena Obasi
This chapter is probably quite different to what comes before and after 
it. It is a conversation between three adult educators; Veronica who is a 
Nigerian woman of colour, Camilla who is a white Irish woman and Philo-
mena who is a woman of colour, also from Nigeria. We have known each 
other for around 5 years, firstly through a student-lecturer relationship 
and more recently through work we have undertaken that involves the 
design and delivery of workshops on ‘culture’, ‘interculturalism’ and ‘rac-
ism’. Our approach contrasts with how many of you might more typically 
read ‘about’ these topics. We lean on an autoethnographic approach where 
our writing seeks to describe our experiences and draw out analyses from 
these. This method is thus both a process and a product (Ellis, 2011). Our 
first-hand account explores relationships that exist amidst the intersec-
tions of race, gender and institutional positions. Our capacity to overcome 
these barriers and successfully work together is determined by the quality 
of our relationship. Nothing is taboo and we have often discussed the joys 
and challenges of working together. 
Here we share a flavour of just one of these discussions with you. It 
was recorded during the Covid19 lockdown of 2020 when each of us were 
confined to our homes and connecting via Zoom.
On identity….
Camilla: I might start, or anybody else can, I don’t mind. 
Veronica: No, you go ahead, take the lead Camilla please.
Camilla: That’s part of the story, isn’t it, me taking the lead? Sometimes I 
worry about that, but we can talk about that later. So, I’m Camilla, I’m Irish. 
I grew up in an environment where I never questioned what it meant to 
be Irish, there were very strong cultural markers; being Irish in the 1970s 
meant being white, eating potatoes, going to mass, that sort of thing. I also 
grew up during ‘the troubles’ in Northern Ireland. There was a lot of bomb-
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ings as I remember it, lots of people getting killed. That kind of fed into my 
Irish identity. Who’s next? Philomena, do you want to go next?
Philomena: Yes okay, I can go next. My name is Philomena Ilobekeme 
Obasi, I’m from Edo State, Nigeria. I had my son in Ireland in July 2001 
and my daughter in America. My children had their primary education in 
Nigeria. We relocated back to Ireland in 2014 so they could continue their 
secondary education. I had heard about Ireland growing up. I had always 
loved Trinity College because all the missionaries (priests and nuns) that 
came to Nigeria from Ireland always talked about it. 
Veronica: Okay me. Veronica Adeyinka Akinborewa, originally from Osun 
State, in western Nigeria. I came to Ireland in 2002 with my first son. I had 
my second son and my daughter here. When I arrived in Ireland, we were 
not allowed to work until we got our residence permits. We just stayed at 
home and were not sure of what the future held for us. So, I volunteered 
with a charity organisation and got involved in some integration projects 
in my local community. 
When I got my residence permit, I felt it was time to try and get a job 
and I assumed that I was going to get a ‘good job,’ if there is anything like 
that. I already had a first degree in Africa before coming to Ireland. It was 
not long before I realized that I was building castles in the air! As a  matter 
of fact, it seemed as though the ‘proper’ jobs were meant for our Irish 
counterparts while the menial jobs were meant for us, ‘the others.’ 
So, what did I do? I reverted to my baptismal name ‘Veronica’ so the re-
cruiters might at least give my CV attention and, lo and behold, the inter-
views started coming in. I did this because I read an article about a young 
Nigerian-British lady who had changed her name to a more English name 
so she could get a job. I’m not proud of saying this, because I really do love 
my traditional name, my native name. But I thought at that time, because 
I was desperate to move on, I was desperate to…get into a better position. 
I just did not have an option at that time.
Camilla: And you were not imagining it. There was an experiment by 
McGinnity et al (2008). They made up fictitious CVs with different names; 
either African, Asian or European but with similar qualifications then sent 
out. The candidates with ‘Irish names’ were twice as likely to get called for 
interviews.
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The politicising nature of our lived experiences
Philomena: I had my degrees from Nigeria, a Bachelor in Education, Mas-
ters in Public Administration and a Masters in Business Administration. 
Although teaching was my principal profession, I ended up working in the 
finance sector and oil and gas. 
When we relocated to Ireland in 2014, my children were initially  going 
to school and I was mostly at home. I said to myself ‘okay, I need to inte-
grate, I need to meet Irish people, especially women.’ So, I volunteered 
with the Parent-Teacher Association and when my children were at school, 
I attended some adult education classes, some of these were at level 3 and 
I got to know other women doing these basic education classes. From my 
interactions with these Irish women, I got a sense of the reasons they were 
availing of the programme. Most were dropping their children into the 
centre’s creche, then coming into these classes. Many had stopped work-
ing when they had kids or had left school very early. I saw a lot of simi-
larities between these Irish women and many Nigerian women. I thought 
these inequalities were part of Nigeria’s culture and didn’t expect to see 
the same sort of thing in Ireland. 
Camilla: You said you worked in oil and gas, tell us a bit more about that? 
I’m just conscious because there is a cross-over to the work of Ken Saro-
Wiwa. I’ve heard you give a talk about his life in the past. Were you work-
ing for, or against, the big corporations? 
Philomena: I was working as a buyer for a French oil and gas company 
involved in offshore drilling. I didn’t know much about what was going on 
before then, but I discovered they were making huge profits. There were 
various indigenous companies and factories in Nigeria that were produc-
ing most of the goods and services that were being imported from France, 
Germany, the United States, etc. This made me question the need for what 
seemed as much as an 80% importation when we could easily source most 
of the products in Nigeria.
Camilla: Sounds like it’s quite a politicising experience?
Philomena: Yes, it was. The indigenous people of the oil producing areas 
were/are living with a lot of poverty – no good pliable roads, clean drink-
able water, schools, electricity, and local amenities. Before the emergence 
of oil companies, the people were predominately fishermen and farmers 
as they live in riverine areas. The oil spillage, due to the negligence of 
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these companies caused massive environmental damages, this is what Ken 
Saro-Wiwa and his group were often protesting against.
Camilla: We must talk more about this again. I guess my interests are 
mostly about ‘racialisation’ and racism. I used to do workshops about 
‘culture’ and ‘interculturalism’, but I began to feel quite uncomfortable 
about this. I got tired of being in rooms with mostly white people from 
the dominant culture, ‘othering’ people. I couldn’t stop thinking of the ex-
pression ‘nothing about us without us.’ I started reading contributions by 
bell hooks, she’s African American. She talks a lot about the intersections 
of sexism and racism and says ‘white people’ have been socialised to see 
black women as ‘less than’, people who should be cleaners or carers; what 
she calls ‘symbolic mammies’ (hooks, 2004, p. 99). 
Philomena: When I told people I might go back into teaching, there was 
some resistence from both my Nigerian and Irish counterparts. Some people 
said things like ‘Oh you want to teach, a black person teaching in Ireland?’ 
or ‘Why don’t you go to healthcare? you want to take our jobs from us?’ 
Camilla: Sounds like hooks is onto something. 
Philomena: There’s also a website by The Migrant Project that talks about 
ways in which racism affects Nigerian people’s ability to get work.1
Camilla: Interesting. I started to think about my own whiteness in a much 
more deliberate way. I like the ideas of Frances Kendall (2013). She’s also 
white. She talks about the invisibility of the privilege I grew up with and 
says white people have to think more about this. So, I began to write about 
what it means to be white and from the dominant culture (Fitzsimons, 
2019). For me, this is the most authentic contribution I can make.
And I know that’s not necessarily your interests, that’s another thing 
I worry about, that the black people in education are mostly asked to talk 
about their culture and ethnicity and not about anything else. I would love to 
see much more integration and we don’t seem to have quite gotten there yet. 
Philomena: We desperately need black and migrant teachers as educators!
Veronica: Growing up in Africa, I always had a passion for working with 
communities who have been marginalised. Here in Ireland, I found myself 
working at different levels, firstly with people living in what are sometimes 
described as ‘poorer areas’ and later with men recovering from addiction. 
So, I decided to do a degree in addiction studies, to better understand their 
1 https://www.themigrantproject.org/nigeria/life-in-europe/. 24 July 2020.
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issues. Many of them were early school leavers, some of whom had great 
potential. I returned to college again and did a postgrad in teaching.
I’m also interested in culture and interculturalism. We were one of 
the first black families in my community. I did some voluntary work with 
a community group to put an integration programme together. Along 
the way they discovered I am a choir member in my local church and my 
husband is the keyboardist. They invited us to sing to older people every 
Tuesday evening. We would go there, we would sing, we would dance, 
they would sing their Irish songs and we sing our Nigerian music. And as 
time went on, we brought other Nigerian families that lived nearby. I also 
did some voluntary work with Rotimi Adebari, the first black mayor in 
Ireland, who was also interested in integration and was lecturing in UCD. 
More recently, it has been a great pleasure delivering collaborative work-
shops alongside Camilla and Philomena. 
On working together…
Philomena: I have always wondered what informed your decision to ask 
Veronica and me to collaborate with you to create the degree module 
Exploring Ethnic Ireland back in 2018. I know you have told us before. 
Camilla: I got an email from a colleague asking me to deliver this module 
to an evening adult learning group. I had a strong, almost allergic reaction 
to the request. Immediately I thought that it would be totally wrong for 
me to deliver this module alone. I couldn’t deliver a module called ‘Explor-
ing Ethnic Ireland’ as a white person from the dominant culture! I could 
do bits of it, the bits about being white, but I know nothing about being a 
person of a minority ethnicity in Ireland. 
Sometimes I wonder if a few years ago, I might have given it a shot, but 
I have matured enough in my ideas to know I needed help. You were both 
past students on an Initial Teacher Education programme I coordinated, 
and I knew you were skilled adult educators. I wasn’t just choosing a ‘ran-
dom black person’ [am I allowed to say that?]. But I was conscious of what 
Kehinde Andrews (2018) says – that white people must use our privilege 
to create opportunities for people who are racialised, the people who so 
often get overlooked. Its back to that earlier conversation, about what hap-
pened when CVs with different names were sent out. I wanted to be part 
of expanding the staff of the university beyond white-middle-class people. 
This module needed ‘white’ and ‘black’ people working together, migrants 
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and non-migrants. I mean it’s problematic language. I know that, but I am 
using it anyway. It’s shifting all the time and it can be hard to keep up. So, 
that’s what informed the decision, I just kind of felt ‘why on earth am I 
being asked to do this?’ 
What was it like to be asked? 
Veronica: I panicked initially. Back home you refer to your lecturers as 
a superior. When Dr Camilla invited us to come and teach, this was very 
much going through my mind. I wasn’t feeling confident calling her by her 
first name, but I was also thinking ‘who would listen to a black teacher?’ I 
have always had that at the back of my mind. 
Philomena: I felt so honoured. I felt so privileged amongst a few. And I felt 
really happy, that this is a sign that there is change. That they will be hear-
ing from us directly, speaking about the things we know naturally. 
Camilla: I am also working with you guys on other projects, Philomena 
on some research and Veronica you are now part of the staff team on that 
same Initial Teacher Education programme you came through as a student. 
How do the students react when they meet you? Is there ever like ‘oh my 
god she’s Nigerian?’
Veronica: Seriously, I have not had any negative reaction from staff or stu-
dents in any of the centres. I remember visiting a centre where I was once 
a student. The manager gave me a warm welcome and she introduced me 
to the other staff members. It was a wonderful feeling and it felt like a sign 
that we are taking some small steps in the right direction.
On racism…….
Camilla: But my sense from working with you both is that it’s not always 
like that? This is so topical now because of the death of George Floyd and 
the explosion of the Black Lives Matter movement. We did a class on the 
Irish Black Lives Matter movement in 2018. I remember talking to the 
all-white degree students about how our experiences are so different. We 
don’t have to worry about racial slurs when we walk down the street. 
Philomena: This issue about race is so strong in this part of the globe. 
Most people in Nigeria are not aware of it. It was only when my children 
came to Ireland they found out about racism. They couldn’t understand 
why their classmates asked questions like, ‘Do you eat a lot of bananas in 
Nigeria?’ They would reply, ‘We don’t eat banana only; we eat varieties of 
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food.’ ‘Do you have traffic electricity/roads in Nigeria?’ My children did not 
know it was racist. I would just say, ‘Maybe they don’t really know; they 
have not been there.’ Most people I have met are good people, but some 
are racist. It really doesn’t bother me. I guess it must be difficult to all of 
a sudden cope with an influx of migrants to once enclosed communities.
Veronica: It’s sometimes subtle but yes, there is racism in Ireland. Just the 
other day, I was filling out a form and one of the questions on the list was 
about my nationality. I was glad to write that I am Irish, but I was asked 
for my ‘country of birth’, which of course is Nigeria and then I thought to 
myself, why do they need that information?
Camilla: Good question Veronica, or should I call you Adeyinka? Some-
times I feel that I am more powerful in our conversations. I worry about 
that. Maybe it’s because I am the ‘doctor’ rather than the white person, 
maybe it’s not real, maybe it’s in my head. I do wonder if I need to be doing 
more to make sure I don’t have to be the boss. 
Veronica: I think it is a good thing that you are always so aware. That ex-
plains why it has been easy for us to work together, even though we come 
from different cultural backgrounds. 
Camilla: And… Philomena, do you know who makes me think of you and 
your interest in diversity in sport? There’s this young footballer who plays 
for Ireland and Southampton [in the English league]. Michael Obafemi, is 
that a Nigerian name? Apparently, he could have played for England, Ire-
land or Nigeria but he picked Ireland. He has a senior cap. 
Philomena: Yes. He is Irish with Nigerian parents. With time, there will be 
a beautiful blended culture in Ireland. We look forward to that. 
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Promoting a Culture of Equality
Diversity Training at Maynooth University Library
Helen Fallon, Laura Connaughton and Edel Cosgrave
This essay discusses and evaluates a workshop on supporting  integration and 
diversity delivered to Maynooth University (MU) Library staff in  February 2020.
Background/Context
Participation in Irish higher education is changing. The number of inter-
national students coming to Ireland increased by 45% between 2013 and 
2017, with the number of residence permits issued increasing from 9,300 
to 13,500 over the same period. These students were primarily from the 
United States, China, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and Canada (Groarke, 2019). 
There has been a concerted effort to attract international students to Ire-
land, due in part to the substantial fees paid by these students.
In addition to international students, many people have moved to Ire-
land to work, and/or to seek asylum. As well as an increase in migrant-
students, there is also greater diversity in terms of Irish ethnicity which 
has contributed to a growing number of Black, Asian and Ethnic Minority 
(BAME) students in Irish higher education. Figures from 2017/2018 indicate 
that while 85.8% of students identified as Irish, the remaining 14.2% identi-
fied as other ethnicities as illustrated in the chart below. (Higher Education 
Authority, 2018)
Ethnic Group of Respondents, 
2017/2018 Universities
Institutes of 
technology All institutions
Irish 85.8% 83.2% 84.9%
Irish traveller  0.2%  0.2%  0.2%
Any other white background  6.9%  8.7%  7.5%
African  1.7%  3.1%  2.2%
Any other Black background  0.2%  0.2%  0.2%
Chinese  1.3%  0.5%  1.0%
Any other Asian background  2.2%  2.3%  2.2%
Other  1.7%  1.9%  1.8%
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In this more diverse environment, cultural competency for library staff 
is vital. Cultural competency is defined as “a developmental process that 
evolves over an extended period and refers to an ability to understand the 
needs of diverse populations and to interact effectively with people from 
different cultures.” (Mestre, 2010, p. 479)
Goal 5 of the Maynooth University Strategic Plan 2018-2022 has the 
following objective:
To create an environment that promotes equality, diversity, 
inclusion and inter-culturalism
(MU Strategic Plan 2018-2022, p. 45) 1
The Library Strategic Plan 2020-2023 has Equality, Diversity, Inclusion and 
Inter-culturalism as one of its six strategic areas.
The training programme described in this essay is part of a process of 
increasing awareness and skills and encouraging an ongoing dialogue on 
inclusion. Other elements of training in this area were a number of one-
hour sessions in what is known as our “Library Outside In” series. This 
included:
•	 a briefing from the MU Access Office, on a range of initiatives to bring 
more students into the University via a variety of targeted access 
programmes with schools in disadvantaged areas, prisons, traveller 
groups and other underrepresented groups in our society
•	 a briefing by the Equality Officer on the Athena Swan Programme 
which aims to bring more women into senior positions in higher edu-
cation
•	 a briefing by the new MU Vice-President on her role within the 
 University.
Most frontline staff undertook autism awareness training in 2019, and 
the Library piloted an online disability training course for the University in 
2013 (Mellon, Cullen & Fallon, 2013).
It is against this background the programme was designed and 
 delivered.
1 Maynooth University Strategic Plan 2018-2022 https://www.maynoothuniversity.ie/sites/default/files/
assets/document/Maynooth_University_Strategic_Plan_2018-22_0.pdf (accessed 17 August 2020) 
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The Programme
The one-day programme was delivered in two cohorts with approximately 
25 staff attending on each day. The programme was designed by the De-
partment of Adult and Community Education at Maynooth University, in 
consultation with the Library. There were three facilitators. One is a full-
time lecturer in the Department of Adult and Community Education in 
MU. Two are part-time lecturers in Adult and Community Education and 
are of Nigerian ethnicity.
Pre-Workshop
Before the workshop, participants received the following information, via 
e-mail, on the course:
As a group, participants will have an opportunity to: 
•	 Explore their own cultural and ethnic identity.
•	 Consider the implications of working in intercultural settings.
•	 Learn about theories of interculturalism. 
•	 Understand the origins and impacts of racism. 
•	 Reflect on their own way values, beliefs and theories of intercultural work 
and of diversity. 
•	 Consider ways in which they might create conditions for supporting and cel-
ebrating diversity 
The workshops will be highly participative and experiential. Handouts and 
resource materials for developing ideas that might inform people’s practice 
will be provided. 
The Workshop
The workshop ran from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with one hour for lunch. 
Morning Session
The first exercise involved staff introducing themselves and saying some-
thing about their name. Group work followed with lively discussion and 
flip chart presentations. Topics discussed included: cross-cultural conversa-
tions, definitions of culture (surface versus deep culture), the concept of 
white privilege, the difference between race and ethnicity, the language 
of diversity, how to have conversations around race and ethnic diversity 
without feeling awkward and how to deal with difficult intercultural en-
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counters in situations where there may be a danger of being perceived as 
racist. The issue of how to encourage more diversity among library staff 
without using quotas was also discussed. Questions which arose in the 
discussions across the two days included: What are the unconscious biases 
BAME people experience in Ireland today? How are they manifested? Is 
asking someone to slow down or repeat what they have said potentially 
offensive if they are from a different culture? How do you ask someone 
about their background without being interrogative or making assump-
tions? How does the Library address the challenge of getting participants 
to integrate and mix more during information literacy session? 
Afternoon
The participants had the opportunity to read and consider Creating Intercul-
tural Learning Environments: Guidelines for Staff within Higher Education Institu-
tions (HE4u2 (2017). This was followed by group work on how the Library 
can incorporate diversity into what we do. Suggestions included signage in 
languages beyond Irish and English, a more diverse library website and so-
cial media presence, revisiting our collection policies to ensure our books 
and archives reflects a variety of cultures, and aligning our outreach events 
with different cultural events. While we celebrate Africa Day, it was felt 
that this could be broadened to include Chinese New Year, Thanksgiving 
and other significant events from different traditions. The need to consider 
diversity in our teaching and training was also identified. The suggestion 
was made that names and examples in PowerPoint presentations should 
reflect our diverse users and our orientation programme for new students 
should be inclusive and representative of different ethnic backgrounds. 
Similarly, artwork throughout the building should be representative of dif-
ferent cultures. Culturally significant collections could be highlighted and 
might be used to encourage more diverse audiences at library events that 
are open to the public. On-going staff training in cultural diversity was also 
identified as a need and the suggestion that the Library have a diversity 
committee was made by one group. 
Evaluations
An evaluation form, used by the course presenters, was distributed at the 
close of each day. There were 44 responses in total and feedback was very 
positive.
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Participants rated the following statements on a “strongly agree” to 
“strongly disagree” scale.
1. Facilitators presented materials in a clear and organised manner
2. Opportunities to reflect on and discuss the material covered, 
if  appropriate
3. The manner of teaching and facilitation
4. Your contribution to the learning of the group
Workshop Feedback
This was followed by open questions:
What did you like most about this session?
Almost all respondents provided a response to this question (44 of 45). A 
significant number (39%) identified the opportunity for group discussions 
as the aspect most liked. Several found the session informative and some 
mentioned learning in relation to the use of language in particular. It was 
also felt that the relaxed and informal atmosphere provided helped to fa-
cilitate participation and open discussion.
Liked Most
Group discussion
Informative
Relaxed atmosphere
Content
Facilitators
Participatory nature
Other
7%
7%
9%
11%
11%
16%
39%
Materials presented in a clear manner
Opportunities to reflect and discuss
Manner of teaching and facilitation
Your contribution to the learning
29%71%
7%93%
29% 2%69%
53% 47%
Very Satisfactory  Satisfactory  Not Satisfactory
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What did you like least about this session?
Some participants (11%) felt that the workshop was too long. Others felt 
that some topics were rushed while too much time was given to others. 
Some remarked (9%) that while discussion was interesting, they felt it 
lacked focus and direction at times.
Liked Least
Nothing/No response
Too long
Timing
Lack of structure
Too participatory
Other
Physical environment
4%
7%
7%
9%
9%
11%
53%
Nothing/No response
Other
More diversity
More structure
Shorter session
Physical environment
More video content
4%4%
7%
11%
15%
18%
41%
How could this workshop be improved?
Some respondents (15%) suggested that it might be useful to have represen-
tation and hear from other minority groups on campus, such as travellers, 
people with disabilities and Asian students. Some (11%) felt that the ses-
sion could be more structured and focused.
Suggestions for Improvement
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Any Other Comments?
A large number of participants took the opportunity to express their 
thanks for the workshop and several mentioned the lovely ethnic lunch!
Other Comments
Nothing/No response
Thanks
Great lunch!
53%
36%
11%
Discussion 
Running a training staff for all library staff presents challenges. An obvious 
challenge is the need for services to continue, which means that not all 
staff can in fact attend. Less obvious is the challenge of providing one train-
ing programme to quite a diverse group. Frequently, individuals or groups 
in the Library attend specific training which relates to their role, for ex-
ample most frontline staff attended autism awareness training in 2019.
The attendees have different work and life experiences. There is a large 
variety of library roles represented in the group. Some participants are 
involved in information literacy training. These people have experience 
of different teaching and training methods, although few would have sig-
nificant knowledge or experience of the work of Brazilian adult educator 
Paulo Freire. This methodology places emphasis and value on the experi-
ence, knowledge and learning needs of the group, as articulated by the 
individual members of the group, through discussion. The programme was 
built around that framework, which relies heavily on group work. Some 
felt stimulated and engaged by group work, while others found this chal-
lenging and possibly confusing and/or boring/repetitive.
Suggestions for further improving the programme, from the authors 
of this paper, include developing the information on the pre-course flier 
and emphasising the need to read this before the course. Between the first 
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and second offering of the programme, the flier was recirculated. One of 
the facilitators briefly explained the methodology to the group on the sec-
ond day, following feedback from the first day, and this worked well. We 
would also suggest twenty as the maximum number for the one-day pro-
gramme. This was in fact the number initially suggested by the presenters.
While the afternoon discussion on diversity and the Library yielded a 
lot of useful information, it would have been useful to integrate the objec-
tives relating to diversity in the Library Strategic Plan 2020-2023, more 
into the discussion. However, this document, while drafted, had not been 
ratified by University Executive at that time.
Overall feedback was very positive with comments such as:
•	 It opened my mind
•	 I liked the relaxed informality and honesty of discussion and presen-
tation
•	 Opportunity to participate and discuss topics was great/ Loved the 
participatory nature. I’m usually loathe to contribute but was com-
fortable to do so today due to the way it was run
•	 Learning from each other/interactivity made people engage more and 
develop more dialogue
•	 Use of phrases/language very helpful/made me think about how I use 
language
•	 Gave us food for thought about hidden barriers
Conclusion
Creating a racially diverse, inclusive library environment involves having 
conversations, which can be difficult or uncomfortable, about race and cul-
ture. It also involves looking critically at our practice and policies. We need 
to identify what works and what needs to change and base decisions on 
evidence and analysis. Both robust data and student narratives have been 
identified as key to progress (UUK, NUS, 2019). There is no one model for 
success and initiatives need to be context specific and recognise nuances 
of different groups. Enhancing knowledge and skills of staff, alongside im-
proving institutional processes is vital to the process.
While this case study is MU Library specific, the model could be con-
sidered by other groups including CONUL Training and Development, 
the LAI Continuing Professional Development (CPD) group and other li-
brary related bodies. Diversity and inclusiveness is intrinsic to the spirit 
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of  libraries. Training such as this provides an opportunity to be part of 
a  meaningful conversation around the challenges and opportunities our 
changing  society offers.
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PART 2
Poems
Poems from the Maynooth University 
Library Ken Saro-Wiwa Poetry 
Competition 2018-2020
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Poetic Communities: 
Judging the Ken Saro-Wiwa Poetry 
Competition 2018-2020
Jessica Traynor
Although we live in a country known around the world for its rugged 
mountains, silver lakes and dramatic coastlines, our modern literature and 
discourse can often feel quite divorced from the natural world. And yet, 
climate, environment and their impact on humanity are becoming ever 
more central in international discourse. Even the current Covid-19 crisis is 
linked to our encroachment on the natural world, allowing new viruses to 
cross from animals to humans. Although we may look at the natural world 
through the sterile filter of screens, we can’t afford to ignore it.
And so the work of eco-activists such as Ken Saro-Wiwa becomes more 
important than ever, as does the need to remember and reinforce the pas-
sion that led to Irish support for the Ogoni 9 in their struggle to prevent 
the destruction of their homeland. This vein of passionate activism has 
been a constant undercurrent in Irish society, and has continued in the 
Shell to Sea Protests, recent protests around kelp harvesting rights being 
sold in West Cork, and the rejection of the destructive process of fracking. 
The history of activism and social change is often preserved and car-
ried in the stirring words of activists; from Martin Luther King’s ‘I have 
a dream’, to the poems and letters of Ken Saro-Wiwa, carefully collected 
by Sister Majella McCarron, and now preserved by the dedicated staff at 
Maynooth University Library. Words really do make a difference, and are 
often the means by which meaningful actions are born. And so, the aim in 
launching the Ken Saro-Wiwa Poetry Competition in 2018 was to engage 
a new generation of Irish and new Irish citizens with both poetry and eco-
activism. We asked poets to explore their love of nature, the landscape 
and communities around them, and to consider what it might mean to 
lose these things. Some of our new Irish communities have already ex-
perienced terrible loss in their home countries. We felt these stories had 
something crucial to teach us about preservation of the natural gifts we 
have been given here in Ireland, and also about empathy, and what new 
cultures can offer us. We all have so much to teach each other.
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the midst of what had become a lonely and anxious time for many people, 
and their online nature gave us the opportunity to engage with a wider au-
dience, some of whom may not have been able to travel to Kildare for the 
workshop. We were delighted with both the quality and quantity of the en-
tries received, and with the insightful engagement with the competition’s 
themes. Of the winning poem, by Lind Grant-Oyeye, I said: 
“African Refugee is a vibrant, lyrical piece touched by myth. It deals with 
the changes brought about to ritual by the arrival in a new country, but 
also with the stories we bring with us. An Ireland gifted with these new 
stories can only prosper.”
Of Eilish Fisher’s poem, a close second place, I wrote: “Night Feed-
ings tackles the separation of parents from their children on the American 
border, a barbaric practice. Here, the poet reaches out to these children 
while holding their own child safely in their arms. It’s a study in the trans-
formative power of empathy.”
The school entries were also particularly strong this year, bringing 
together a sense of anxiety at the virus which is currently threatening our 
way of life, and a passionate will for positive change. The 2020 special-
ly commended and shortlisted poems are also published here, alongside 
the winning poems from 2018-2020. On reading this year’s entries I was 
delighted to see such a broad spectrum of cultural experiences reflected, 
so many clever and often unexpected engagements with questions of envi-
ronment, and such passion for human rights issues. 
This year Conor Walsh, winner in 2018, was again awarded first prize 
in the school category. The poem Bystander starts with the wonderful sense 
image of a cold key in a man’s pocket – an image that resonates throughout 
the poem. This poem interrogates the choices we make every day which 
impact negatively on others, and how systemic injustice makes these dam-
aging choices easy. A deeply insightful poem.
Second prize was awarded to Ceri Arnott. Her poem Baking Banana Bread 
is an important record of the current moment, as seen through the eyes of 
a young person. It weaves a subtle metaphor around learned actions and 
reactions that interrogates how we unknowingly copy the generations that 
preceded ours. The final image of the bananas with their ‘inverted smiles’ 
leaves us in a place of unease.
The shortlisted poems were also very memorable, with Anticipating by 
Christeen Udokamma Obasi imagining the equality an extinction event 
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could bring about. Know Where, also by Christeen, explores a place of safety 
where ‘abstract nouns are actual people’, and Marykate Donohoe’s Amends 
shares an apocalyptic vision of a world shaped by war. 
For the past three years, I have read all entries blind, as is the norm 
in poetry competitions. For me as a judge, the excitement of discovering 
who the writers are is second only to the anticipation of reading the en-
tries for the first time. Looking back over three years of entries to the Ken 
Saro-Wiwa poetry competition, I am heartened to see both familiar names 
and new; names with Irish origins, names from all around the world, and 
new hybridized names which reflect the joyful coming together of two 
cultures. In these pages, we have had the rare and precious opportunity to 
create a space for a new poetic community of likeminded people. This is a 
legacy of which anyone would be proud. On re-reading and reflecting on 
these poems, I’m filled with a sense of hope. If these writers and commu-
nity members can continue to nurture the passion we find in these poems, 
the future is surely bright.
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2020 Entries
First Prize
African refugee Lind Grant-Oyeye
Broda,
do you feel the frost in this village square,
the way it makes our dance stop?
It’s not just because the electricity is gone,
or that the sun forgot it remains a star, we stopped.
O, broda,
are your fingers cold too, the way everything else is 
the moon gravitates towards, in its nightly romance feel,
after summer decided to die on us,
steady, slow, then suddenly, puff
the way damfoo buses on Lagos streets puff for breath.
Sista, 
do you remember 
that man who lost his kaftan while searching
for his father’s lost shirt
and his mother’s jewels bestowed
upon her by her ancestors?
How he searches.
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O, broda,
The bulrushes on our path
now pretend to be carnations,
after they have been stripped
of spring colors
and the climate remains frosty 
in its heat, as everything changes.
O, Sista,
who is my broda?
glossary; broda and sista, African vernacular for brother and sister
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Second Prize 
Night Feedings Eilish Fisher
For the children separated from their parents at the U.S.-Mexican border, detained in 
custody and neglected, 2018-present. 
I hear you call into the night’s fluorescence, 
a cage unable to stifle the sound 
that travels around the world to this bedside radio. 
I move in maternal mindfulness towards a source –
my child’s cries puffing like smoke through muted cot bars.
I lift him while your sobs cling and sway.
I stir like tendrils of seaweed in these waves, a pulling of you to me.
I would hold you all if I could-rock you into stony caverns
of peaceful sleep and quiet listenings.
You would hear the tick-tock of the clock on the wall,
rustle of soft-pawed foxes in the woods, the purring
as night’s dark harnesses the bee-balm moon.
These days the numbing salve is washed away 
as we rock and cry and ache into the long night’s waiting.
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Special Mention/ 
Highly Commended Poems
The Prisoner Caroline Bracken
i.m Ken Saro-Wiwa
Give it up for the prison guard
who breaks ranks to bring me forbidden rations
a piece of bread or cake, a mango
to sweeten my day.
Give it up for the prison guard
who whispers news from my eight brothers
soon to be martyrs but who would rather
be just fathers.
Give it up for the prison guard
who smuggles letters in a breadbasket
crumpled missives from my wife
son or sister.
Give it up for the prison guard
who prays for my soul before it goes
and memorises my words
to pass on.
Give it up for the prison guard
who unlocks my leg irons
and rubs into my wounds
a mother-made poultice.
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The Misrecognition of Bodies as Thorns (4 Parts) 
Chiamaka Enyi-Amadi
1
– What does it mean to love your neighbor as you love yourself ?
when your beauty is stolen from your skin, your hair and the name your mother gave 
you when she took you from the wet hands of the midwife pale as you were your eyes 
were still darker than the color of sun-baked mud after the raining-season and she 
knitted her Africa into your name tighter than the way God knitted it into your jungle 
hair and safari skin and
now you cannot look yourself in
the eye.
You write yourself love notes in
Morse code.
Each indent is a
question:
Why faces with skin the color of
burnt
caramel or
coal
never grace the crystal
ball,
why love is a word said only with
your back
to the
mirror
and why there is so much
sting
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in the silent
bleed
at the end of each
question.
2
– What does it mean to love your neighbor as you love yourself ?
 
when images of tendrils in test tubes are thrown into your living room and they tell 
you each cell must be stripped from its host for security purposes. There is much talk 
of contamination but then you read somewhere else...somewhere...on a smaller more 
transparent screen, that it was babies not tendrils on your flat screen... in incubators 
and those bits of charred green flesh on glass-covered floors are bodies, are babies, 
are bloodied overexposed flesh peeling in Eastern heat, not strong enough for the 
outside world, not strong enough for the once-crisp hospital air, not strong enough 
for even their mother’s touch but
it’s been weeks
and all,
there is only rot and dust
now.
Tendrils (or
not)
it is as good a reason to
break
from The Ritual.
Midnight-Media-Rounds.
The daily staring contest with the
digital abyss,
and mourn as best
you can.
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They were no family of
yours.
So you will mourn, not
the loss
of shared memories, but the
injustice
(with no thought of
Politics
or other man-made
things).
Simply that they were not
given
the chance to
grow
into an ally or
enemy.
Nipped at the tender bud of
terror.
They will never be old
enough
to feel like victims or
victors,
to feel ostracized or socially
submerged,
to feel that they can be both Arab and
Muslim
without being a threat to Western
security –
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to feel the warmth of flesh, not
metal thorns,
to feel, without
pain.
3
– What does it mean to love your neighbor as you love yourself ?
 
if every sunrise doesn’t come singin’ you can get out of bed today! but maybe you 
shouldn’t since each morning is a constant visceral assault of mortality and you 
blend into the night and lullabies ring out like elegies or sirens
Because maybe you won’t
make it
through the night or passed that
checkpoint
if you’re
caught
out. Howling your fear and pride at
the moon!
And there is death and
danger
in the face of
everything
that moves at
you
and
breathes
deep
and
heavy
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so that
there is
no air
left
for
your
heaving
lungs.
4
– What does it mean to love your neighbor as you love yourself ?
 
Is it a slow blossoming like a delayed
blessing?
Or is it to become an
injury?
A hurt like the gaping
ground
of an expanding
fault-line?
Settle into
devastation.
Christian your soul
Victim.
Or try
to be
whole again.
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Dry Season 1995 Gillian Muir
See-through steam rose up wending its way from the oil drum
Some barefoot women were charcoal boiling palm nuts
Bending, adjusting their wrappers 
Cupping out the dark blood liquid into plastic bowls
Colourful against the sooty cylinders.
Okoli was at his farm
He looked up and saw the bursts of smoke fumes
Pop across the sky
He looked down and in came Ken dangling from a string
Ken Saro-Wiwa, son of Ogoniland
Red eyes wiped, the farmer thrust out his machete
There was anger in every swoop as he downed
The overgrown fronds
Spread wide like dead man’s fingers
Mocking him.
Beans green shooting earthlings were absent in the undergrowth 
Unable to sprout, choked by foreign poison
And strangled at every slick.
Okoli’s wives would find nothing to harvest
From their mother ground sick from oil scorch and blood lost.
Nneka arrived, “Sir, ma say come chop now” and she turned
Crackling twigs underneath.
Okoli followed the house-girl’s path past the orange buckets and bowls
Past the shaven-head widows and silently 
Saluted his son.
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Cassandra Speaks Nora Nadjarian
As a child I was always inventing damage. 
I braided snakes into my hair,
let their tongues lick my neck and ears.
They poured cold venom, made my hearing mad. 
My fingernails scratched the air,
trying to catch the birds falling from nowhere.
I plucked their feathers and buried their bodies
 in the back garden.
I’ve foreseen and seen the truth. 
I did not mean it, I say, my whole life. 
I tear snakes’ tongues from their roots,
count mutilated birds.
The scene repeats itself day after day
and every night I dream of falling.
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6 Autumns Owodunni Ola Mustapha
On a warm autumn afternoon 6 years ago,
With an uncertain plan in place
I put on my red flats that serves all my “Israeli Waka” and 
Head for the big house on Lower Mount Street
In Dublin 2
I stand by the door 
Wondering what to do next
A man in blue beckons to me
And I slowly walk to the heavy sliding door 
made of what seems like a guard against recalcitrant trespassers
How may I help you he asks?
I need a place to sleep
I respond in a shaky voice
The two tiny overzealous humans 
Standing beside me, oblivious of their surroundings
Ask the man in the blue……
Are you a Policeman?
He giggles, No lads
I work as a security guard here
Put your bag on the table for me
I set my invalid Ghana Must Go Bag on the table
He puts something in that looks like ammo from Power Rangers
Beep! Beep!! Beep!!!
He motions for me to walk through a metal door
Welcome to a new world 
I mutter under my breath
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I will be out of this system in 6 months
I try to convince myself each passing day
The cool breeze and a ray of sunshine blowing across my face
Like the fresh air from Lough Lannagh
Smiles at my broken face and says
6 Autumns is come and gone my lady
Let us wait for the 7th one
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Shortlisted Poems
I Will Not Be Shamed Chiamaka Enyi-Amadi
The women and girls who have suffered female genital mutilation, who live their 
lives in constant recovery, weighed down by despair and depression, under threat 
of disease and death, who face shame and stigma in their communities despite the 
injustices that have been done to them.
We speak too silently
of women who are
broken.
We talk in whispers of
girls whose bodies are
in need of repair.
In rebuilding this
temple, I will not be
shamed.
Let me into the
tabernacle. I will not
be shamed.
I have washed my sheets
and cleaned my linen of all
past sins. I will not be
shamed.
Let me in. I want to build a god
in my own image. I will not be
shamed.
I want to carve an idol of
desolation. I will not be
shamed.
In the name of a love that is
self-reflective,
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in the name of a god that will
watch me (dis)honor my body and
will not condemn my soul, I will
not be shamed.
To not be judged according to the
weight of that first Sin in the
Garden of Eden. I will not be
shamed.
To be a body in
exile. I will not
be shamed.
To be a body in
recovery. I will not
be shamed.
Let me in
To be free of
Resentment
To be gracefully
un-transcendent
To be reborn in the hot mouth of
temptation
To be worthy in
imperfection. I will not
be shamed.
In this aging
Impermanence, I will
not be shamed.
Let me in
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I want to build a god
that will not
transcend me in this
tragedy of being.
I will not be shamed
for loving this
body. I will not
be shamed.
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Tlaloc David Butler
Tired of burnings, bulldozers, charred lungs,
Tlaloc the Rain God decamps from Mayan
rainforests, rides the bloated trade winds,
comes to reign over the Old World.
Days on end the swollen earth has 
swallowed till it’s soft as blotting-paper.
The sun is an aspirin dissolving
in a gauze of soaked cotton. 
Storm-drains clog, rivers turn reptilian,
shed their alluvial taint in basements,
swell to bursting, silver-plate the floodplains.
Tlaloc moves over the face of the waters, 
looks on desolation wrought by man,
calls up the other Weather Gods.
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White Rose David Butler
i.m Sophie Scholl, executed 1943
too easy, to doubt
  a scruple’s chance
in a world in flames
one petal 
  quivering
in a thistle-field
one 
 out-of-step 
  footfall
in a fall of jackboots
or 
a lone voice 
calling
from the wolf’s jaws:
‘such a splendid 
  sunny 
    day
and I have to go’
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The Disappearing Bairbre Flood
Yul Brynner’s bald head is on the wall opposite, 
an advert for used cars:
‘Yul never beat our offers’.
You take a drag from your cigarette, 
the slight dawn light unflattering. 
A green tint on the windowsill.
George Wassouf is playing low on your phone
and you’re suddenly reminded 
of the street you used to live on.
Maybe they’ll rebuild it someday, I say.
You tut –
not like our tuts –
but the Arabic tut which means no,
Will they rebuild my neighbours 
from their graves
you say.
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Aethon of Thessaly Jimmy O’Connell
Borrowed from Ovid
And Gaea stood on the precipice
Of time and watched in helpless
Anguish as Aethon impiously took
His axe and cut down her sacred oak.
In righteous anger she travelled
To the sun-seared plains and requested
Void to enter the stomach of Aethon
As he slept in his palace of plenty;
He awoke in a rage of hunger demanding
He be satiated by every variety of food
His servants could prepare and place
Before him, but the more he ate the more
His hunger was fed like fuel to fire;
And so, still unfulfilled, he quit his domain
And entered the woodlands of the earth,
Tore down the trees and rended the very
Bark that protected them and snapped off
Its branches with his teeth and chewed upon
The sweet leaf on each limp twig. His thirst
Was such that he stood by the banks of the river
And supped its sweet waters, but it was never
Enough; he longed to taste the salt in each drop
Of the whale-bathing sea and so he drained
The many abyssal oceans. As yet unsatisfied
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He fell to his knees before the unploughed fields
And fed upon the various clays from where
The seeds of future plants were stored,
As well as the plethora of worms, insects
And micro-grubs that crept and crawled there;
Aethon then beheld the sheep and cattle
That grazed in the meadowed and fallowed
Fields and, in his frenzy of mindless hunger,
Tore into their flesh and gnawed their bones
Until their butchered carcasses were as nothing;
And even to his daughter he turned who,
Frightened and paralysed with fear and torment,
Could not escape his cavernous greed;
And at last he stood upon the barren earth
Where lay before him a landscape of shale,
Stones, wind-shifted sands and layer upon layer
Of grim grey rock; seeking yet more and more
To inebriate his craw-gapped need his left hand
Raised itself in front of his bloated face and he
Salivated as each finger quivered in fear and dread
And sunk his teeth into them. Gaea fell
To her knees and watched as Aethon,
In his last fit of uncontrollable greed,
Devoured himself.
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A d e j e (Ah-dee-jay) Liam O’Neill
Her name was Mercy, and she sat
on a chair beside me at the factory.
At first, she hardly said anything to
her fellow workers except her given
name ‘Mercy’, and that she was
born in a small village called Adeje
situated near in the Nigerian delta.
Seeking relief from the boredom
of the assembly line, we spoke of
the places we came from in Ireland.
Warming to the openness of the
factory workers, Mercy spoke of
her home village and the members
of her family still residing there.
There was an accident she said,
a great unforgettable catastrophe.
She was busy in a kitchen, cooking,
when she heard an explosion, and
ran outside her front door to see
lines of burned and charred bodies
lying on the roadway to her town.
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The day before, poor people came
and drilled holes in the oil pipeline
that ran near the village, and locals
found out and ran to the pipe with
pots and pans to salvage some oil for
themselves. Mercy lost her mother,
her brother and twin sister cousins.
Two hundred and fifty people dead.
Mercy saw neighbours face down
in the river where they had tried to
quench the flames that engulfed them.
Adeje – once her playground became
a place of desolation, and she knew
she had to leave the village for good.
Oil is a curse on a country Mercy says,
it brings corruption and contamination
to everything it touches. Poverty killed
her family and friends; poverty and the
greed of local politicians and European
Oil men in suits. Injustice killed Adeje;
blew all of Mercy’s childhood away.
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Doctor Osman Liam O’Neill
At night, in Ireland, I ready myself for bed.
At night, in Sudan, Doctor Osman is being dragged 
in to a ‘ghost house’ to be beaten with sticks. 
Doctor Osman spoke too loudly of murders and rapes –
way too loud for the ears of Governmental officials.
In the morning, as I dress for work,
Dr Osman’s captors inject acid into his urethra.
He loses consciousness as I pull out of the drive. 
Later, when I’m eating my lunch, they throw 
Osman into the street and leave him there for dead. 
Passers-by pass him by, for fear of similar hospitalities.
In the evening, as I relax and watch a show on TV, 
Osman’s captors come for him once again, but he escapes 
and crawls to a safe place to avoid punishment and death.
As I switch off the TV and lock the door, Osman, 
without the aid of anaesthetic and sterilised equipment, 
cuts deep with a blade into his skin and bladder,
to release the poisonous liquids bubbling inside. 
At night, in Ireland, I ready myself for bed.
At night, in Ireland, Doctor Osman gets ready too.
He escaped the torture in Sudan to endure the distress of 
‘Direct provision’ in my own country.
After a third appeal, the Judge agreed, the Doctor ticked 
all the boxes for an official refugee.
‘People are being tortured every day’, Doctor Osman says
to any reporters who will listen, 
‘No-one speaks up for them’, he adds, ‘they need a voice.’
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At night, in Ireland, I settle down to watch movie.
At night, in Sudan, more innocent people are being dragged 
into ‘ghost houses’ to be injected with poisons. 
‘They need a voice’, Doctor Osman says.
‘Who will be their voice?’
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A Lamentation of Swans Glen Wilson
 
Their song is life in the making,
necks curved under pressure,
 
in reflection they make a heart
but we ripple it away
 
with the stale crumbs 
that breach the surface
 
with what we don’t need 
and what they didn’t ask for.
 
They’ve been chased from the fens of history, 
given ponds and then we vilify
 
the females for rumours 
of apocryphal arms broken,
 
the males blamed for the lusts of gods, 
or those who style themselves as such
 
all based on the accepted lies 
of nights so far removed.
 
It is their untamed ignorance
we envy, for it can’t be earned
 
for we learn as Leda did 
those in power take 
 
what they can never have.
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for the house of the planter is known by the trees 
– Austin Clarke
Joseph Woods
Sweet suburbs of Harare 
and their bungalows that are known 
by the trees, parades of purple 
jacarandas, poinsettias and flame trees 
and beyond their boundaries,
swards of green edging to the road 
with sprinklers levitating even in dry season.
And the sweeping, swish sweeping 
by liveried gardeners always in blue 
who bid ‘baas’ or ‘sir’ 
to my passing ‘good morning’ 
or who pause and chat among 
themselves in front of compounds 
whose walls are topped 
with sometimes sizzling electric 
wires and unforgiving electric gates 
that snap shut after a glimpse 
of the interior. Every avenue 
looks the same and were it not 
for the colour of ornamental trees 
you could get lost among the reassuringly 
foreign street names, Sandringham, Churchill and Windsor…
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Longlisted Poems
Gigo Yewande Adebowale
belligerent origins of waste ablaze in bonfire
spewing eternal flames of flared gas from a draconian chimney 
rising to the heavens in soot and particles
provoking acidic rainfall, yes mother earth gives gigo with reckless abandon
plastic dumpling bubbles litter the seas in plethora
ocean cum dumpsite of non-biodegradable decommissioning 
oil barrels disposed offshore drop after drop refusing to cease
aquatic life depleted by milestones and yardsticks
intense heat waves in their stride have come 
voluminous floods fill the trenches breaking down floodgates
windbreaks now desertified 
you receive what you give
the earth cries uncontrollably refusing to be comforted
the seas rage without fail displaying utmost displeasure
you receive what you give
garbage in, garbage out
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Before Love Was Legal Gavin Bourke
Widowed,
by a living
and loving husband. 
An impossible double life,
a pregnant wife
and a child under the age 
of five.
Living in two worlds
at once.
Loyal to neither,
not by choice either.
Married in their twenties
without any anxieties.
Glamorous photos
hiding true preferences,
blinkered love and ambitions.
Picture frames
still perfectly intact,
long after the breaking 
of a sacred pact. 
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Children of the Revolution Mary Melvin Geoghegan
for Waad al-Kateab
Her daughter Sama (Arabic for sky)
was born in Aleppo, in a hospital
founded by her father –
The paediatrician who delivered her
the only doctor available
was killed four months after the birth.
Her father Hamza in just twenty days
carried out 890 operations and
cared for over 6,000 wounded people.
In a close-up, lingering intimacy
the sadness of hospital staff
barely aware of the camera rolling.
Through the Window Mary Melvin Geoghegan
A rook lands on a roof out there
wings braking and feet outstretched.
A blackbird already perched stands its ground
and now a V of geese flies north-west.
To count how many bird silhouettes
Jan Van Eyck could have painted
in this span of skyline –
While, the world still flows outwards
and spreads, percolating into countless
particulars.
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The day they drove old Dixie down Lind Grant-Oyeye
I wish my mother could see me now,
and all she thought would ruin it all
“driving in cars with boys”
their youth deep in the seat pocket of random
car seats that do not live to tell the stories of fleeting romance
I wish my pa could see me now,
the way he saw them politicians speak random, from afar-
a language meant for only those who know how to drive blind,
the way muddy waters find their way to mud ditches
I wish I could talk about flowers
and pollination 
or even something as random as illustrative
colors of fairy tales
You see, old Dixie and all the talk
of the boys here and there,
are stuck, where it all began,
paying tribute
to the branches of the Niger river,
waiting for a language gods and humans would understand,
while they pluck happy melons on the streets of Africa
and continue godding*, after the harvest.
*playing god
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A Journey Through Santa Elena Paul McCarrick
It is hot.
Breaths have been taken, a drink of water. 
There is a fear to surviving the night.
Do I need to know how to swim? I say. 
He finishes his drink, goes up a gear and takes an exit.
No. Not really. You don’t need to know how to swim, 
as long as you have the will to live.
I have that will for life to live more than ever before now, 
bring me home, run me back to stand in the world’s waters, 
renew myself again, rush me from this deep closing heat.
We travel through valleys, walls carved out from ruptures, 
themselves blessed by being untouched by measurements,
centimetres, man-made precision. Hitting one side we travel 
on solid and different ground. Taking a step in, we journey 
through ravines being born, through rockslides and gorges 
and come out again, fresh, warm, fine in the cool rays 
of Mexico’s sun. We could track the trails of coyotes, 
or snakes, or see in the tv blue sky the ghosts of Camacho chiefs, 
looking down at us new invaders, or men not on horseback, 
but standing watch, sighting us in their cold vision of steel 
moving within the shadow, breathing in the wind, 
crying in the river, lying on the earth. It is hot.
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We deep dive past borders made from hand and land and pass 
to the point of being born again, baptised by mother earth and 
her holy clean water, wholesome, to stand again and feel the sun 
and the wind and this earth on this land, anew.
Give me the question again, 
and I will say I have it now,
I have it now and so much more.
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It’s Your Word Against Theirs Nora Nadjarian
1.
She says no again and some words are not accepted, 
fall on the floor like her clothes.
Who told you to wear 
the almost nothing of a whore? 
The hands on her mouth and a deaf scream and her heart
beats like a loudspeaker blasting it all over town. 
2. 
The blood she lost, she cups it in her palms
and smears her body with a blanket of shame.
Her limbs are dead, her insides deciding to die.
The doctor is suspicious of her mouth which opens
and closes without a sound. This silence must be operated on.
What is left of me? 
3.
She speaks in contradictions, an unreliable witness. 
Madwoman. Can’t remember who, how many, 
exactly at which point. 
Whatever you say will be recorded. Used against you. 
Questions pace up and down in the tiny room, 
words roll out of her mouth like broken teeth. 
4.
She comes out drenched and shivering, hiding her face
from cameras. Shock stands next to her and she asks 
for a loving word, one word that loves her, to hear 
at least one word of reply from the world. How easy it was 
to enter the neon lights and sway to the music. 
The volume gradually goes up to deafening.
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Smell of The Fish Philomena Obasi
Sleeping so calm
Arising so sluggish
Aches and pains
On torn raffia mat!
Moonlight…
Cricket sounds, fish smoke
Kinsmen in circles
Grandma smoking fish
Few, but many mouths
Sharing, fighting
Kings share 
Community together
Our bare, natural existence 
All for One…One for All
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God’s Plan – Ken Saro-Wiwa’s Spiritual Tale
Patrick O’Siochru
My child, what do you see?
Stars, many of them.
My child, what do you feel?
Pain. With intention to heal.
My child, what do you smell?
Happiness. A smell of hope.
You must know, in a time to come, I must leave,
But do not forget, we share this land, from which we breathe.
In all our might, and in all our will,
They will never destroy this beauty, nor shall we in return lustre to kill.
These lands, they speak in whispers,
The darkness is our guide,
The light is our bearer. 
Let it not be man, who rules this country,
May you to feel no more pain against a monstrous adversary. 
The spirit of what is right,
This will determine your faith, command this evil, and be sure to put up 
a good fight.
My child, I must go, my time is up,
As the sands command it, for time does not move slow,
For which time will let us meet, separate us at last upon this false acquit.
Do not look so frail, my child,
You have your mother’s eyes.
If you feel lost, look up to the skies,
For God sees all, for no quest is too small, or too great,
And I, your watchful eye, looking down carefully from St. Peter’s Gate.
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School Category 2020
First Prize 
Bystander Conor Walsh
As he reached into his pocket,
He felt the cold metal key. 
It sends a shiver up his spine,
But that will dissipate in an instant. 
He turns around to take one last look at the site
Before it becomes a profit driven retail outlet. 
He sees the family,
A father, mother and four children,
Attempting to hold back the emotions.
As they pack frantically
He ponders how they must feel,
The emotions that are consuming them.
They certainly won’t simply, dissipate.
A tear comes to his eye.
But he reminds himself,
This is not his fault.
He is only doing his job,
He’s an innocent bystander.
What more could he have done?
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Second Prize 
Baking Banana Bread Ceri Arnott
The recipe lay for all to see.
I leaped up and beamed at Mommy
As she yanked the ripest yellow banana from its friends.
She explained: its fellow bananas understood.
They knew their friend would provide a world of good
For us humans.
The golden dome rose for miles.
To help I reached up and turned the dials
Just like Mommy did.
Alas by the ding the poor bread was burned.
When I ate it my stomach churned.
Perhaps I should not have copied Mommy.
Of course, now I understand,
Such high temperatures are impossible to withstand.
The crust had been penetrated, the potential surpassed.
To this day, I remember the rest of the bunch --
Those haunted inverted smiles,
Mourning, abandoned, unripe.
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Shortlisted Poems
Amends Marykate Donohoe
Lost are the soldiers, in the mountainous sky.
Absent are their morals, 
As the blood of truth runs dry.
The blood shall run, and nourish this earth.
From the seeds of selfless sacrifice,
The acts of change shall bloom.
Anticipating Christeen Obasi
When that day comes
The D-day
When we start to contemplate on our reasons for existing
Our privilege
Then and only then would be so similar
All races and species alike
We will bow our heads and accept our fate
Like slaves
We will regret our injustice and unfairness
Then, we will be judged
By something greater than
Our unfiltered tongues
And piercing eyes.
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Know Where Christeen Obasi
This is my refuge – here
This is where I can think, relax, laugh happily
And be
No one judges me here, I’m satisfied here
Abstract nouns are actual people here
Feelings and emotions likewise
This is the land of the candid
Or so I believe
Or so I want to believe
At least, I’m happy here
And that’s all that matters. 
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School Category 2019
First Prize 
Humans Greatest Sin Jay Vergara
Mother! Father! My little child said,
As she rushed into my bedroom and leaped onto my bed
With a look of excitement and wonder
“What are these creatures?” she pondered
Images of creatures, which existed long ago
Rushed into extinction from the damage humans did so
We invaded their homes, and took their resources
If they fought back our way we would force in
We’ve famished our Earth, our greatest sin
“But Mother, Father surely we humans have done great!
“Humans are Prefect” said in Christian Faith
A lie it is, it’s far from the truth
Does the destruction we’ve done make us absolute?
Not a single patch of nature seen in our cities
Our plan of action is only feeling pity
Our Buildings and factories standing in nature’s way
Nowhere to expand, left to decline and fade away
The air we respirate, is corrupted and twisted
There was once a time it wasn’t as misted
Now with every breath, feels like you’re choking
Without a cigarette, you’re basically smoking
Disappear if we would, life would thrive
Stay if we would, life would die
With the look of excitement no longer on her face
She bitterly said “What is wrong with the Human Race?”
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Second Prize
The Bight of Biafra Elizabeth Akinwande
Freezing.
Wrapped up in myself, the sea rocks violently almost like the tempest 
raging on in my head, shaking my security. This boat is ripped apart by 
the waves and my life by the war.
Nigeria torn in two like the weak (silk) cotton it was made out of.
The needle and thread in their hands.
Instead of sowing the fabric of our country back together: they pricked 
us, bonded us and left us no choice but to leave. 
The Bight of Biafra.
The oil on which the boat rocks is the violence in which my mind 
absorbs.
Constantly replaying in my memory, chipping off pieces of me as it 
repeats.
Biafra, Nigeria, Torn, Silk, Black Gold; Dust.
I don’t know how many days have passed, maybe 12, maybe 33.
Too lost in my own world to notice. Too lost in my old world to notice.
Trying to savor the last morsels of the boy that I’d become. So exposed to 
the terror of the man I would be and where this oil slick would take me.
The heaving and labored breaths of a woman stole my attention. 
Her sickly green tainted the mahogany of her skin and she heaved once 
more over the side of the boat. Sweat permeated from her tattered clothes.
I knew her name was Nneka. She told me warmly when we first got 
onto the boat, her matronly smile was a source of comfort for the first 
couple of days.
She spoke Igbo just like I.
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And she told me ‘’ihe niile ga-adi mma nwam’’. (Everything will be fine 
my son)
I reached my hand to her shoulder and mustered all the comfort I had 
out of my sad heart into hers. I whispered ‘’Anyi ga adi nma’’(we will be 
okay) and she closed into me and wept.
She wept for the both of us and everything we had lost, everything we 
had grown to love and everything in between.
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School Category 2018
First Prize 
1859 Conor Walsh
Standing there at the side of the drill,
Watching the oil, black as coal, 
Being poured into the container, 
Seeing Mr. Drake’s face as he watched on, 
the pride clearly evident,
It was simply magnificent.
Thinking of what heroes we were,
How the world will 
Change because of us, 
The legacy we will 
leave behind.
We rushed to tell them what we had found,
How different their reaction was to 
What I had envisaged. 
We were not glorified heroes,
We were monsters.
They told us “if used this oil would be the death of the human race.”
Sitting here now knowing that we almost damaged the earth in an 
unthinkable fashion,
I am comforted in the knowledge that we will always remember the 
dark day
When oil tried to kill us. 
We must take the lessons learned from that day and allow them to 
influence Everything we do,
The mistakes of that day must 
Never be made again.
Because if they are the Consequences will be grave.
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Second prize 
Elements of Life Zofia Terzyk 
Wounding words pollute the water,
thrown away dreams damage the earth,
tears of lost love blow out fires,
sharp knives cut the trees,
furious fists punch the metal,
Only heroes can save us now,
fight the crime and turn back time,
Peace, Love, Hope and Joy,
cleanse the world,
bring back Life,
So strong yet so shatterable.
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Third prize 
The Sun Shines Down Eva Paturyan
The sun shines down
On views changed for the worst.
Yesterday it shone on a paradise of trees, 
Today it shone on a barren wasteland.
Last week, on waves of water, 
This week, on waves of plastic. 
Last year, on faces lit with hope,
This year, on faces fearing for their future. 
Last century, on wildlife left untouched, 
This century, on wildlife fast disappearing.
The sun shines down on this earth we call home, 
And will continue to shine while we undo our wrongs,
Until it shines down once again 
On views changed for the better.
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Highly Commended
Pollution Áine Dooley
A global problem arises,
Like large plumes of smoke
From the industrial chimneys of greed-driven goliath
Causing the earth and air to choke
A global problem arises,
Like large mounds of plastic waste
Accumulating on our oceans floors and surfaces
Condemning all sea-life encased
A global problem arises,
Like large volumes of environmental noise
Emitted from unwanted human activities
So loud, so continuous, it annoys
A global problem arises,
Like air, sea and noise pollution
Merging to form climate change
A growing concern that requires your eco-hero contribution
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Melt Maeve Byrnes
Melting cap of ice,
We turn the earth to an oven,
Sets the earth on fire
Cooking the scorched lands, 
Killing the beauty of Earth.
Our Earth, too precious.
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Five Poems by 
Sister Majella McCarron (OLA)
Dying Village
No piercing siren to rise you,
No flaring light to guide you,
No nearby neighbour’s love to reach you,
Dying village.
No caring friend to conceal you,
No towering soldier to defend you,
No rushing firemen to quench you,
Dying village.
No speeding ambulance to ferry you,
No humble priest to bury you,
No Red Cross pennant to fly for you,
Dying village.
No urgent phone to ring for you,
No loud-pitched radio to plead for you,
News is blocked in fear of you,
Dying village.
No strong one comes to hold you,
As children are torn from you,
A stranger’s voice to wail for you,
Dying village.
Dawn comes late for you,
Vultures chuckle over you,
Our deepest human shame is you,
Dying village.
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Too few prophets spoke for you,
Years of scribes and pharisees denied you,
Evil powers abandoned and beggared you,
Dying village.
The world turned its back on you,
May God himself be good to you,
And hope renew in you,
Dying village.
 
1995
A Night of Death
10 – 11 – 1995
   
 Large sobs of rain
 Gusts of pain
 Flowed along the lane 
 Of Ken Saro-Wiwa Park.
 Umbrella shroud
 Unrolled
 To cradle
 Your precious name.
 I’d brought you home
 Given you a space
 A place to be mourned
 Until freed to your own.
 You were waked in Ireland
 On a street of shame
 Renamed
 And washed
 With Ireland’s rain
 1995
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Letters
(to Ken Saro-Wiwa in detention)
1
I stand
On the edge of space –
Thrusting thoughts
To tested hands
Carrying on
In silent song
To yonder place!
2
I make 
Boat to sail –
With words
That bind
Heart to life
Where horror’s
Rife!
3
I weave
Threaded thoughts
That trace and lace
Soul to soul –
Fragile chords
That hold and hold
Greed’s relentless roll!
4
I pray
That hope should hold
Wind blow open
The hidden fold –
No story of mine
Remain untold
Abandoned to bitter cold.
1995
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Warmth in the Wind
 Harsh wounded lands-
 Stumbling in the storm
 I stand and look
 In horror
 At what’s gone on!
 From way out there
 A stranger comes
 To hold my hand
 In muted unison-
 I understand 
 What he’s done!
 A quiet voice
 Soothing a weeping heart
 Slowly calms the harm
 Quells the fear
 Dries the tears
 For what’s gone on and done!
1996
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Ajido
 Afternoon –
 Hot, heavy heat!
 Stillness
 Seeping everywhere,
 As lethargy creeps along human limbs
 Constraining busy agitated restless me
 Into
 The space of myself
 Drawn by my physical line.
Releasing feelings
 And emotions
 And memories
 Of pure integration …
 Bowed down and held by the head
 Together in one wholeness!
 The long narrow pin strip
 Winding its way
 Under sheltering trees
 To the silence of Ajido
 With its shapeless space
 Held by absence
 Of pavements!
1995
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Developing a world view through a 
diversity of voices: A Reflection
David Rinehart
The poems in this book give us the unique opportunity to explore the 
thoughts and imagination of people from a diversity of backgrounds and 
experiences. Some were born and raised in Ireland; some have come to live 
in Ireland from different countries including Nigeria and America, while 
others currently live in other countries around the world. Many of the 
poets share a common sentiment of how tired, distressed and enraged they 
are by the vast array of social problems smattered across our globe. These 
voices resonated with me, reminding me of stories I heard in the United 
States, my home country. The global North and the global South share an 
unjust and lopsided history, yet we, those of us reading this book, those of 
us who are activists, those of us who are poets and writers and academics, 
we are coming together to demand justice, equality, and to save our planet. 
I moved to Ireland in August of 2018. It was then, through the May-
nooth University Ken Saro-Wiwa archive, that I learned the story of Ken 
Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoni 9 which shed light on egregious acts of violence 
and injustice in Nigeria. With a background in Latin American Studies, 
parts of this story felt familiar to me and drew me in. Now, working in 
Special Collections & Archives at Maynooth University Library, I’m in an 
incredibly privileged position to have a small part in this story, to contrib-
ute my very own words, experience, and knowledge. For this, I am very 
grateful. 
 The essays and poems in this book shed light on the many malig-
nant ways in which capitalism and colonialism have wreaked havoc on our 
world. These forces destroy our planet, shape and sharpen racial tension 
and violence, widen the wealth gap, fuel sexism, encourage xenophobia 
and anti-immigration sentiment, and the list grows on. Some of the poets 
in the School Category in this collection describe a doomed earth where 
drilling for oil, the overproduction of plastic, and the politics that keep 
these dirty practices moving are destroying our planet, and subsequent-
ly their dreams. The anxiety these students feel, which is also evident in 
some of the poems in the adult category, is tangible and readers will be 
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able to relate to this. It is but another consequence of global hypercapital-
ism and colonialism. These symptoms of capitalism are felt here as much 
as anywhere else. Take the Americas as an example.
In the Americas, the modern imperial force known as the United States 
of America has manipulated elections, staged coups, and allowed unimagi-
nable violence to sweep the region so that foreign interests, namely Ameri-
can corporations, can stake their claims to land and benefit from cheap 
labour. These regimes smack down labour unions, tear apart labour laws, 
and take away the rich and fertile land from its own people. For example, 
in the 1950’s, Jacobo Árbenz became the second democratically elected 
president in the more than 100 years of Guatemala’s independence. He 
ran on a platform of agrarian reform. Árbenz wanted to take the unused 
land owned by foreign corporations, namely the United Fruit Company, 
and give it back to the Guatemalan people. The United Fruit Company had 
majorly powerful stockholders in the US government, such as the Dulles 
Brothers, John and Allen, who were respectively the Secretary of State and 
Director of the CIA. The company was concerned about Árbenz ideas and 
his popularity. The CIA staged a successful coup d’état.1
This has been followed by decades of violence, poverty, coups, and 
corrupt governing. One of the largest groups of immigrants undergoing 
a dangerous journey and seeking asylum in the United States are Guate-
malans. The United States is doing everything it can to prevent entry and 
those who do get in, work hard long days for less than the minimum wage, 
which is already far less than a living wage. When I learned about the 
Ogoni people, a story of corporate greed and personal wealth at the cost of 
others’ health, wellbeing, peace, and land use, it reminded me of the story 
of Guatemala and the United Fruit Company. 
Whether it is Guatemala or Nigeria, or any other countries, the story 
is similar enough for us to recognise a global trend: a trend in which im-
perialism has transformed into global capitalism. We see the so-called “de-
veloped world” profiting from the labour and land of the so-called “under-
developed” world. The global North reaping the benefits and raping the land 
of the global South. We see people fleeing their homes, not because they 
want to, but because they have no other choice. Liam O’Neill’s poem, Doctor 
Osman, describes something I am sure many of us have felt at some moment:
1 Schlesinger, S., & Kinzer, S. (2005). Bitter fruit: The story of the American coup in Guatemala. Cambridge 
(Massachusetts): Harvard University, David Rockefeller center for Latin American Studies.
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At night, in Ireland, I settle down to watch a movie.
At night, in Sudan, more innocent people are being dragged
into ‘ghost houses’ to be injected with poisons.
The same powers taking advantage of these countries, are putting up bor-
ders and illegalizing and marginalizing the very people most affected by 
their actions. 
Eilish Fisher, in her work Night Feedings, exposes the monstrous, centu-
ries old genocidal and racist practices implemented by the United States 
of dehumanizing ‘others.’ In this case, those dehumanized are migrants 
from the global South. These practices are so ugly that they go as far as to 
separate parents and children from each other, keeping children in cages, 
like animals. To give context to these practices: when the United States 
established what is referred to as the Prevention Through Deterrence pol-
icy back in 1994, namely putting up a physical border and increasing the 
amount of Border Patrol agents, it was acknowledged that it would lead to 
migrant deaths at the hands of the cruel desert climate. They called these 
deaths unavoidable ‘collateral damage.’
Since 1998, over seven thousand migrants have died in the desert ac-
cording the U.S. Border Patrols own statistics.2 This does not include the 
thousands of migrants who have been declared missing. To add fuel to the 
fire, private prison corporations such as CoreCivic, inc. (formerly known 
as CCA), make billions of dollars a year for holding migrants in their eu-
phemistically named ‘detention centers.’ They make 160 dollars per per-
son per day, giving them incentive to overcrowd and to lobby for stricter 
border policies.3
Those of us who recognize this violence and oppression need to be 
heard: to remain silent is to be complicit. That is what I understand Ken 
Saro-Wiwa to mean by Silence is Treason, or the trope we hear throughout 
the global Black Lives Matters movement, Silence is Complicity. With that 
in mind, I would like to reflect on Ken Saro-Wiwa’s words,
As we subscribe to the sub-normal and accept double standards, as we lie 
and cheat openly, as we protect injustice and oppression, we empty our 
2 Southwest Border Deaths by Fiscal Year. (2019). Retrieved September 2, 2020, from https://web.archive.
org/web/20190109174045/https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2017-Dec/BP Southwest 
Border Sector Deaths FY1998-FY2017.pd
3  Rinehart, D. C. (2018). Walking the Fine Line: Legal Precarity Along the U.S.-Mexico Border (Unpublished master’s 
thesis). University of Florida.
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classrooms, denigrate our hospitals, fill our stomachs with hunger and elect 
to make ourselves the slaves of those who ascribe to higher standards.4
Reading the entries to the Ken Saro-Wiwa Poetry Competition strength-
ened my sense of solidarity with oppressed people everywhere. Some of 
the poets write about migration. Some reflect on homes and lands left 
behind, such as Lind Grant-Oyeye in African Refugee, or what their bodily 
experience is in this world, which we feel viscerally in Chiamaka Enyi-
Amadi’s The Misrecognition of Bodies as Thorns. Some of these poets, like me, 
have been raised and socialized by the global North and are waking from a 
hazy dream to see this western world for what it is, an ugly dragon hoard-
ing gold and hurting those who come near. 
These poems give us the most empathetic tool imaginable, to view 
the world through the eyes of others. You’ll hear the beauty of humanity, 
people who enjoy entertainment, who struggle to raise their children, who 
love infinitely, who strive, who feel, who cry and laugh. We can smell, taste 
and feel what the poet smells, tastes and feels, like the smell of “Grandma 
smoking fish,” in Philomena Obasi’s poem Smell of the Fish. In just a few 
lines, we can be someone else, experience as someone else, understand 
someone else, and, from that, we become a better more complete person. 
We get a taste of humanity and what it is as a whole. We nurture and grow 
our empathy. This should ignite a desire within us to keep reading, to keep 
learning, to keep listening. Poetry is a tool to look outward at the world 
and also to look inward, to understand others and the effect of our actions 
as a global community on others. 
I cannot speak for those of you whom I consider myself an ally, what I 
can do is tell you that I am here, and I am listening. I will follow your lead 
and learn from you only when and if you want to teach me. I will not pres-
sure you or ask you, I will simply keep my eyes and ears open for those of 
you who are speaking and writing and painting and playing. I have learned 
so much from you and I have so much more to learn. The best lesson I have 
learned, as of yet, is that being anti-racist, an ally, a feminist, open minded 
and loving is a process that lasts our whole lives. It’s a way of living, not an 
accomplishment. 
These poems, the work of Ken Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoni 9, and the 
work of Maynooth University Library in keeping Ken Saro-Wiwa’s work 
4 Dickson, A. (2005, November 10). Against forgetting. Retrieved September 02, 2020, from
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/culturevultureblog/2005/nov/10/againstforgett
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and words alive, has helped shape me and helped guide me on this jour-
ney. The voices in these poems and essays have helped me develop my un-
derstanding of the world I am fighting for. These words show us what the 
world is, what the world should and should not be and how we can work 
together to achieve justice and equality. 
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